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1

General Introduction

This thesis concerns the learning processes in rule-based category-learning tasks.

Learning, as a broad topic in developmental psychology, has enjoyed periods of

intense interest (notably 60’s and 70’s of the past century), and periods of relative

quiet. At present, the interest appears to be on the rise, perhaps in response to

the calls of Cantor and Spiker (1983) and Siegler (2000) to return to the field

of children’s learning. Certainly, the past decades have seen a wealth of pub-

lished studies on the topic of category learning, albeit mainly in adults. In many

of these studies, the participants are presented with one or more instances of

different categories. The interest focuses on the participants’ ability to assign

stimuli to given categories, to choose the stimulus of the correct category, or to

generalize to new, previously unseen, categories. In addition to being of interest

in fundamental research, category learning features in neuropsychological assess-

ment (as witnessed, for instance, by the prominent role of the Wisconsin Card

Sorting Test; Heaton, Chelune, Talley, Kay, & Curtis, 1993).

Recent articles have addressed the cognitive processes underlying learning in

different category learning paradigms. Ashby, Alfonso-Reese, Turken, and Wal-

dron (1998), Kéri (2003), and M. A. Erickson and Kruschke (1998) have argued

in favor of the existence of multiple systems underlying category learning (see

Nosofsky and Johansen (2000) for a single-system account). On the basis of

the behavioral results obtained in various categorization paradigms, and of the

results of neuropsychological (imaging and lesion) studies, Ashby et al. (1998)

posited the existence of two neurologically separated and competing systems of

category-learning: a verbal system and an implicit system. The verbal system is

based on explicit reasoning, and is thought to depend heavily on frontal and tem-

poral language areas. The implicit system is based on associative or procedural

learning, and is located in the striatum. Both systems are assumed to operate

in parallel within an individual. However, one system may dominate the other

depending on the individual, the task, and the environment. For example, the

verbal system is thought to dominate the implicit system in healthy adults on

rule-based category-learning tasks, in which the optimal rule is easy to verbalize
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(e.g., ”red stimuli belong to category A, blue stimuli belong to category B”).

Ashby et al. (1998) assume that the verbal system is less efficient in children,

because it relies on the prefrontal cortex, which is not yet fully developed in

children (e.g., Diamond & Goldman-Rakic, 1989; Diamond, 2002; Casey, Totten-

ham, Liston, & Durston, 2005). Children’s performance on rule-based category-

learning tasks, in which the rules are easily verbalized, is therefore expected to

suffer. It is unclear, however, whether children use their less efficient verbal sys-

tem, or their implicit system to learn these tasks. This can be investigated, as

the two systems give rise to distinct behavioral data. Implicit learning is ex-

pected to produce an incremental improvement in performance, as it is based

on associative or procedural learning. In contrast, learning through the verbal,

explicit reasoning system occurs suddenly, i.e., at the instance the optimal rule

is recognized. If the inadequate rules and the optimal rule differ sufficiently with

respect to their categorization accuracies, learning is apparent in a sudden in-

crease in performance. In this thesis, we investigated the learning processes on a

rule-based category-learning task in young children and adults with the specific

aim of determining whether young children learn incrementally or abruptly, and

when children’s learning approximates adult’s learning. To this end we adopt the

appropriate methodology of finite mixture modeling (McLachlan & Peel, 2000;

see below).

The idea of qualitatively different learning mechanisms has a long tradition

in developmental psychology. It has been advanced to explain the substantial

increase from early childhood to early adulthood in the speed of learning on a

simple rule-based learning task (discrimination learning task; see Box 1 for an

example). Specifically, according to Kendler’s (1979; see also Kendler, H. H. &

Kendler, 1962) levels of functioning theory, a developmental progression takes

place between two qualitatively different modes of learning, a slow mode and a

rational mode. These two modes of learning resemble Ashby’s implicit and verbal

systems. The slow mode is supposed to be associative, incremental, generally

relatively slow, and to be based on gradual strengthening of stimulus-response

associations. The rational mode is supposed to originate in hypothesis testing

resulting in sudden learning after only a few trials. The probability that a child’s

learning is due to the rational mode is thought to increase gradually with age.

Kendler’s (1979) theory was judged to be innovative and promising from

the developmental perspective (Spiker & Cantor, 1983). It combines two dom-

inant theories of discrimination learning, i.e., associative learning theory and

hypothesis-testing theory, which were the two opposing views in the continuity-
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Box 1: Rule-based learning task

The figure on the right shows two

trials of the discrimination learn-

ing task, i.e., a rule-based category-

learning task, which was used in

this thesis.

On each trial, two stimuli are shown, which differ on two dimensions. In the

present case the stimuli differ in color (two values: ”white” and ”black”) and

in shape (two values: ”triangle” and ”square”). Participants choose one of

the two stimuli and receive feedback. An easily verbalizable, uni-dimensional

rule (i.e., ”triangle”, ”square”, ”black”, or ”white”) determines which stimulus

choice is correct. So, one dimension, let us say color, is relevant. One value

of the relevant dimension is correct (let us say ”black”), while the other value

(”white”) is incorrect on all trials. The shape dimension is irrelevant. This

implies that a rule based on a value of the shape dimension leads to a correct

choice in 50% of the trials.

Participants receive positive or negative feedback on each trial, and are consid-

ered to have mastered the task, if they satisfy a predefined learning criterion,

e.g., at least 9 correct responses on 10 consecutive trials. The number of trials

and the number of errors to criterion have both featured as measures of learning

efficiency.

An extension of the task are discrimination shift tasks, in which the correct rule

shifts (changes) as soon as the participant satisfied the learning criterion. The

participant is then required to learn the new rule from feedback. These shift

tasks include the reversal, the nonreversal, the intradimensional, the extradi-

mensional, and the optional shift task. These differ in the type of rule shift,

and in whether the same, or new stimuli and dimensions are used in the shift

phase. In this thesis, we employed the discrimination reversal shift task, in which

the reinforcement contingencies are reversed unbeknown to the participant and

without disruption of the task.
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noncontinuity controversy in the animal and adult learning literature (see Box 2

for a brief sketch). In contrast to Kendler’s (1979) theory, alternative theories

of the development of discrimination learning were based on either associative

learning theory or cognitive hypothesis-testing theory. Specifically, these theo-

ries comprise an associationistic theory (Spiker & Cantor, 1979), a perceptual

differentiation theory (Tighe, Tighe, Waterhouse, & Vasta, 1970), an attention

theory (Zeaman & House, 1979), and developmental hypothesis-testing theory

(e.g., Phillips & Levine, 1975, Gholson & Schuepfer, 1979). Studies from the

hypothesis-theory perspective revealed relevant results: Children’s discrimina-

tion learning performance can be improved through various forms of training,

even some young children can make use of hypotheses, and their use of hypothe-

ses is often less efficient and strategic than observed in older children or adults

(Spiker & Cantor, 1983). However, the fact that some young children can use hy-

potheses and may show sudden learning under facilitating circumstances does not

disprove Kendler’s (1979) hypothesis of qualitatively different modes of discrim-

ination learning. Testing Kendler’s theory of two qualitatively different learning

modes directly is not straightforward.

Indirect evidence was sought using the so-called discrimination shift learning

paradigm, in which reinforcement contingencies are changed after the partici-

pant has mastered the initial discrimination, upon which the new rule has to be

learned. The relative ease of learning the new rule after different types of rein-

forcement shifts is interpreted in the light of different predictions of the learning

modes. For instance, in a reversal shift task, the new rule perfectly reverses the

reinforcement contingencies, i.e., all choices that were previously correct, become

incorrect and vice versa. In contrast, in a non-reversal shift task, the new rule

merely renders half of the previously correct choices incorrect. The reasoning is

as follows: Given a hypothesis-testing strategy, both shifts do not differ in diffi-

culty. However, given associative learning, the non-reversal shift should be easier

than the reversal shift, because only half of the of the stimulus-response asso-

ciations has to be relearned, while the other half remains unchanged. Esposito

(1975) reviewed discrimination shift learning experiments, and observed that the

relative ease of the various shift tasks varied considerably from study to study,

depending on the specific condition. He concluded that there is no real need for a

theory with two qualitatively different modes of learning. In addition, discrimina-

tion shift learning paradigms received methodological criticism (Slamecka, 1968;

Esposito, 1975). According to Kendler (1979), the relative ease of learning after

different types of shifts did support the existence of the two modes. As additional
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support, Kendler (1979) examined the distribution of the number of errors during

the learning process. The remainder distribution of errors, after subtracting the

number of errors predicted by a model of hypothesis-testing, provided a good

fit to a normal density, which was taken as additional evidence of incremental

learning in the slow learning mode. However, this methodology was too weak to

justify strong conclusions.

Methodological issues concerning single versus multiple system theories of

learning as those posited by Kendler and Ashby received attention in the re-

cent literature. Ashby and Ell (2002) discussed the important questions of what

constitutes a separate system, and which methodologies are most suited to distin-

guish between single and multiple system theories. Ashby and Ell (2002), arguing

that no single criterion can be sufficient, proposed a hierarchy of criteria, in the

mathematical, psychological, and neurobiological domains. The mathematical

criterion of two systems being separate is that their respective mathematical rep-

resentations or models not be equivalent, and that the models not be nested (i.e.,

each model gives rise to at least some unique prediction). In the psychological

domain, the criterion of distinct systems is that different psychological processes

are required to complete the task. In the neurobiological domain, the criterion of

distinct systems is that they are mediated by separate neural structures. Ashby

and Ell (2002) discuss several methodologies for testing between single and mul-

tiple systems, such as the fixed-point property of binary mixtures, the method of

double and single dissociations, and the mapping of hypothesized systems onto

known neural structures. However, these methods generally require a sample rep-

resentative of one homogeneous population, or samples representative of multiple

homogeneous populations. This is no trivial requirement in the context of devel-

opmental psychology. Specifically, according to Kendler (1979), each sample in

the appropriate age range is heterogeneous, i.e., will include both incrementally

learning children and hypothesis-testing children. Within age group heterogene-

ity has also been suggested in recent neuropsychological developmental studies on

feedback processing, where heterogeneity may be attributable to the use of dif-

ferent cognitive strategies (van Duijvenvoorde, Zanolie, Rombouts, Raijmakers,

& Crone, 2008; Crone, Ridderinkhof, Worm, Somsen, & van der Molen, 2004).

What is needed is a method that can accommodate explicitly the expected

within age group heterogeneity. Finite mixture modeling (McLachlan & Peel,

2000) presents a class of latent variable models that can do just this. A latent

variable model is a statistical model that relates a set of observed variables, so-

called manifest variables or indicators, to a set of unobserved, or latent variables.
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Box 2: Continuity-noncontinuity controversy

In the 1920s, while studying the acquisition of a brightness discrimination in

rats, Lashley (1929) noticed, that the rats showed systematic response patterns,

which were inconsistent with the gradual improvement expected on the basis of

the then dominant (associationistic) conditioning theory. In the light of this ob-

servation, Krechevsky (1932), proposed that rats solve discrimination problems

by trying various solutions. This noncontinuity view was heavily criticized by

researchers adhering to the associationistic view of learning. They argued that

the observed response patterns were merely a by-product of learning, i.e., due to

earlier conditioned responses (Spence, 1940). According to the associationistic

view, practice and feedback gradually change the stimulus-response associa-

tions. This controversy also arose in human (adult) discrimination learning,

where hypothesis-testing theory, entailing that various hypotheses are tested in

solving a problem, eventually met with broad acceptance. The controversy gave

rise to an enormous amount of empirical and theoretical work. This included

the reversal shift paradigm, in which reinforcement contingencies are reversed

after learning, in order to test between continuity and noncontinuity theory.

The blank trial paradigm was also developed, in which patterns of consistent

responding in blocks of non-feedback trials were used to infer hypothesis-testing

strategies in adults (Levine, 1967).

Mathematical models of learning were developed and elaborated, and impres-

sive theoretical advances were made (see Greeno & Bjork, 1973 for a review).

This work included the single operator linear model, which is an incremental

learning model (Estes, 1950), and the all-or-none model, which is a discontinu-

ous model (Bush & Mosteller, 1955). Much of the work was done in the fields of

discrimination learning, and of paired-associate learning. Random effects, mix-

ture, multi-level models, and hybrid models, which include both continuous and

discontinuous learning, were developed (Batchelder, 1975; Batchelder, Bjork,

& Yellott, 1966; Batchelder, 1971; Norman, 1964b, 1964a). Restle (1965) dis-

cussed the relation between characteristics of the observed learning process and

several learning theories (e.g., stimulus sampling theory (Estes, 1950)) in the

context of paired associate learning. Methods to distinguish between incremen-

tal and all-or-none learning were developed (Batchelder, 1975). The question of

discontinuous or continuous paired-associate learning was also studied in young

children. This work suggested that young children also engaged in all-or-none

learning of individual items on paired-associate lists (Brainerd & Howe, 1978,

1980).
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It is generally assumed that the observed responses on the indicators are uncor-

related after controlling for (or conditioning on) the latent variable, i.e., that the

indicators are locally independent given the latent variable. This property is in

many cases necessary to identify the latent variables. In addition, it is desirable

if one wishes to interpret the responses on the indicators as being explained or

caused by an individual’s position on the latent variable(s), as is common in

psychometrics (see Borsboom, Mellenbergh, & van Heerden, 2003 for alternative

interpretations). The distribution of the latent and manifest variables (continu-

ous or discrete) gives rise to a taxonomy of models, which is conveyed in Table

1.1.

Table 1.1: Common latent variable models.

Latent

variables

continuous discrete

Manifest continuous Factor Analysis Latent Profile Analysis

variables discrete Latent Trait Analysis Latent Class Analysis

Latent Profile Analysis and Latent Class Analysis are classical finite mixture

models (Lazarsfeld & Henry, 1968), i.e., they incorporate a discrete latent vari-

able, be it nominal or ordinal. In Factor Analysis, and Latent Trait analysis,

a continuous latent variable is assumed. All four models in this taxonomy may

be interpreted as incorporating local independence. This assumption is however

not essential from a general modeling perspective, and can be relaxed where it

is not required for identification purposes (see e.g., see Uebersax, 1999; Hage-

naars, 1988, Dolan, Jansen, & van der Maas, 2004, Muthén, 2002, chapter 6).

This undermines the strict psychometric interpretation, but greatly increases the

flexibility of the models. For instance, permitting the manifest variables to be

correlated within the classes in the latent profile model, would result in an uncon-

strained multivariate (normal, perhaps) finite mixture model. Here conditioning

on the latent class does not guarantee uncorrelated responses. Subjecting the

responses within the classes to a factor model, would result in a mixture of factor

models (Muthén, 2008; McLachlan & Peel, 2000). These models, as the models

in Table 1.1, are special cases of more general latent variable frameworks (Dolan,

2009; Muthén, 2008), which also include hybrid models with a combination of

discrete and continuous latent and manifest variables.

Finite mixture modeling has been applied to accommodate heterogeneity in
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many areas of cognitive development. These applications include latent class

analyses (see Table 1.1) of the development of proportional reasoning (Jansen

& van der Maas, 1997), triad classification (Raijmakers, Jansen, & van der

Maas, 2004), or children’s knowledge of the physical characteristics of the earth

(Straatemeier, van der Maas, & Jansen, 2008). Latent class analysis has sev-

eral advantages compared to ad hoc classification methods (e.g., van der Maas

& Straatemeier, 2008). In Raijmakers, Dolan, and Molenaar (2001) and Block,

Erickson, and McHoes (1973), the method of finite mixture modeling was applied

to the distribution of the number of errors in the category learning process, and

supported the hypothesis of the existence of two modes of learning. The question

whether the slow learning process is incremental, or abrupt was not addressed in

these studies. This question is addressed in chapter 3.

In the applications of latent variable models mentioned above, the models are

static, i.e., each individual’s position on the latent variable(s) is fixed. In the

analysis of learning and development, an important extension concerns change

in the individual’s position on one or more latent variables over repeated mea-

surements. The change can be continuous or discrete, and it can occur over

consecutive trials within an experimental session, or over repeated measurements

separated by weeks, months, years. For instance, during a learning experiment,

stimulus-response associations might be strengthened gradually, resulting in grad-

ually increasing probabilities of a correct response, or a child may switch from a

state, in which an inadequate response rule is applied, to a state, in which the

optimal is executed. The latter process results in an abrupt, categorical change

in the probability of a correct response as a function of the child’s latent state.

As another example of abrupt transitions within one experimental session, a child

may use categorically different cognitive strategies of responding when faced with

different items (see Box 3 for an example; and chapter 6, application 2). On a

larger time scale, continuous change could for instance be present in a gradual

increase in reading speed or in learning efficiency. An example of discontinuous

change would be a sudden shift to using a more advanced cognitive strategy (see

chapters 4 and 6, application 1).

A broad class of models for categorical change on the latent level are discrete-

time discrete-state latent Markov models (Wickens, 1982a; Kemeny & Snell,

1976; Langeheine, 1994; Vermunt, Langeheine, & Böckenholt, 1999; van de Pol &

Langeheine, 1990; Collins & Wugalter, 1992; Thomas, Lohaus, & Kessler, 1999;

Dolan et al., 2004). A simple version can be conceived of as a latent class model

for repeated measurements, where switching between the latent classes, or states,
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Box 3: Conservation anticipation task

The figure below shows five trials of the conservation anticipation task, which

was used in chapter 6. On each trial, children indicated the predicted water

level of the amount of liquid in the left glass when the water is poured into the

right glass.

Item 1

Trial  1

Item 2

Trial  2

Item 3

Trial  3

Item 2

Trial  4

Item 1

Trial  5

Based on Piagetian theory, children are expected to respond according to one

of two distinct strategies. Simply aligning the water level at the same height

is typical of the pre-operational stage (henceforth: non-conserver strategy (N)).

Adjusting the water level to compensate for the different shapes of the vessels is

typical of the concrete operational stage (henceforth: conserver strategy (C)).

During the transition from the pre-operational stage to the concrete operational

stage children may switch between both strategies (e.g., van der Maas & Mole-

naar, 1992), possibly depending on the difference in width of the two glasses.

Although responses are based on two categorically distinct strategies, these

are measured on a continuous scale. In the figure below, the expected two-

component normal mixture distribution of the of the predicted line heights is

shown next to the corresponding item. One component represents the

Item 3 Expected bimodal
univariate distribution
responses

N

C

N

C

N responses. Its mean equals the water

level in the left glass. The second compo-

nent represents the C responses. Its mean

equals the correctly adjusted water level.

The N variance is smaller than the C vari-

ance, because carrying out an alignment

is assumed to be less prone to individual

variation than the estimation of a different

water level (Dolan et al., 2004; Dolan &

van der Maas, 1998).
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is possible from one measurement occasion to the next. The switching process

between the states is stochastic: it is governed by transition probabilities. In a

first-order Markov model, the transition probabilities (from timepoint t to t+1)

depend only on the current state (at timepoint t). Hybrid models, in which

continuous and categorical types of change are combined, have also been devel-

oped (e.g., Vermunt et al., 1999; Dolan, Schmittmann, Neale, & Lubke, 2005;

Hamaker, Grasman, & Kamphuis, accepted; Frühwirth-Schnatter, 2006, chapter

6).

In discrete-state latent Markov models, the modeled process is assumed to

be in one of a finite number of distinct states at each time point. Therefore,

these models can accommodate categorical differences (e.g., different strategies, or

different stages in a learning process) at each measurement occasion. In addition,

these models can accommodate categorical differences on a higher, process, level,

i.e., on the level of mutually exclusive trajectories through the different states.

An example of these so-called mixed Markov models is the mover-stayer model

of van de Pol and Langeheine (1990), in which a subgroup, or chain, of ’movers’

(who may switch between two different states) is distinguished from the chain

of ’stayers’ (who do not switch between the different states). This capacity of

Markov models is exploited in this thesis in several ways: to distinguish subgroups

with different consistency in strategy use (see Box 3, chapter 6), to distinguish

subgroups, that are characterized by different learning processes (chapters 2 - 5),

and to investigate the consistency in the application of these different learning

processes over two consecutive phases of a shift learning task (chapter 4).

The statistical method of latent Markov modeling is well suited to examine the

topic of this thesis: the differences in learning processes involved in rule-based

category-learning between early childhood and early adulthood. Ashby’s and

Kendler’s theory suggest the existence of qualitative inter-individual differences

in learning processes, i.e., differences in learning modes, and quantitative inter-

individual differences in learning processes, i.e., individual intra-trial differences

in learning given the one and the same learning process. An analysis of the trial-

by-trial behavioral data was performed with confirmatory and exploratory latent

Markov models in order to examine the number and the nature (e.g., incremental

or sudden) of learning processes in large developmental samples. This approach

is an elaboration of the mathematical learning models that were developed in

the 60’s and 70’s, yet adds latent variable techniques, and advanced model fitting

procedures that were developed more recently (Rabiner, 1989; Visser, 2005). The

methodological approach is described in detail in chapter 2.
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1.1 Overview of Chapters

In chapters 3, 4, and 5, the emphasis is on the substantive theory, while in

chapters 2, 6, and 7, the emphasis is on technical and methodological issues. The

main chapters (2-7) were written as separate papers, and therefore contain some

redundancy. Chapter 2 describes Markov learning models, and modeling issues.

In this chapter, the learning data are used mainly as an illustration. In chapter

3, a more detailed analysis of the learning data is presented, and results are

discussed in terms of the substantive theory. In chapter 4, the shift phase of the

learning data is analyzed, and the relation between initial learning mode and shift

learning mode is investigated. In chapter 5, a discrimination learning task with

an additional manipulation is employed, and the relation between initial learning

mode and two executive functions, working memory and attentional control is

examined. In chapter 6 an application of Markov models to different strategies in

conservation of a continuous quantity is reported. Chapter 7 is somewhat removed

from the previous chapters. It contains a discussion of model identification in

multinomial processing tree models, a class of models that includes among many

other models, discrete-state Markov models for finite sequences of error/success

trials. In chapter 8, we summarize the main results, and return to issues raised

in the introduction. Finally we discuss possibility for future research in the light

of the results.
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Markov Process Models for Discrimination

Learning

In this chapter Markov models are discussed as a flexible approach to modeling

(latent) change processes. They can be used for categorical as well as continuous

observed variables, as long as the underlying explanatory variables are categor-

ical. In this chapter, mixtures of Markov models are described as a way of

capturing population heterogeneity. Methods for parameter estimation (subject

to constraints) are presented, as well as methods for hypothesis testing. As an

illustration, mixtures of latent Markov models are used to model data from a

discrimination learning experiment.

2.1 Introduction

The focus of this chapter is on models with discrete states. The system of states

evolves according to transition dynamics with Markov assumptions. Discrete

state models have proven useful in such diverse areas as sociology, psychology, and

economics. In particular, whenever discrete underlying constructs are plausible,

and the data are longitudinal, Markov models are a good option to start modeling

such data. They are usually applied when the data to be modeled are categorical,

but Markov models are not limited to such data.

Because Markov models are extremely flexible for the purpose of modeling

change, their use is widespread. For example, in operational research so-called

Markov decision models have been applied to problems in water resource man-

agement, epidemics and sales promotion. See White (1993) for a survey of ap-

plications in operational research. In epidemics, for example, equilibrium states

of predator-prey relationships can be modeled as states in Markov models. In

economic science, Markov models are applied in predicting successive stages of

economical development, periods of regression and expansion of the economy, and

to pursue the holy grail: predicting the stock markets. The different stages of

development, and regression or expansion form the discrete states in the Markov

models applied in these areas. See for an application Ghysels (1994), and for
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a rather more theoretical treatment of Markov-switching dynamics C.-J. Kim

(1994).

In psychology, Markov models have a long history, going back at least to

Miller (1952) and Miller and Chomsky (1963). Applications range from the anal-

ysis of social interactions in a situation where people are negotiating (Weingart,

Prietula, Hyder, & Genovese, 1999), to the analysis of EEG measurements in the

prefrontal cortex (Rainer & Miller, 2000). See Wickens (1982b) for an overview of

applications of Markov models in psychology. In most applications in psychology,

the discrete states of Markov models are used to model knowledge or other states

or characteristics of individuals, and possibly their interactions. A recent example

is Böckenholt (1999) who applies Markov models to emotional states and their

relationship to personality factors. In this chapter an application is presented of

Markov models in a learning experiment in which children of different ages and

adults are compared as to the learning strategies they bring to bear on the task.

The organization of the rest of this chapter is as follows. In the next section,

the conceptual background of discrete state models and the transition dynamics

that are used to model processes of change is described. At the end of that

section some pointers to the existing literature on those models are provided.

In the next section, a formal treatment of the Markov model and extensions is

presented. That section also includes the basics of computing likelihoods for such

models and how to estimate and optimize parameters of Markov models. Then,

in the following two sections a discrimination learning experiment is presented

which is used to illustrate a number of possibilities in applying Markov models

to longitudinal data. In the final section, the results, possible extensions, and

suggestions for further research are discussed.

2.2 The Markov model: state space and transition dy-

namics

Markov models are characterized by two main features: a state-space and the

transition dynamics. The state-space consists of a denumerable number of pos-

sible states that a system can be in, usually a finite number. Each state is

characterized by a particular set of measurement results. The time-dependence

of different measurement occasions is, in the Markov model, governed by a tran-

sition dynamical system. The transition dynamics can be both in discrete or in

continuous time, however, in this chapter only data with measurements at regular

discrete time intervals are considered. In the case of discrete time measurement
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occasions and a finite state-space, transitions between states can be described

by a transition matrix containing the probability of remaining in a given state

and the probabilities of moving to another state. An important assumption in

Markov modeling is that the distribution of states at a certain time only depends

on the distribution of states at the previous measurement occasion, but not earlier

occasions. This assumption, the Markov assumption, is detailed below.

Note that in log-linear models, which are frequently applied with discrete,

longitudinal data, the time-dependence of the variables is not explicitly modeled

in the same way as in Markov models. That is, in Markov models the transition

dynamics is an explicit part of the model in the form of transition parameters.

In log-linear models however, transition parameters may be estimated using a

three-way table where one of the variables represents time (see Bijleveld et al.,

1998, for discussion).

The transition dynamics are the main point of interest in Markov models.

That is, the transition dynamics provide us with the changes occurring over

time in data, which is generally the focus of longitudinal research. Even so, a

few words need to be said about the relationship between the states and the

measured variables that are being modeled. There are a number of different

options for this relationship. In the following measured variables are referred to

as indicators. States in a Markov model are levels of a, possibly latent, nominal

variable. In the case of simple Markov models there is a one-to-one relationship

between indicators and states. When someone votes democrat, we count her

in the democrat camp. The focus of research when elections are near is how

many people change their voting intention, due to a debate, say. In many social

science situations unfortunately, things are not that easy. There are two ways

in which the relationship between states and indicators may be different from a

one-to-one relationship. First, there may be measurement error, as frequently

occurs in social science testing and measuring. Subjects may get answers right

by a lucky guess or they may make a mistake and erroneously get an answer

wrong to a question they would otherwise answer correctly. When we wish to

accommodate the possibility of measurement error, we need to use so-called latent

Markov models. In latent Markov models, the relationship between indicator

and state is not one-to-one, but rather modeled by a probability density. Note

however that the relationship would be one-to-one in the absence of measurement

error, i.e., in an ideal world. The second way in which the relationship between

indicator and states in the model can be different from a one-to-one relationship

is usually based on theoretical arguments. For example, in models of learning, as
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elaborated in later sections, it is customary to include a so-called guessing state.

At the start of some learning task, subjects have not gained any knowledge yet,

and consequently their best strategy is guessing for the correct answer. In such

a situation, the relationship between a latent state of the Markov model and the

indicators is some probability function over the different alternatives, usually the

multinomial distribution. Concluding, it may be said that the main distinction

between simple Markov models and latent Markov models is in the relationship

between the states of the model and the indicators. This part of the model is

the measurement part of the model, i.e., it relates the measurements with the

structural variables in the model, the (latent) states. Extending this vocabulary,

the transition matrix, containing the probabilities of switching between (latent)

states, constitutes the dynamic part of the model.

Three other extensions of Markov models are important to mention; they deal

with 1) multiple indicators, or multiple variables measured at each occasion of

measurement, 2) heterogeneity in the population, and 3) heterogeneity in time.

Until now it was assumed that at each occasion a single variable was measured,

i.e. a single indicator, such as correct/incorrect or Democrat/Republican. More

often than not, however, in the social sciences we measure more than one variable

or indicator. These indicators are all supposed to be indicative of some latent

state. Hence, extending Markov models to include the possibility of multiple

indicators is certainly useful. In the formal description of Markov models in the

next section, we not only deal with multiple indicators of the same type, e.g., two

binary indicators for the latent state, but also with the case of mixed indicators.

That is, in the model described fully below, it is also possible to have for example,

one continuous and one binary response at each measurement occasion such that

we have one continuous and one binary indicator. This is particularly useful in

the analysis of psychological data, where we often have a categorical response, but

also a reaction time corresponding with that response. Modeling those reaction

times may prove useful in testing substantial hypotheses about the data at hand.

The second extension of Markov models deals with heterogeneity, which occurs

when subgroups of the population have different transition dynamics or different

response distributions (measurement part of the model). In this case, a multiple

group (latent) Markov model is the appropriate model. Population heterogeneity

is frequently encountered in the social sciences. For example, one can assume that

elderly people are more conservative in their voting behavior. As a consequence,

the transition dynamics, i.e., changing preference from Republicans to Democrats

or vice versa, of elderly people would be different from the dynamics of younger
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people. These assumptions could be tested using a multiple group model.

Another important form of population heterogeneity is latent heterogeneity.

In the example above, the population subgroups are known a priorily. However,

this may not always be the case. As an example, that is treated extensively later

in our illustration, consider learning strategies. For example, in discrimination

learning, two types of learning strategy are used. These strategies can be ex-

pressed in terms of different latent Markov models. Because it is unknown how

many and which subjects use which strategy, the models need to be combined

into a mixture of latent Markov models. Langeheine and van de Pol (1990) use

the term Mixed Markov model and a mixture of Markov models interchangeably.

However, in this chapter we will also use Markov models with mixed indicators,

i.e., discrete and continuous indicators for the latent states, which are denoted

here as mixed Markov models. Note also that Böckenholt (1999) use the term

mixed Markov model to refer to a single latent Markov model with a combination

of fixed and random effects on the parameters, in line with the use of the term

‘mixed’ in the general linear models literature.

In the above example, there are two qualitatively different learning strategies.

However, it is also possible to assume that there is a single learning strategy which

is applied more efficiently as one grows older. This would result in population

heterogeneity, but of a different form. In such a situation, a Markov model with

a covariate would appropriate. In this case, some of the parameters of the model

could be made to depend on age as covariate.

Finally, the third extension of the simple and latent Markov models consid-

ered so far, deals with time heterogeneity. There are two ways to deal with time

heterogeneity. The first possibility is to allow the model to have the transition dy-

namics depend on t, the measurement occasion, such that transition parameters

are estimated for each t separately. For long time series and a limited number of

subjects, as in our example, this is not feasible. Therefore, we consider the second

possibility which is to include time-dependent covariates in the model. Covariates

may be included in a model such that the dynamics of the model changes over

time, or, as is the case in our application, such that the response distributions

are different at different occasions. For example, in economical regime change

models, the interest rate may be a covariate that can influence the probability of

changing from stable markets to unstable markets. Adding all these extensions

to the base models results in a very general model, the mixture of latent mixed

Markov models with time-dependent covariates.

The most comprehensive introduction to Markov models, their relationship
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with latent class models, and their extensions, with references to applications, is

Langeheine and van de Pol (1990). For more specific examples of dealing with

population heterogeneity through mixtures of Markov models or mixed Markov

models see Böckenholt (1999) and Rost (2002). For an educational application

of time-dependent covariates in latent Markov models see Vermunt et al. (1999).

The best overview of applications of (latent) Markov models in the psychology

of learning is Wickens (1982b). For more recent developments in that area,

Katsikopulos and Fisher (2001) is a good choice. Schmittmann, Dolan, van der

Maas, and Neale (2005) discuss latent Markov models with continuous valued

indicators in the context of structural equations models, that is, each state is

characterized by its own factor structure.

2.3 The Markov model: parameters, likelihood and es-

timation

Before providing the full model that is considered later, first a simple example

of a model for three-wave data of two binary items O1 and O2 is presented.

The responses are assumed to result from an underlying (knowledge) state S.

The model is depicted in figure 2.1. Using these notations, the likelihood of the

complete data, i.e., when the states S are assumed to have known values, is:

L(O11, O21, O12, O22, O13, O23) =

p(S1)p(O11, O21∣S1)p(S2∣S1)p(O12, O22∣S2)p(S3∣S2)p(O13, O23∣S3). (2.1)

Here Si denotes the latent state variable at time i, which has a discrete distri-

bution; in general, Si is distributed multinomially with n the number of possible

values of the state variable; p(S1) is the probability distribution of the state vari-

able at time t = 1; p(O∣Si) is the conditional distribution of the responses O

given the current state, and p(S2∣S1), and p(S3∣S2) denote transition probabil-

ities. More generally, of course, it could be the case that the distribution S3

depends not only on S2, but also on S1. In the above equation, the core as-

sumption of Markov models is silently applied. The assumption states that the

current state St of the system to be modeled only depends on the previous state

St−1, and not on earlier states. Formally this (first-order) Markov assumption is

expressed as:

p(St∣S1, S2, . . . , St−1) = p(St∣St−1), (2.2)
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and hence the conditional distribution of S3 only depends on S2, and not on

S1. This assumption is customarily made in many applications in the psychology

of learning. If the assumption is not met, it is usually possible to increase the

number of latent states in such a way that the assumption is met. This amounts

to fitting so-called higher-order latent Markov models (see Langeheine & van de

Pol, 2000, for discussion).

S1 S2

O11 O21

S3

O12 O22 O13 O23

Figure 2.1: Markov model for 3-wave data of two binary items.

2.3.1 Parameters

Throughout the rest of this chapter we will use the following notations:

�i := p(S1 = i), i = 1, . . . , n (2.3)

bi(O) := p(O∣St = i), i = 1, . . . , n (2.4)

aij := p(St = j∣St−1 = i), i, j = 1, . . . , n, (2.5)

with n the number of states of the model, i.e., the number of possible values

the state variable St can assume. Here n is assumed to be finite. In words, ���

denotes the initial state distribution at t = 1, which is a probability vector with
∑

i �i = 1. Next, bi(.) is the distribution of the responses or observations O

conditional on the current state St = i, which may be written as a probability

matrix when the observations are categorical. For example, for a binary item

O we have bi(O = 1) + bi(O = 2) = 1, for each i. Finally, aij is the transition

probability of moving from state St = i to state St+1 = j, which is written as a

probability matrix A. That is, for each state Si the transition probabilities sum

to one,
∑

j aij = 1. Heterogeneity in time can be accommodated by specifying

separate distribution functions for each measurement occasion. In this general

case, the distributions depend on t and we write e.g. aij = aij(t). As a result, the

number of parameters depends on the number of measurement occasions, which

quickly becomes complicated when analyzing long time series. In particular,

in the application that we consider, we have a large number of measurement
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occasions, and a limited number of cases. Therefore, none of the distributions

depends on t in this general way. Instead, we deal with heterogeneity in time in a

more parsimonious way by specifying parameters of distributions to be functions

of time-dependent covariates zt. When that is the case, we write e.g. bi(O∣zt) =

P (O∣St = i, zt).

Using above parameters of the latent Markov model, the likelihood of the

example in equation (2.1) is expressed as follows:

L(O11, O21, O12, O22, O13, O23∣���) =
∑

i, j, k

�ibi(O11, O21)aijbj(O12, O22)ajkbk(O13, O23), (2.6)

where the indices i, j, k run over possible sequences of states. The likelihood

has to be summed over possible sequences of states, because these are unknown.

Hence, when S can take n possible values, and when there are three measurement

occasions, there are n3 summands in the likelihood expression.

2.3.2 Likelihood

The data that we consider in this chapter consist of responses of subjects in

a typical learning experiment. At each trial, a subjects’ accuracy and his/her

response time is measured, that is, the data consists of a bivariate time series

with one binary variable and one continuous variable. The lengths of the time

series vary from 10 to a maximum of 48 trials. The notation Ok
T = O1, . . . ,OT

is used to denote a k-variate time series of length T , where Ot = O1
t , . . . , O

k
t are

the responses observed at time t. Using above defined parameters, the likelihood

for such a time series can be expressed as follows:

L(Ok
T ∣���) =

∑

S1, ..., ST

�1 bS1=i(O1)
T
∏

t=2

aSt−1=i, St=jbSt=j(Ot). (2.7)

In words, the sum runs over all possible realizations S1, . . . , ST , which amounts to

nT summands when St can assume n possible values. Henceforth, as a shorthand,

we write Si := St = i.

When local independence is assumed among the items, the distribution func-

tions bi(Ot) can be simplified to:

bi(Ot) := bi(O
1
t , . . . , O

k
t ) =

∏

j=1,...,k

bi(O
j
t ). (2.8)
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The assumption of local independence is very common in so-called latent vari-

able models. Some even claim that local independence is the defining feature of

latent variable models (see Bollen, 2002, for discussion). In many applications,

local independence is indeed a reasonable assumption. A particular state, e.g. a

knowledge state, an economical state or an attitude, is supposedly the common

cause of the observed variables. This assumption means that the underlying vari-

able that we are interested in, the states in the case of Markov models, causes the

observed variables to have the values that they have. As a consequence, when

conditioning on that underlying variable, the observed variables are independent,

which is expressed in the local independence assumption. Throughout the rest

of the chapter, local independence is assumed for models that are fitted.

Note that so far we have not mentioned any particular assumptions about the

distributions bi(.). The state variable S is distributed multinomially, and so are

the transition probabilities, but for the observation distributions bi(.), there is no

compelling reason to make any assumptions. As a consequence, they can be any

estimable density function, including the multinomial distribution for categorical

responses, but also the gaussian distribution if, for example, reaction times are

included. In such a case, when there is a categorical response and a continuous

response, the local independence assumption proves very valuable, because there

is no need to deal with the possible correlation structures among these different

variables.

2.3.3 Mixtures of Markov models

To deal with heterogeneity between subjects, in this chapter mixtures of latent

Markov models are considered. Discrimination learning is provided here as an

example to illustrate the need for mixture models. In discrimination learning, the

assumption is that children of increasing age and adults apply a different learning

strategies in solving the task than do younger children. Which strategy each per-

son uses is not immediately clear, but has to be inferred from the responses that

a subject generates. This is in contrast with population heterogeneity between,

say boys and girls, in which case the researchers know a priorily to which group

the subjects belong. In the case of discrimination learning, the goal is to infer the

learning strategy a particular subject has applied from his/her response pattern.

Two strategies are considered here, that are proposed by theoretical considera-

tions. Each of these can be translated into a latent Markov model. The resulting

mixture of latent Markov models consists of two components, one for each strat-
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egy. Before discussing the interpretation of each of the proposed components in

the next section, first, the equations for efficiently computing the log-likelihood

of a mixture of Markov models is presented. Suppose the first component of the

mixture has two states and the following parameters:

A =

(

a11 a12
a21 a22

)

=

(

1 0

� 1− �

)

and ��� =

(

�1

�2

)

. (2.9)

The response parameters b are all freely estimated. The second component of the

mixture has three states and the following parameters:

A =

⎛

⎜

⎝

a11 a12 a13

a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33

⎞

⎟

⎠
=
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� � 

⎞

⎟

⎠
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⎛

⎜

⎝

�1
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�3

⎞

⎟

⎠
, (2.10)

where  = 1−�−�. When combining these transition matrices and initial state

distributions in (2.9) and (2.10), it can be easily seen that a mixture of latent

Markov models is itself a latent Markov model:

A =

⎛
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⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

1 0 0 0 0

� 1− � 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0
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1
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⎟

⎠

,

with the constraint that the �’s sum to unity. It can easily be seen that computing

the likelihood of such a model leads to many unneccessary computations because

the transition matrix A contains blocks of zeroes that have to be multiplied T

times for each time series under consideration. Therefore, the likelihood is com-

puted as a mixture of the components above with mixture proportion parameters

pk. The likelihood of a K-component mixture is written as follows:

LT (O∣���) =

K
∑

k=1

pkLT (O∣���k), (2.11)

where ��� denotes ���1, . . . ,���K , the parameter vectors for the different components

of the mixture, and LT (O∣���k) denotes de likelihood of each component model.

The mixture proportions sum to unity,
∑

k pk = 1. Details of the likelihood

computation are provided next.
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2.3.4 Likelihood & parameter estimation

It should be clear from equation (2.7) that computing the likelihood for even

moderately long time series leads to serious problems. For example, when the

number of states of the model is two, and there are two binary variables measured

at each occasion, i.e., we have n = m = k = 2, and T is 20, the contingency table

to be analyzed has 420 = 1099511627776 ≈ 1013 cells. Moreover, the number

of summands to compute the likelihood equals 220 = 1048576 ≈ 106, for each

case. Last but not least, the number of terms in the products for computing the

likelihood is 2×T multiplied by the number of items. When this product becomes

too high, it will cause underflow problems on every computer, i.e., the numbers

get too small to compute and/or the round-off errors increase exponentially. For

this reason, common programs to do Markov analysis have limits on T . Panmark

(van de Pol, Langeheine, & de Jong, 1996) limits T to 20 with a single observed

variable at each occasion, whereas in the illustration below, T goes up to 48 with

two observed variables at each t. To avoid these problems, we use a common

estimation procedure from the hidden Markov model literature (Lystig & Hughes,

2002; Rabiner, 1989). This estimation procedure differs in three ways from the

standard latent Markov estimation procedures. First, scaling is used to prevent

underflow problems. Second, the raw data likelihood is computed instead of a

sufficient statistic, i.e. a contingency table, based likelihood. An added advantage

of this is that missing data can be easily dealt with in a similar vein as is done

in for example the Mx-program (Neale, Boker, Xie, & Maes, 2003). Third, a

recursive scheme is used to compute the likelihood which is known as the forward

algorithm such that the number of computations is limited.

Scaling To deal with underflow problems, the joint probability of the data is

first written as a product of conditional probabilities as follows (Lystig & Hughes,

2002):

LT = p(O1, . . . ,OT ) =

T
∏

t=1

p(Ot∣O1, . . . ,Ot−1), (2.12)

where p(O1∣O0) := p(O1). Note that rewriting the joint likelihood in this way

does not depend on any particular assumption of (latent) Markov models. There-

fore, the dependence on the model parameters is dropped in the above equation.

The log-likelihood can now be expressed as:

lT =
T
∑

t=1

log[p(Ot∣O1, . . . ,Ot−1)]. (2.13)
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This formulation of the likelihood prevents underflow to occur for long time series

because the conditional probabilities p(Ot∣O1, . . . ,Ot−1) are computed, rather

than the usual probabilities p(O1, . . . ,OT ). Next we need to compute these

conditional probabilities using the model parameters.

Forward algorithm Define the forward recursion variables as follows:

�1(jk) = p(O1, S1 = jk) = pk�jkbjk(O1). (2.14)

�t(jk) = p(Ot, St = jk∣O1, . . . ,Ot−1)

=

[

K
∑

k=1

nk
∑

i=1

�t−1(ik)aijkbjk(Ot)

]

× (Φt−1)
−1,

(2.15)

where Φt =
∑K

k=1

∑nk

i=1 �t(ik). Note first that the double sum over k and nk in

equation (2.15) is simply an enumeration of all the states of the model. Because

aijk = 0 whenever Si is not part of component k, the sum over k can be dropped

from the equation. These equations for computing the likelihood are a general-

ization of the work of Lystig and Hughes (2002) with the inclusion of mixtures of

latent Markov models. Here �t(jk) is the probability of observing Ot in state Sjk

conditional on having observed O1, . . . ,Ot−1. Hence, Φt =
∑K

k=1

∑nk

i=1 �t(ik) is

the probability of observing Ot conditional on having observed O1, . . . ,Ot−1. The

recursion includes an efficient enumeration of all possible latent state sequences.

Note that computing the Φt takes in the order of S2 computations, and hence

computing the likelihood takes S2 × T computations. Writing out Φt for t = 3

makes explicit its relationship with equation (2.7):

Φ3 =

{

∑

i3

[

∑

i2

(

∑

i1

�i1bi1(O1)ai1i2

)

bi2(O2)

]

ai2i3bi3(O3)

}

× (Φ1 × Φ2)
−1 .

(2.16)

Note that the triple summation between braces is identical to equation (2.7) for

the case that t = 3. The multiplication of this term by (Φ1×Φ2)
−1 takes care of

the scaling at each time point to prevent underflow.

Combining Φt = p(Ot∣O1, . . . ,Ot−1), and equation (2.13) gives the following

expression for the log-likelihood:

lT =
T
∑

t=1

log Φt. (2.17)

Lystig and Hughes (2002) also provide gradients of the parameters for the log-

likelihood. Existing programs for latent Markov models such as Panmark (van
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de Pol et al., 1996) and Latent Gold Vermunt and Magidson (2003), cannot han-

dle arbitrarily long time series and do not use raw data likelihoods, such that

missing data can be problematic. The above algorithm for computing the log-

likelihood and the gradients are implemented as a package called depmix in the

R-language for statistical computing (R Development Core Team, 2004). Dep-

mix uses direct optimization of the log-likelihood with a Newton type algorithm

using the gradients whenever they are available (Visser, 2005). Box constraints

on parameters and general linear constraints between parameters (such as the

sum constraints between the mixture proportions and the transition parameters)

are handled by the optimization routines using either penalized log-likelihood or

Lagrange multipliers.

2.4 Discrimination learning and concept identification

As an illustration of the possibilities of mixtures of latent Markov models, they

are applied in analyzing a discrimination learning experiment. Discrimination

learning is typically assessed in a two-choice learning task. After a choice is

made, feedback is given as to the correctness of the choice. From a series of such

trials, subjects have to learn to discriminate which stimuli are correct and which

are false. The data analyzed here are from a study by Raijmakers et al. (2001).

The study is described in some detail before presenting the analyses.

2.4.1 Experiment

Subjects The sample consisted of 249 children from a primary school in The

Netherlands in the age range of 4 to 12 years old and 26 adults, who were first

year psychology students.

Materials and Procedure Discrimination learning was assessed on a two-choice

learning task. Stimuli differed on two dimensions: shape (triangle/ square) and

color (black/white). Stimuli were presented in pairs on a computer screen. The

stimuli that were used in this study are shown in Figure 2.2. The stimulus pairs

were randomized in groups of four. The subjects responded by choosing either

the left or the right stimulus by pressing a marked key on the left or the right

of a keyboard. Feedback consisted of either a cross or a smiley for incorrect and

correct responses respectively. The task of learning to discriminate was continued

until the criterion, that 9 of the last 10 trials were correct, was reached. The task
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comprised a maximum of 48 trials after which the test was interrupted. Each

subject was tested once. Subjects’ responses, including their reaction times, were

recorded on each trial.

Figure 2.2: Stimuli used in the experiment. See the text for details.

Sample Eighty-four subjects did not satisfy the learning criterion of 9 correct

trials in 10 successive trials within the maximum of 48 trials. They were not

included in the analysis because subjects probably did not fully understand the

task. Furthermore, 8 subjects were excluded who made a response in less than 150

ms more than twice. Such selection is done regularly in reaction time experiments:

when subjects respond faster than 150 ms, it is considered unlikely that they have

perceived and processed the stimulus. The remaining reaction times below 150

ms were coded as missing data. However, the accuracy data were kept on these

trials, because during feedback the correct and incorrect choices were indicated

below the stimuli, such that subjects still had the possibility to learn from such

a trial. This resulted in a total of 185 subjects (82 males and 103 females) who

were included in the analyses.

2.5 Mixture models

There has been considerable debate about the nature of discrimination learning

in the psychological literature. One aspect of the debate focusses on the question

whether there are two distinct modes of learning rather than a single mode.

The two proposed modes of learning are rational learning and slow learning (cf.

Kendler, 1979). These modes of learning correspond to two latent Markov models
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which are compared here: the all-or-none model, which has two states, and the

concept identification model, which has three states. Both models have a learned

state, in which subjects are when they have mastered the task (Wickens, 1982b).

In this state, the probability of producing a correct answer is one or close to one.

The all-or-none model proposes that learning is an all-or-none process: either

subjects have mastered the concept or they have not. If they have not, the

probability of producing a correct answer is hypothesized to be 0.5, since there

are two possible alternatives. This is the guessing probability and the knowledge

state that underlies this is called the guessing state. In Figure 2.3a this model is

represented graphically. Once subjects enter the learned state they cannot leave

it, and hence the transition probability all of remaining in the learned state is one.

The probability of learning �, i.e., the probability of moving from the guessing

state to the learned state, is estimated. In Markov models of discrimination

learning, this parameter is usually called the learning rate (Wickens, 1982b).

In the concept identification model (ci-model henceforth), an extra assump-

tion is introduced into the model. This assumption is that learning is an hypoth-

esis testing process and that learning only occurs after an error has been made

(Wickens, 1982b). Just as the all-or-none model, the ci-model has a learned state,

which represents the knowledge state of subjects who have mastered the concept.

In this state the probability of an error is zero or close to zero. In addition there

are two other states, a correct state and an error state. Subjects are in the correct

state as long as they produce correct answers, but fail to identify the concept.

Similarly, they are in the error state, when they make an error. By definition,

the probability of an error in the error state is 1, and similarly, the probability

of answering correctly is 1 in the correct state. When in the error state, subjects

choose a new hypothesis about the concept to be learned that is informed by

their last error. The ci-model is depicted in Figure 2.3b.

Based on this theory, Raijmakers et al. (2001) investigated the existence of

two learning modes. They did this by deriving from each model its predicted

distribution of errors in the first 16 trials, and fitting a finite mixture distribution

model on the observed numbers of errors. In this chapter, we extend their work by

fitting mixtures of latent Markov models to the full sequences of responses, instead

of the derived distribution of the number of errors in the first 16 trials. The most

important addition to the Raijmakers et al. analysis is that in our approach all

the parameters of the models can be estimated, whereas for example the error

rates in the learned states were not estimated by Raijmakers et al. These error

rates may in turn influence estimates of other parameters in the model, which in
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Figure 2.3: Learning models.

our approach are estimated simultaneously.

We fitted a number of models to the data. Note that the data consist of series

of correct/incorrect responses of a maximum of 48 trials. So, we have series of

responses of different lengths, in fact varying from 9 to 48 trials for 185 subjects.

In the next two sections, the reaction times were not included in the analyses.

2.5.1 All-or-none models

A number of one component all-or-none models were fitted to the data. The

full all-or-none model has four freely estimated parameters. First, the learning

parameter �, which is the transition probability of moving from the guessing

state to the learned state. Second, it has an error parameter in the learned state,

denoted el, which is the probability of making an error even though the task

has been mastered. This occurs sometimes, especially so in young children, due

to lack of attention or due to inaccuracy. The third parameter is the guessing

parameter, i.e., the probability of a correct answer in the guessing state; it is

denoted cg. The parameter estimates are in the first line of Table 1, model 2.

The fourth parameter (not in the Table), is the initial state parameter �l: it is

the probability of starting in the learned state at the first trial. It is estimated at

0.085 with a standard error of .049. In model 2a, this parameter is fixed at zero.
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In models 2b–2d this parameter is also fixed at zero. In the third model (2b),

the guessing parameter cg is fixed to 0.5, its theoretical value. This restricted

model is nested within the first model and hence the constraint can be tested

by means of a log-likelihood ratio test. The statistic lr = −2 × (lc − lu), where

lc is the log-likelihood of the constrained model, and lu is the log-likelihood of

the unconstrained model (2a), is �2-distributed with the difference in number

of estimated parameters as df . In this case, lr = 2.64 with df = 1, which has

p = .104. Hence, the constraint does not significantly worsen the goodness of

fit of the model, and the constraint can be retained. The fourth model (2c)

constrains the error parameter el to zero, and the fifth model (2d) constrains

both parameters el and cg. These models are not nested under the other models

and so cannot be tested by the lr-statistic. Therefore, in Table 1, the AIC and

BIC criteria (Akaike, 1979; Bozdogan, 2000; Golden, 2000) are included as well.

As can be seen from those criteria, both models 2c and 2d fit the data worse than

do models 2a and 2b. According to the AIC, model 2 is the best fitting model,

and according the BIC, model 2b is the best fitting model. We will discuss this

point further in the section on mixture models.

model � (se) cg (se) el (se) logl AIC BIC free

2 .116 (.010) .511 (.019) .050 (.010) −1532.2 3072.4 3096.3 4

2a .120 (.010) .527 (.017) .044 (.009) −1534.05 3074.1 3092.1 3

2b .125 (.010) 0.5 (fixed) .048 (.009) −1535.37 3074.7 3086.7 2

2c .087 (.007) .589 (.013) 0 (fixed) −1556.64 3117.3 3129.3 2

2d .095 (.007) 0.5 (fixed) 0 (fixed) −1578.89 3159.8 3165.8 1

Table 2.1: All-or-none model fits and parameter estimates. These models have

3 parameters: � is the learning parameter, i.e. the probability of a transition

from the guessing state to the learned state, cg is the probability of a correct

answer in the guessing state, and el denotes the probability of making an error

in the learned state.

2.5.2 Concept identification models

The ci-model is depicted in Figure 2.3b, it has 3 states. The learned state,

denoted L, is identical to the learned state in the all-or-none model: it represents

the knowledge state when subjects have mastered the task. The other two states

follow from the assumption that learning by hypothesis testing can only proceed

after an error has been made. The states are labeled Ge and Gc respectively
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denoting the state in which errors are made and a state in which correct responses

are produced. Hence, for those states, the observation function bi is fixed such

that in Ge the probability of a correct response is zero, whereas in state Gc

the probability of a correct response is fixed to one. Learning can only occur

after an error has been committed and as a consequence, there is a non-zero

probability of moving from state Ge to state L, whereas the transition probability

between Gc and L is zero. The probability of moving to state L from state Ge

is called the learning rate �. The other parameters of the model are denoted

�, , g, el, and the initial state probabilities ���, as they are called in the example

in (2.10). The parameter g is the probability of staying in state Gc, hence it is

the probability of getting a correct answer provided that the subject has not yet

learned the task. Similarly, parameter 1− g is the probability of moving to state

Gc, and hence can be interpreted as the probability of making an error when

the subject has not yet mastered the task. Parameters � and  are related to

the error state. The assumption in the CI-model is that subjects can only learn

after an error, and they do this by selecting a new hypothesis after making an

error. Consequently, � is interpreted as the probability of generating the correct

hypothesis, � is interpreted as the probability of generating a wrong hypothesis

leading to an incorrect answer, and  is the probability of generating a wrong

hypothesis leading to a correct answer on the next trial. The goodness-of-fit

measures for this and other ci-models are in Table 2.

Assuming that subjects indeed respond according to their current hypothesis,

the probability of committing an error in the pre-solution solution states should

equal 0.5. This assumption translates into two constraints on the transition

matrix parameters: parameter g should be fixed at 0.5 and parameters � and 

should be equal to each other. These constraints about the parameters are tested

both separately and together and the resulting log-likelihood ratio statistics with

the full ci-model are reported in Table 2 as models 3b, 3c, and 3d. Table 2 also

provides log-likelihood ratio statistics which are all with respect to model 3a.

From those, it can be seen that both constraints, and the combined constraint

are tenable, i.e., they do not lead to worse models.

In the ci-models, the learning parameter � has a very specific interpretation:

it is the probability of selecting the correct hypothesis after committing an error,

in such a way that the new hypothesis is consistent with the last error made. Its

magnitude depends on the hypothesis space that subjects consider. Subjects can

also of course select the correct hypothesis immediately at the first trial. At the

first trial, subjects have not made an error yet, and as a consequence, the proba-
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bility of selecting the correct hypothesis should be equal to half the learning rate

� (Kendler, 1979). This is the case if it is assumed that an error eliminates half

of the possible hypotheses, which is plausible due to the symmetry of the given

hypothesis space. This assumption translates into a constraint on parameters �

and �1 such that � = 2 × �1. When at the first trial an incorrect hypothesis

is selected, the probability of a correct answer is equal to the probability of an

incorrect answer. Consequently, similar to the earlier fitted constraints about

the equality of � and , the initial state probabilities �2 and �3 should be equal

as well. The resulting models and their goodness-of-fit statistics are reported

in Table 2 as models 3e, 3f, and 3g for the two constraints combined. Table 2

also provides log-likelihood ratio statistics with respect to model 3a. From the

likelihood ratio statistics, it is clear that the constraints, both singularly and

combined lead to models with poorer goodness-of-fit.

model logl AIC BIC free llr df p(llr) constraint

3a −1532.0 3076.0 3111.9 6 - - -

3b −1533.3 3076.6 3106.5 5 2.6 1 .107 g = 0.5

3c −1533.7 3077.5 3107.4 5 3.4 1 .058 � = 

3d −1534.6 3077.1 3101.1 4 5.2 2 .074 g = 0.5 & � = 

3e −1536.7 3079.3 3097.3 3 9.4 3 .024 � = 2× �1

3f −1536.4 3078.7 3096.7 3 8.8 3 .032 �2 = �3

3g −1537.4 3078.7 3090.7 2 10.8 4 .029 � = 2× �1 & �2 = �3

Table 2.2: Concept identification models for discrimination learning. See the

text for details.

2.5.3 Mixture models

There are three important reasons that the single component models are not

adequate descriptions of the data. First, as can be seen in Table 1 of the results

of the all-or-none models, model 2 turned out to be the best model according

to the AIC criterion. For theoretical reasons however, having an initial state

parameter different from zero for the learned state is very undesirable. That is,

the all-or-none model is supposed to describe an incremental learning process,

much like in conditioning. In such a learning process, it is highly unlikely that

the stimulus-response connection already exists before any conditioning has taken

place, i.e., before the presentation of the first trial. Consequently, this model is
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not very attractive. Second, in the ci-models, the constraints on the learning

parameter turned out to be not tenable according to the log-likelihood ratio

statistic. Again, from a theoretical point of view, this is undesirable, because it

contradicts the basic assumption of the model, which is that subjects are using

hypothesis testing to induce the relationships between stimuli and responses.

Third, and finally, theory predicts that during development people shift from an

all-or-none learning strategy to an hypothesis testing strategy. Because subjects

from different ages took part in the experiment, it is natural to expect that the

data reflect different learning strategies. Therefore, in this section, we discuss a

number of mixture models, consisting of all-or-none and ci-model components.

We started with fitting a mixture model consisting of component models 2

and 3a, an all-or-none and CI component respectively. Note that in this model

all the parameters in each component are freely estimated. The fit statistics

of this baseline model are in Table 3, model 5a. In the following, this baseline

model is constrained in three ways. The first parameter that we are interested

in constraining is the non-zero initial probability of the all-or-none component,

�l. Remember that the interpretation of the all-or-none model is that subjects

master the task slowly. This assumption is hard to reconcile with a non-zero

probability of starting in the learned state, that is, mastering the task at the first

trial. Hence, in model 5b parameter �l in the all-or-none model is constrained to

zero. This constraint is on the boundary of the parameter space, and as a result

the log-likelihood ratio test cannot be applied. Using the information criteria

AIC and BIC, however, it may be concluded that model 5b is more adequate in

describing the data than model 5a: it is more parsimonious than model 5a, and

has a better BIC value (AIC values are equal).

model logl AIC BIC free llr df p(llr) add’l constr.

5a −1519.6 3061.2 3127.1 11 - - -

5b −1520.6 3061.2 3121.1 10 - - - �l(AN) = 0

5c −1521.1 3060.1 3114.0 9 1.0 1 .317 cg = 0.5

5d −1522.0 3054.0 3084.0 5 2.8 4 .592 g = 0.5 & � =  &

� = 2× �1 & �2 = �3

Table 2.3: Goodnes-of-fit measures for mixture models. See the text for de-

tails.

The second constraint that we entered into the mixture model concerns the

guessing parameter cg of the all-or-none model. Model 5c implements the con-
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straint in which cg equals 0.5, the same constraint that was fitted in model 2b.

The first state of the all-or-none model is the so-called guessing state, and hence

it is interesting to test whether indeed the behavior in that state has a probability

correct of 0.5. The so constrained model is nested under model 5b, and hence

the constraint can be tested with the likelihood ratio test, which is also reported

in Table 3. The associated p-value is p = 0.317, and it can be concluded that

constraining the guessing parameter does not result in worse model fit.

The third constraint, or rather set of constraints, relates to the ci-component

of the model. It contains the four constraints that were also fitted in the ci-

models 3b and 3c, and 3e and 3f. First, the guessing parameter g is fixed at

a value of 0.5, corresponding to the idea that having a wrong hypothesis leads

to a wrong answer in 50% of the trials. Second, � and  are constrained to be

equal. The interpretation of this constraint is as follows: when subjects make

an error, they choose a new hypothesis consistent with their last error. They

choose the correct hypothesis with probability �, and hence they choose the

wrong hypothesis with probability 1 − �. Assuming that the hypothesis space

they choose from is symmetrical, the probability of getting the next trial correct

equals the probability of getting an incorrect answer at the next trial. As a

result, these transition probabilities � and  should be equal. The third and

fourth constraints in the ci-component of the mixture model concern the initial

state probability vector ���. The parameters �e and �c of the correct and error

pre-solution states, are estimated to be equal for similar reasons as that � and

 should be equal. The initial probability of the learned state �L is constrained

as: �L = 1/2× �, that is, guessing the correct hypothesis by chance on the first

trial can be done with half the probability of getting the correct hypothesis after

an error because an error deletes half of the possible hypotheses. Model 5d in

Table 3 implements these constraints.

The log-likelihood ratio statistic for model 5d compared with model 5c equals

2.8 with 4 degrees of freedom which corresponds to a p-value of .592. Conse-

quently, it can be concluded that the constraints are tenable. Also, the informa-

tion criteria AIC and BIC assume their lowest values for this model compared

with the other 2-component models, and the single component models. Hence, it

can be concluded that this mixture model is the best model among the models

that we have fitted to these data.

The parameter values for this model are as follows (standard errors between

parentheses). The mixture proportions are .483 (.109) and .517 (.109) for the all-

or-none and ci-model components, respectively. In the all-or-none component,
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there are two free parameters, the learning rate � and the probability of an error

in the learned state el. The values for these parameters are � = .078 (.013)

and el = .063 (.021), respectively. For the ci-model component, there is one free

parameter in the learned state, the probability of committing an error in the

learned state el = .037 (.014). The other parameters are the transition matrix

and the initial state parameter:

A =

⎛

⎜

⎝

1 (fixed) 0 (fixed) 0 (fixed)

0 (fixed) 0.5 (fixed) 0.5 (fixed)

0.530 (.100) 0.235 (.050) 0.235 (.050)

⎞

⎟

⎠
, and ��� =

⎛

⎜

⎝

.265 (.050)

.367 (.025)

.367 (.025)

⎞

⎟

⎠
.

(2.18)

The comparison of the fitted models clearly shows that there are two modes

in discrimination learning: one component with subjects who are comparatively

slow learners, with a learning rate of .078, and a component with subjects who

learn by hypothesis testing, which is a much more efficient learning strategy, with

a learning rate of .530. In the sample that we tested, about half of the subjects

(.483) belongs to the slow learners, and the other half to the hypothesis testers. In

the following section, we have a closer look at each of these sub-groups. Moreover,

so far, we have only looked at relative measures of goodness-of-fit whereas it is

interesting to know whether the proposed mixture model is adequate in terms of

absolute goodness-of-fit.

2.5.4 A posteriori distributions

From the fitted models, model 5d best describes the data, providing evidence for

the existence of two distinct learning modes. However, we do not know whether it

is an adequate model in absolute terms. The usual goodness-of-fit test for Markov

models (and latent class models as well), is the �2-statistic, which is defined over

the complete contingency table of the data. Three characteristics of the data

and the model under consideration prevent the use of this goodness-of-fit statis-

tic. First, because of the different lengths of the observed time series, the cells

in the contingency table would have different reliabilities, thereby compromising

the trustworthiness of the �2-statistic. Second, and more importantly, because

of the length of the time series involved, the complete contingency table would

have 248 ≈ 1015 and as a result the table would be very sparse. Third, even

if the observed contingency table were available, computation of the expected

contingency table is problematic in the models that we fitted. The reason for

this is that the Markov models have so-called absorbing states and as a conse-
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quence the time series produced by them are not stationary. This means that the

distribution of the possible states changes at each time point. In particular, the

switching process between states ends in the learned state. For example, what

would be the observed proportion of correct responses at trial 15? The answer to

that question depends not only on the model parameters but also on the number

of subjects that have not yet learned until criterion at that trial. There are two

ways around this problem.

First, the contingency table could be made to depend upon the criterion that

was used to cut off the time series produced by the human subjects. This could

be done by a bootstrapping procedure; i.e. generating series of responses from the

model, and cutting them off using the discrimination learning criterion described

earlier. The second possible solution to this problem is getting rid of the learned

states in the model: the trials leading up to the learned state do form a stationary

time series. Below we use this second approach to compute the expected number

of trials until the learned state is reached.

From the parameters of the model, the distribution of the number of trials n

before entering the learned state can be derived as follows. For the ci-model, the

distribution d(n) is the following:

dci(0) = �/2, (2.19)

dci(n) = (g(1− �/2))�(1− g�)(n−1), n > 0, (2.20)

where � and g are the estimated parameters of the model. For the all-or-none

model the distribution is as follows:

dan(n) = �(1− �)(n−1), n > 0, (2.21)

where � is the learning parameter of the model. Note that the error parameter

el, i.e., the probability of making an error in the learned state does not enter into

these computations. The distribution d for the mixture model (5d) can simply

be written as:

dmix = pandan(n) + pcidci(n), (2.22)

where pan and pci are the mixture proportions of the respective component mod-

els, and dan(0) = 0, because in the all-or-none model one cannot have correct

knowledge before the first trial.

In Figure 2.4, the expected frequencies are plotted as a line. From the ob-

served sequence of trials, it is not clear when someone has mastered the task,
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and therefore we need another criterion. The criterion for learning in the exper-

imental task was to have 9 out of the last 10 trials correct. Hence, as a criterion

for the trial at which subjects master the task, we used the trial of the last error

that subjects made before they started their run of trials that fulfilled the crite-

rion. This run of trials that fulfills the criterion can be either 9 or 10 trials long.

When it is 10 trials long, it contains one error at an arbitrary position, except

the first trial. Using this criterion, we computed the lengths of the series of trials

before mastering the task; this number is denoted tm. The resulting observed

frequencies tm are plotted in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Histogram of observed trials until criterion. Solid line indicates

expected values.

With the model derived frequencies and the observed frequencies, we can now

compute goodness-of-fit measures for the model. In particular, the �2 statistic

and the L2 statistic. For these frequencies, these are: �2 = 54.29 and L2 = 53.52.

These statistics both follow a theoretical �2-distribution. The degrees of freedom

for the statistics are computed as the number cells minus one minus the number

of parameters in the model. In this case, there are 39 observed frequencies, and

three parameters (�ci, �an and one of the mixing proportions pan or pci), resulting

in df = 35. The corresponding p-values are p(�2 = 54.29, df = 35) = .012, and

p(�2 = 53.52, df = 35) = .023, respectively. Consequently, the model fails to be

completely adequate.

There are a number of possible reasons for this lack of fit. First, the observed

frequencies in the tail of the distribution are very low and hence unreliable. As

can be seen in Figure 2.4, the observed frequencies of tm trials upwards of 25
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are mostly one or zero, except where trials equals 38, where the frequency is

two. The contribution of this cell to the �2-statistic is 6.7. This contribution is

disproportionate in comparison to those of the other cells, which have a mean

contribution of .37 to the �2. Leaving this cell out of the computation leads

to p(�2 = 47.62, df = 34) = .061, which is evidence of a reasonable model fit.

Another, probably more important, reason for the lack of fit of the model is

the criterion for determining when subjects have mastered the task from the

observed sequence of responses. This is especially problematic for subjects who

apply hypothesis testing.

Suppose that a subject produces the following series of trials: 1 0 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1, i.e., one correct response, followed by an error, followed by 8 correct

trials. According to the criterion used above, this subject is scored as having

mastered the task at trial 1, and hence a 0 is entered into the observed frequency

table in Figure 2.4. However, it is quite likely that this subject has in fact

used the feedback at trial 2 to figure out the correct hypothesis. Note that the

criterion was introduced for errors that were made due to lack of attention, or

other non-task related errors. This proved especially useful for young children

who frequently commit such errors. As a consequence, a typical final run of

trials would look something like: 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1, i.e., 4 correct answers

followed by an error, and again followed by 5 correct answers. As a result of our

criterion, we may have overestimated the number of subjects who master the task

at trial 1, and underestimated the number of subjects who master the task at

trials 2 or 3 instead. This suspicion is confirmed by looking at the contributions

to the �2 at early trials. In particular, the individual cell contributions are

20.3, 2.5, 1.4 and 1.7 respectively in the first four cells. In the first two cells, the

model underestimates the number of subjects, whereas in cells 3 and 4, the model

overestimates the number of subjects. For these reasons, we believe the model

actually captures the data quite adequately, and that the deviations that we find

between observed and expected frequencies are an artifact of the criterion that we

used to determine the observed frequencies. Bootstrapping could possibly resolve

these issues (Langeheine, Pannekoek, & VandePol, 1996).

2.6 Models: interpreting the mixture components

The logical next step is to find out what the subgroups corresponding to the mix-

ture components look like. Based on the parameter values of the fitted model,

we computed a posteriori probabilities for subjects to belong to either one of the
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components of the model. Next, to categorize subjects in one of the components,

we simply used a cut-off of 0.5, i.e., when the a posteriori probability for com-

ponent one was higher than 0.5, the subject was categorized as belonging to the

all-or-none learners, and otherwise the subject was categoriized as a hypothesis

tester. From developmental theory, it is expected that younger children are more

likely to use an all-or-none strategy than older children are. This expectation

is confirmed by a positive correlation between age and component membership

c = 0.353, t = 5.1, df = 183, p < .001.

2.6.1 Assigning subjects to components

Assigning subjects to components in the manner used above is not completely

satisfactory when trying to form subgroups. In particular, the mixture proportion

for the all-or-none component was .483, but after assigning subjects in the above

described manner, only 52 out of 185 subjects were assigned to the all-or-none

component. This corresponds to a proportion of .281. Similar problems occur in

finite mixture distribution modeling, especially when one of two components has a

much larger variance than the other. The a posteriori probabilities for assignment

to the component with the smaller variance tend to be much higher. Something

similar is happening in the case of our mixture of latent Markov models. This

can be illustrated by a simple example. Subjects in the all-or-none component

have a rather low learning rate. Even so, at least some of the subjects that use

an all-or-none strategy in learning may master the task within the first three or

four trials. Based on the learning rate � = 0.078 in the all-or-none component,

we can compute the number of all-or-none subjects that are expected to master

the task within say 3 trials. First compute the number of subjects in the all-

or-none component as nAN = 0.483 × 185 = 89. Of those, 0.078 × 89 = 7 are

expected to learn at the first trial et cetera. At trial three, already 19 of 89 all-or-

none learners are expected to have mastered the task. These subjects are most

likely assigned to the ci-component of the model because of their relatively fast

learning. To remedy this, instead of using a simple cut-off at 0.5, we sample from

the a posteriori distribution. That is, given an a posteriori probability of pAN

of belonging to the all-or-none component, we assign the subject this component

based on a random draw from a uniform distribution between zero and one. This

brings the proportion of subjects assigned to the all-or-none component closer to

the fitted mixture proportion of 0.483. In the next two sections the data are split

into two components using this procedure.
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2.6.2 Covariates

It has been suggested that in all-or-none learning, instead of having a stationary

probability of learning, �, there should be an increasing probability of learning

with trial number (Estes, 1950). This can be written as �t = �0+�t, where t is the

trial number. In the subgroup that corresponds to the all-or-none learners in our

sample, we fitted a model with such a regression on the learning parameter. This

is accomplished by introducing trial number as covariate in the data and fitting

the all-or-none model with the described dependence between � and t. When this

is done in the traditional all-or-none model, without error in the learned state, �

is estimated at .001, and �0 = .0517, whereas, without the covariate � = .0634.

The so constrained model has an associated log-likelihood ratio of 1.7 (p = .192),

indicating that adding the parameter does not result in significantly improved

goodness-of-fit.

2.6.3 Combining categorical and continuous data

In the subgroup of subjects that are hypothesis testing according to the ci model,

there are also theoretical expectations about the response times (J. R. Erickson,

Zajkowski, & Ehmann, 1966). In particular, we expect subjects to need more

time to produce a response after they have made an error, because at such trials

they have to select a new hypothesis based on their previous error. To test this

hypothesis, we fitted a number of models which included the reaction times. The

reaction time observed at trial t was included as indicator of the latent state

at trial t − 1. The reason for introducing this lag in the reaction times is that

these are hypothesized to depend on the feedback provided on the previous trial;

that is, when a subject commits an error, the next trial is hypothesized to be

slow, because the subject has to select a new hypothesis; conversely, when the

current response is correct, the subject can retain his or her hypothesis, and

hence, the response at the next trial will be relatively fast. The data hence

consist of bivariate time series with the accuracy data and the lagged reaction

time at each trial. We limited these analyses to the adult subjects, who follow

a ci-model, only, because the variability in reaction times between the different

age groups is very large.

The first model that was fitted, had both accuracy and lagged reaction time

as indicators for the three latent states. The log-likelihood for this model was

-1907.7, and its parameter values were � = 0.523 and el = .043, the error prob-

ability in the learned state. In the mixture models above these parameters were
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0.530 and 0.037 respectively. The estimated reaction times for the three states

were 528.8 ms (sd=173) in the learned state, 1150 ms (sd=1094) in the correct

state, and 1535 ms (sd=840) in the error state, which is in agreement with our

expectations.

To further improve the model, we included trial number as a covariate on

the reaction times in each state, such that the reaction times were now modeled

as rtt = rt1 + �Si
tn, where rtt is the reaction time at trial t, and tn is the

trial number, and �Si
are the regression coefficients for each state. The log-

likelihood of the resulting model was -1896.4, and again the learning parameter

and el parameter were virtually identical to the above model (0.524 and 0.044

respectively). The mean reaction times for each state were 638 ms (sd=163) in

the learned state, 1226 ms (sd=1095) in the correct state, and 1640 (sd=830)

in the error state. The regression parameters for these states were estimated as

-21.3 in the learned state, -17.0 in the correct state, and -73.5 in the error state.

The log-likelihood ratio statistic for this model is 22.6, with df = 3, which has

a p−value smaller then 0.001. Hence, adding the regression parameters to the

model results in significantly better goodness-of-fit for the model. As can be seen

from the parameter estimates, our hypothesis about the error and correct states

were confirmed. That is, reaction times at trials after an error has been made are

much slower than reaction times after a correct trial. Moreover, reaction times

decrease sharply throughout the experiment. The regression parameters can be

interpreted as the decrease in reaction times at each trial. So, after an error has

been made, subjects respond relatively slowly at the start, 1640 ms, but their

reaction times quickly decrease after errors, with steps of 73.5 ms.

2.7 Summary and discussion

In this chapter, we have provided an illustration of the use of (mixtures of) latent

Markov models in modeling (multivariate) longitudinal data. In particular, the

results show that there are two qualitatively different modes of discrimination

learning. This was shown by fitting a mixture of two latent Markov models to

the accuracy data of subjects. To further characterize the component with slow

learners, a model with covariates was used to test the hypothesis that these slow

learners may be learning incrementally. The results indicated that that was not

the case. Furthermore, we have shown an example of how reaction times can lend

further support to the hypothesis that a subgroup of subjects learn by a process of

hypothesis testing. A fuller treatment of the substantive issues in discrimination
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learning, and the interpretation of different components of the mixture models

can be found in Schmittmann, Visser, and Raijmakers (2006).

Identifiability problems are pervasive in the application of latent class and la-

tent Markov models (c.f. Wickens, 1982b, chapter 7 for discussion). Using more

than a single indicator may help identification of latent states by providing more

information. In many psychological experiments, reaction times are measured

alongside with accuracy data. However, in most cases, either the accuracy data

or the reaction time data are analyzed, but they are seldomly analyzed simultane-

ously. Using Markov models with multiple indicators can strengthen results based

on accuracy data alone as we have shown in our example with reaction times.

Similarly, covariates can be used to test specific hypothesis but also possibly to

overcome identification issues of latent Markov models.

By presenting fitted models of time series up to lengths of 48 trials, we have

shown the feasibility of fitting latent Markov models for relatively long time se-

ries. Former applications of latent Markov models usually involve a rather limited

number of measurement occasions, with the exception of Böckenholt (1999), who

models 21 measurement occasions. As also Böckenholt (1999) points out, tradi-

tional goodness-of-fit measures, such as the �2 statistic break down in the face of

long time series, and so alternatives have to be developed for the cases at hand.

Together with the identifiability issues, this subject provides opportunities for

further research.
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3

Multiple Learning Modes in the Development

of Performance on a Rule-Based

Category-Learning Task

Behavioral and neuropsychological data suggest that multiple systems are in-

volved in category-learning. In this chapter, the existence and the development

of multiple modes of learning of a rule-based category structure was examined,

and features of different learning processes were identified. Data were obtained in

a cross-sectional study by Raijmakers et al. (2001), in which participants aged 4

to 20 years carried out a rule-based category-learning task. Learning models were

employed to investigate the development of the learning processes in the sample.

The results support the hypothesis of two distinct learning modes, rather than a

single general mode of learning with a continuum of appearances. One mode rep-

resents sudden rational learning by means of hypothesis testing. In the second,

slow learning mode, learning also occurs suddenly as opposed to incrementally.

The probability of rational learning increases with age, and seems to be related

to dimension preference in the younger age groups. However, the finding of dis-

tinct learning modes does not necessarily imply that distinct learning systems

are involved. Implications for the interpretation and clinical use of tasks with a

category-learning component, such as the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (Heaton

et al., 1993), are discussed.

3.1 Introduction

The existence of distinct modes of category-learning is posited in several theories

(e.g., Ashby et al., 1998; Kéri, 2003). Ashby et al. (1998) reviewed findings of

different categorization learning paradigms, and the extensive evidence of neu-

ropsychological (imaging and lesion) studies. They posited the existence of two

neurologically separated and competing systems of category-learning: a verbal

system and an implicit, i.e., procedural learning based system. The verbal system

depends heavily on frontal and temporal language areas, whereas a key structure
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in the implicit system is the striatum. Both systems are assumed to operate in

parallel within an individual. Depending on the individual, the task, and the en-

vironment, one system may dominate the other. For example, the verbal system

is predicted to dominate the implicit system in normal adults on learning tasks,

in which the optimal rule is easy to verbalize. Ashby et al. (1998) assume that

the verbal system is less efficient in children, as its rule switching component

relies on the prefrontal cortex which is not yet fully developed (e.g., Diamond

& Goldman-Rakic, 1989). They therefore predict that children’s performance is

impaired on rule-based category-learning tasks, in which the rules are easily ver-

balized. In general, implicit learning is considered as incremental, as it is thought

to reflect associative learning, while rational learning often is sudden, i.e., occurs

when the correct rule is found. Potential exceptions are discussed below.

The learning or identification of categories is an important component of

complex, widely used tasks, such as the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST;

Heaton et al., 1993), and Nelson’s modified version of the WCST (Nelson, 1976).

On the WCST, participants have to sort cards according to simple sorting rules

(e.g., match on color). The correct sorting rules are unknown to the participants,

and have to be inferred from feedback on the correctness of each sort. After 10

correct sorts, the sorting rule is changed, unbeknown to the participants. The

verbal system is thought to dominate on the WCST.

As predicted by Ashby et al. (1998), frontal patient groups and children have

difficulties in performing the WCST (Ashby et al., 1998; Heaton et al., 1993;

Chelune & Baer, 1986). Chelune and Baer (1986) compared the WCST perfor-

mance (Categories Achieved, Perseverative Errors, Failures to Maintain Set) of

children aged 6 to 12 years to adult norms. They found significant improvements

in performance with respect to the variables Categories Achieved and Persever-

ative Errors. While the performance of 6-year-olds was similar to that of adult

focal-frontal patients, children older than 10 years performed at adult levels.

Chelune and Baer (1986) concluded that focal-frontal lesions in children after

the age of 10 years should have a similar effect on WCST performance as in

adults with focal-frontal lesions. Correspondence between mean growth curves

of the three WCST variables and known stages and spurts of neural growth in

the brain was found. Several studies have confirmed the impressive gains in the

performance on the WCST between age 6 to 12 years (Levin, Culhane, Hart-

mann, Evankovich, & Mattson, 1991; Rosselli & Ardila, 1993; Shu, Tien, Lung,

& Chang, 2000).

However, Chelune and Baer (1986) noted that it is unclear whether children
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and adults use the same cognitive strategies on the WCST, and whether the

WCST is equally sensitive to frontal-lobe lesions in children and in adults. In the

case of the application of distinct strategies on the task, norms and mean growth

curves have to be interpreted with caution. These curves may suggest gradual

development in performance, while individual change could actually be saltatory

(i.e., jump from exclusively applying one strategy to exclusively applying another

strategy), or involve a gradual change in the tendency to use either strategy. The

same reasoning applies if different learning systems (e.g., implicit and verbal) are

recruited.

Distinct modes of learning have been observed on other instances of rule-

based category-learning tasks, namely, the simple discrimination learning task

(e.g., Kendler, 1979). On such a task, participants choose one of two stimuli

on each trial. The stimuli differ on two binary valued dimensions, e.g., shape

and brightness. One of the dimensions, say shape, is relevant with respect to

reinforcement contingencies. One value of the relevant dimension, say triangle,

is reinforced positively, while the other value, say square, is reinforced negatively

on all trials. The other dimension, say brightness, is irrelevant, i.e., choices based

on a given value of this irrelevant dimension lead to a correct choice in 50% of

the trials. Participants are considered to have mastered the task, when they have

satisfied a given learning criterion. The number of trials and the number of errors

to criterion have both been considered as measures of learning efficiency.

Kendler (1979) theorized that the consistent finding of a substantial increase

in efficiency of learning a simple discrimination between early childhood and

young adulthood is attributable to a transition between two qualitatively differ-

ent modes of learning. One mode (henceforth: slow mode) is supposed to be

associative, incremental, generally relatively slow, and to be based on gradual

strengthening of stimulus-response associations. The other mode (henceforth:

rational mode) is supposed to be cognitive, saltatory, to take generally only a

few trials to criterium, and to originate in hypothesis testing. The slow mode is

thought to rely on nonselective encoding of stimulus features, while the rational

mode involves selective encoding of stimulus features. The probability that a

given child will learn with the more sophisticated, rational mode is thought to

increase gradually with age.

Kendler (1979) presented some evidence in support of the existence of two

learning modes. The relative ease of transfer learning in so-called discrimination

shift learning paradigms, in which reinforcement contingencies are changed after

the participant has mastered the initial discrimination was different in young chil-
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dren as opposed to older children and adults. Kendler (1979) related the observed

pattern in transfer performance to the two modes of learning. Notwithstanding

the clear-cut pattern of discrimination shift behavior presented by Kendler (1979),

Esposito (1975) suggested in his review of discrimination shift learning experi-

ments that the relative ease of the various shifts varies considerably from study

to study and depends on the set of conditions. He concluded that the hypothesis

of two qualitatively different modes of learning does not seem warranted, based

on the results of shift behavior.

Besides considering the shift behavior, Kendler (1979) examined the distribu-

tion of the number of errors to criterion. The remainder distribution of errors,

after subtracting the number of errors predicted by a model of hypothesis testing,

provided a good fit to a normal density, which was taken as additional evidence of

incremental learning in the slow learning mode. However, this methodology was

insufficient to arrive at strong conclusions. Raijmakers et al. (2001) found strong

support for the existence of two modes of learning using the more appropriate

statistical technique of finite mixture modeling of the distribution of the number

of errors on the first 16 trials of all participants, who learned the correct category

in two experiments of simple discrimination learning. They found a component

of rational learners, best described by a model of hypothesis testing, and a com-

ponent of slow learners, whose responses did not show any improvement during

the first 16 trials. Though the existence of two modes was established, the precise

nature of the two underlying learning processes was not addressed in detail.

Employing a similar task, Block et al. (1973) found evidence for the existence

of a slow and a rapid learning mode in a developmental sample. The number

of errors to criterion was fitted better by a mixture model consisting of two

hypothesis-testing components with different learning rates (see, e.g., Batchelder

et al., 1966) than by a hypothesis-testing model with only one learning rate within

each age group. The proportion of the rapid learning component was higher in

the 11- to 12-year-olds than in the 7- to 8 year-olds. In spite of this converging

evidence for the existence of categorically different modes of learning, the results

regarding the question whether the slow learning process is based on associative

learning and thus incremental, or based on hypothesis-testing and occurs abrupt

are conflicting.

The identification of the processes that underlie the two modes of learning

is one aim of the present study. The approach we took here is an analysis of

the sequential behavioral data using the statistical technique of latent mixture
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Markov modeling as implemented in the R-package depmix (Visser, 2005).1 This

approach allows an identification of the number and the nature of underlying

learning processes in the sequences of responses during the whole learning process.

The existence of distinct modes of learning may suggest, but does not imply the

involvement of different neurological systems, such as the implicit and the verbal

system in the theory of Ashby et al. (1998). Neuropsychological and neuro-

imaging data is needed to make further inferences about the implementation of

different learning modes.

The main questions are (1) whether the analysis of the sequential data con-

firms the existence of different modes of learning during development, as con-

cluded on the basis of previous analyses of the distribution of errors, or whether

the present analysis suggests a gradual increase with age in learning efficiency,

(2) how the development of learning a rule-based category structure proceeds,

and (3) what can be concluded about the nature of the underlying learning pro-

cess(es). The nature of the process underlying learning in the slow learners is of

particular interest, as it may shed light on the question whether learning in this

group is incremental or abrupt. Incremental learning is predicted by the theory of

Kendler (1979), by neural network modeling accounts of adult and child discrim-

ination (shift) learning (Sirois & Shultz, 1998), and, more generally, by models of

implicit learning (Reber, 1993). If the slow learners employ an inefficient hypoth-

esis testing process, e.g., inefficient hypothesis generation or inefficient feedback

processing, then one would expect to observe sudden learning, when the correct

hypothesis is found.

The finding of behaviorally distinct modes of learning on a rule-based

category-learning task, such as the simple discrimination learning task, has im-

plications for the interpretation of WCST performance in children, as it would

suggest the existence of qualitatively distinct modes of performing on the WCST.

Recently, the validity of several WCST scores was questioned by Barceló and

Knight (2002), because of possible confounds of functional and dys-functional

processes. They stressed the need of considering cognitive processes that are

involved in WCST performance, when defining performance scores. Based on

neurocognitive models of working memory, Barceló and Knight (2002) derived a

more refined and more sensitive scoring method, distinguishing non-perseverative

errors in random, i.e., distraction errors, and efficient errors, which are necessary

in the rule search process. In the present study, the need of process analyses is

1R and the contributed package depmix may be downloaded freely at http://www.r-

project.org.
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addressed by modeling the learning process(es) in rule-based category-learning.

With this approach, we can identify different learning processes. In addition, we

can distinguish different phases within each learning process.

3.2 Method

3.2.1 Participants

The learning task was administered to 250 children from a regular primary school

in the Netherlands, and to 26 university students. The children received a small

present for their participation, and the students received course credit. Informed

consent was obtained. Exclusion criteria and the number of participants in the

four age groups (4-6, 7-9, 10-13, 20 years) are given below.

3.2.2 Task and procedure

A computerized version of a two-choice discrimination learning task was em-

ployed, in which a rule-based category structure is learned. The stimuli differed

on two binary-valued dimensions: brightness (black or white) and shape (trian-

gle or square). Participants were assigned randomly to two conditions. In one

condition, brightness was the relevant dimension, and either black or white was

correct. In the other condition, shape was the relevant dimension, and either

triangle or square was correct. In both conditions, the other dimension was irrel-

evant, i.e., it was not associated with reinforcement contingencies. Stimuli were

presented in pairs of two on a computer screen. Participants had to learn to re-

spond to the stimulus that contains the reinforced feature, i.e., the correct value

on the relevant dimension. Only the four pairings which differed on both dimen-

sions were presented. The stimulus pairs were randomized in groups of eight.

The participants were instructed to choose either the left or the right stimulus

by pressing pre-assigned keys of a keyboard. Immediately following a response,

reinforcement appeared below the chosen stimulus as either a cross (negative) or

a smile (positive), and remained on the screen for 2000 ms. Then, the screen

went blank, and the following trial started. Participants were instructed to make

as many correct choices as possible. The task continued until the maximum of

48 trials was reached, but was terminated earlier if the participant answered 9

correct out of 10 consecutive trials. We refer to this criterion henceforth as the

learning criterion. Participants’ responses, including the response times, were

recorded on each trial. Before the task started, participants were instructed dur-
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ing training trials, which involved different stimuli and stimulus dimensions. The

stimulus dimensions were not mentioned explicitly.

3.2.3 Statistical approach

We investigated learning on the present task by fitting several mathematical learn-

ing models, which are based on different assumptions on number and properties

of the underlying learning processes to the sequences of responses. All learn-

ing models were formulated as latent (i.e., accommodating measurement error)

Markov models, or, if two or more modes of learning are modeled simultaneously,

as mixtures of latent Markov models (Langeheine, 1994; van de Pol & Langeheine,

1990; Wickens, 1982a). The different assumptions about the learning processes

and related models are described in the next section. 2

3.2.4 Learning models

Millward and Wickens (1974) categorize theories of concept-identification learn-

ing in two classes, based on the type of learning, which is assumed to take place:

associational theories, and hypothesis testing theories. In the former theories

gradual increase in strength between the relevant cue and the correct response

is assumed, while in the latter theories it is assumed that the participant learns

suddenly when the correct classification rule is discovered. We use hypothesis

testing theory to model the rational learning strategy, and explore which of the

two types of learning models, i.e., associational/incremental or sudden learning,

best describes the slow learning strategy. Figure 4.1 shows graphical representa-

tions of all learning models and their interrelations.

Rational learning

A classical model of hypothesis testing is the concept-identification model (CI;

Bower & Trabasso, 1964). We employed a latent version of this model with a

small modification by Kendler (1979) for the rational learning strategy. Accord-

ing to the CI model, an individual learns a rule-based category structure in a

simple discrimination learning task by testing simple hypotheses, e.g., “black is

correct”, or “triangle is correct”, until the correct hypothesis is found. Hypothe-

ses are selected by randomly choosing a hypothesis from the subset of all possible

2Mathematical details of the models and technical information on the model fitting proce-

dure are provided in Visser, Schmittmann, and Raijmakers (2007).
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hypotheses, and applying this hypothesis until an error is committed. Following

an error, the participant chooses randomly a hypothesis from the subset of all

hypotheses that predict the occurrence of the last error. Once a participant has

identified the correct hypothesis, he or she will continue to apply this hypothesis,

as negative reinforcement fails to occur.

Note that the subset of hypotheses also includes hypotheses that were rejected

on trials preceding the last trial. Dehaene and Changeux (1991) analyzed and

modeled hypothesis selection strategies on the WCST. The hypothesis selection

strategy adopted in the CI model corresponds to the reasoning without mem-

ory strategy in the Dehaene and Changeux (1991) classification. This strategy

occupies a position between the the most simple hypothesis testing strategy of re-

jecting only the hypothesis the participant was applying when an error occurred,

and the optimal strategy, in which a participant consistently reduces the subset

of hypotheses by all hypotheses that could predict all previous errors and by all

hypotheses that are incongruent with all previous correct trials.

We chose the CI model as a model of intermediately efficient hypothesis test-

ing, because (a) it was shown to fit the distribution of errors reasonably well

(Raijmakers et al., 2001; Kendler, 1979; Block et al., 1973), and (b) the main

objective of this study is to discriminate between rational and slow learners and

between different kinds of slow learning, but not between different kinds of ratio-

nal learning.

The upper left panel of Figure 4.1 shows a graphical representation of the CI

model. The CI model consists of the following three states, depicted as circles

in the figure: (1) a learned state L, in which a participant applies the correct

hypothesis, and two pre-solution states, E and C, in which a participant applies

an incorrect hypothesis and chooses either the incorrect stimulus (E), or the cor-

rect stimulus (C). The probability of switching from state C to the learned state

equals zero, because it is assumed that a participant only switches hypotheses

after committing an error. Participants switch from state E to the learned state

L with probability �, which is called the learning parameter. Since two of the

four (or six hypotheses, if a participant considers location as additional dimen-

sion) hypotheses remain after an error, the probability of choosing the correct

hypothesis equals � = 1/2 (or � = 1/3) under the assumption that all hypothe-

ses are equally likely. We therefore expected � to lie between 1/2 and 1/3. As

the learning parameter � is the same for all rational learners, no individual dif-

ferences in learning ability are postulated. Nevertheless, the model predicts great

individual differences in performance (Batchelder et al., 1966). The remaining
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Figure 3.1: Learning models. Circles depict states (L: Learned, P: Pre-solution,

E: Error, C: Correct, G: Guessing, I: Incremental); line arrows represent tran-

sitions between states. Block arrows show inter-relations between learning

models.
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incorrect hypotheses lead to an error response with a probability of 1/2, as the

wrong hypothesis in the relevant dimension (e.g., black, while white is correct)

is always excluded. Once a participant has chosen the correct hypothesis, i.e.,

is in state L, he or she will stay in state L. Participants start with the correct

hypothesis with a probability of �/2, and start in state E with probability 1/2,

as half of the hypotheses result in an error response.

In the classical version of the CI model, participants in the learned state L

are assumed to respond correctly on all trials. This assumption is probably not

tenable as participants, especially children, might press the wrong button by

mistake, even though they know the correct choice. For the same reason, we

set 9 correct out of 10 consecutive trials as the learning criterion during task

administration. In the present latent version of the CI model, the probability

of committing an error in the learned state was estimated. We expected this

probability to lie between zero (this would be the case if all participants satisfy

the learning criterion with 9 consecutive correct responses, i.e., no mistakes in

the learned state at all) and 0.1 (the probability of an error in the criterion run).

Slow learning

The slow learning strategy was modeled with an incremental learning model,

and with a model of sudden learning. As an incremental learning model, in

which learning consists of a gradual increase in the strength between the correct

value of the relevant dimension and the correct response, we used a one-state

Markov model, in which the probability of a correct response increases gradually

with trial-number. The lower left panel of Figure 4.1 depicts the incremental

model (I). It consists of a single state I, in which the probability of an error

response decreases with increasing trial-number. This is accomplished by letting

a function of the trial-number act as a covariate on the probability of an error

response (Vermunt et al., 1999). Different functions of the trial-number were

employed. First we considered a linear decrease in the probability of an error

response, second a logarithmic decrease in the probability of an error, third a

sigmoid decrease in the probability of an error, and fourth we assumed a decrease

in the probability of an error, as given by a function of the single-operator linear

learning model (Estes, 1950) with varying learning parameters � in the range

from 0.001 to 0.15.3 The probability of an error on the first trial is fixed to

3This method was used instead of maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters due

to non-linear constraints in the model.
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�0 = 0.5. One parameter is estimated, which is the coefficient of the covariate

�. For the purpose of fitting the incremental learning model, we imputed data,

such that the sequences of all cases consisted of 48 trials. This was necessary,

because the observed sequences were cut off after the learning criterion, and this

fact results in incorrect estimates. We simulated data with a probability of an

error �s = 0.03. This probability might be interpreted either as observation

probability in the learned state, or as asymptotic probability of an error response

in an incremental learning model. The fit indices of models based on this data-

set were compared only to the fit indices of the other models based on the same

data-set.

As a model of sudden learning, we employed the all-or-none model (AN;

Wickens, 1982a), as depicted in the upper right panel of Figure 4.1. In the

AN model it is assumed that all participants start in a pre-solution state (P),

in which they respond at chance level (here the probability of an error equals

1/2), and remain in this state until they switch to a learned state (L), in which

they respond at perfect or near-perfect level. The probability of switching from

P to L, called the learning parameter �, is stationary, i.e., the same over all tri-

als. Hence, the probability of remaining in state P equals 1-� at each trial. The

learning parameter in the AN model is expected to be much smaller than in the

CI model, as the AN model is used to model the slow learning process. As in

the CI model, the probability of remaining in the learned state L equals 1, i.e.,

once it is entered, it cannot be left (the learned state is absorbing). As in the CI

model, the probability � of making a mistake in state L is estimated. We assume

that younger children are more prone to making motor mistakes. As we expect a

higher proportion of younger children to learn slowly, the probability of an error

in the learned state is expected to be somewhat larger in the AN model, than in

the CI model. However, in case the slow learners have set maintenance problems,

we expect a considerably higher probability of making an error in the learned

state in the AN model than in the CI model (e.g., Crone, Ridderinkhof, et al.,

2004).

All-or-none learning may result from hypothesis sampling, or from mnemonic

strategy sampling with replacement (Restle, 1965). The AN model corresponds

to the random strategy, i.e., sampling with replacement upon an error, in the clas-

sification of Dehaene and Changeux (1991). According to this view, all simple

uni-dimensional hypotheses are available to the participant from the first trial

on, and all hypotheses are equally probable during the entire learning period.

The number of hypotheses then determines the probability of learning. This in-
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terpretation may be seen as an inefficient way of hypothesis testing, as following

an error, the just falsified hypothesis may be resampled immediately. Alter-

ative interpretations of the AN model as a model of inefficient rational learning

are related to inefficient hypothesis generation, inefficient switching between hy-

potheses, or inefficient feedback processing. These interpretations are discussed

below.

Restle (1965) has shown that it is technically possible to obtain all-or-none

data (i.e., observe sudden learning within one trial) under certain assumptions

from models of gradual learning based for example on continuous strengthening

of associations. However, the additional assumptions that have to be included

for this purpose in the models of gradual learning, e.g., resetting the model at

its initial values whenever an error occurs, seem undesirable. Ashby et al. (1998)

also suggest that implicit learning could appear sudden, i.e., occur within a few

trials, when the categories are widely separated. Therefore, the AN model with

a low learning parameter may be interpreted as a model of inefficient rational

learning, but also as a model of implicit learning. This is discussed below.

The AN model reduces to a guessing model (G), when the learning parameter

is fixed to zero. According to the guessing model, depicted in the lower right

panel of Figure 4.1, participants respond at chance level on all trials. It is a

model of no learning, and therefore expected to fit the slow learning component

worse than the AN or the I model. However, a third component of participants

that are guessing may be modeled with the G model.

3.2.5 Relations between models

Although the models mentioned above are supposed to implement qualitative

different learning processes, technically the models are closely related (see Figure

4.1). The CI model of rational learning reduces to the AN model if the two pre-

solution states are collapsed, such that learning may occur after a correct response

with the same probability as after an error response. The AN model reduces to

a model of guessing if the probability of learning, i.e., the learning parameter �,

is fixed to zero. The incremental model also reduces to the guessing model if the

parameter � is fixed to zero. In this case the probability of committing an error

is constant over trials, and equals the probability of an error at the first trial,

�0 = 0.5.
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3.2.6 Mixtures of learning models

We investigated the existence of distinct learning strategies in the sample by

fitting mixtures of two or more components.4 One component accounts for the

responses of the rational learners, and one component for those of the slow learn-

ers. In fitting mixtures of learning models to the data, the model parameters

of each component model are estimated. Additionally, the mixing proportions

are estimated. These are the relative proportions of participants which belong to

each component in the population.

The question whether the increase in learning efficiency is due to a gradual

increase in efficiency of a single learning mode, or due to the existence of distinct

learning modes and an increasing tendency of learning with the more efficient

mode, is addressed by comparing the model-fit indices associated with the fol-

lowing two types of models of development.

3.2.7 Type I development: Change in efficiency of a single mode

of learning

If efficiency in learning a rule-based category structure increases gradually with

age, one would expect to find a single learning model, in which the probability

of learning, i.e., the learning parameter increases with age. This hypothesis

was studied in the AN model and in the CI model by introducing the following

two alternative extensions: (a) age is included as a covariate on the learning

parameter (models are referred to as ANcovlp and CIcovlp, respectively), and (b)

the learning parameter is estimated separately in each age group in multi-group

models (referred to as AN4glp and CI4glp, respectively). In the former models,

the learning parameter increases linearly with age, while in the latter models the

learning parameter may display non-linear and non-monotonic changes.

3.2.8 Type II development: Change in tendency of learning in

distinct learning modes

We fitted multi-group mixtures of learning models in which the mixing propor-

tions were estimated separately in (a) each age group (models CI-AN4g), and (b)

in each Age × Condition group (model CI-AN8g). The remaining parameters

were constrained to be equal in the different groups.

4A mixture of Markov models may be viewed as a single Markov model, in which the

transition probabilities between states of different components are fixed to zero.
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3.2.9 Summary of models

Summarizing, the questions concerning number and nature of the learning pro-

cess are operationalized as a comparison of different models as follows. If two

different modes of learning are involved as opposed to a single mode with a grad-

ual change in efficiency, then a mixture model consisting of two components will

fit the data better than a one-component model, where learning parameters are

allowed to vary with age. If the probability of rational learning increases with

age, then a multi-group mixture model in which the mixing proportions are es-

timated for each age group will fit the data better than a model in which the

mixing proportion is independent of age.

3.2.10 Model comparison and selection

Hypotheses concerning particular values of parameters, e.g., whether the obser-

vation probability in the presolution state P of the AN model equals 1/2, can

be tested by means of the log-likelihood difference test (e.g., Wickens, 1982a,

p.141 ff). The restricted model in which parameter(s) of interest are constrained

or fixed to hypothesized values is nested within the unrestricted, more general

model in which these parameters are estimated freely. The null-hypothesis is

that the models fit equally well. The statistic 2ΔlogL = 2(log(Lg) − log(Lr))

where log(Lr) is the log-likelihood value of the restricted model and log(Lg) is

the log-likelihood value of the more general model, is �2 distributed with the dif-

ference in number of estimated parameters as degrees of freedom (Azzalini, 1996).

If the test is significant, the null-hypothesis of equal model fit is rejected, and

the more general model is preferred. Otherwise, the more parsimonious model is

chosen. In contrast, hypotheses relating to the number of components in a mix-

ture model cannot be tested in this manner (McLachlan & Peel, 2000). In this

case, we rely on two commonly used information criteria, AIC and BIC (Schwarz,

1978; Burnham & Anderson, 2002), which penalize lack of parsimony differently:

AIC = −2log(L) + 2np, and BIC = −2log(L) + log(NO)np, where NO is the

number of observations and np the number of free parameters. Relatively lower

AIC (BIC) indicates a better fit.

3.3 Results

Forty-six participants who responded in less than 150 ms more than twice were

excluded. This resulted in a total of 230 participants (122 females). In these

participants, trials with a response time faster than 150 ms were regarded as

occasional errors and recoded as missing. Table 3.1 shows the range, and the

number of participants per age group in each condition.
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Eighty-four participants did not satisfy the learning criterion of 9 out of the

10 trials correct. This result is predicted by learning models for slow learning, but

might also occur due to a large number of mistakes attributable to pressing the

wrong key in younger children, as mentioned before. With the present approach,

the sequential data of the participants that did not reach the learning criterion

might reveal some improvement over time in the sense of a gradual increase of

the probability correct. 5 Table 3.1 shows the proportions of participants that

did reach the learning criterion in each Age × Condition group.

Table 3.1: Number of participants per age group in each condition.

Age group Age (yrs) Shape Brightness Total

1 4-6 34 (0.62) 34 (0.76) 68 (0.69)

2 7-9 39 (0.56) 45 (0.96) 84 (0.77)

3 10-13 23 (0.86) 29 (0.93) 52 (0.90)

4 20 11 (1.00) 15 (1.00) 26 (1.00)

107 (0.69) 123 (0.92) 230 (0.80)
Between brackets the proportion of participants who reached

criterion in each Age × Condition group.

In following sections we first present the results of the single-group learning

models, i.e., the models that do not include age differences. Then we present the

results of the development models, and finally, the parameter estimates of the

best-fitting model.

3.3.1 Single-group learning models

Table 3.3 shows the results of the models in the original data set. Judged by AIC

and BIC, the single component models (first section of Table 3.3) fit less well

than the two - and three-component models (second section in Table 3.3).

5Note, that the fit indices of the models point out the same model as best-fitting if only

the participants, who reach the learning criterion, are included in the analysis.
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Table 3.3: Results of models in the original data set (NO=5099). Log-likelihood

(log(L)), number of parameters (np), information criteria (AIC & BIC), and log-

likelihood difference test where appropriate.

model log(L) np AIC BIC ΔlogL df p restricted general

CI -3132.577 2 6269.15 6282.23

AN -3133.026 2 6270.05 6283.13

G -3496.234 0 6992.47 6992.47

CI-AN -3072.004 5 6154.01 6186.69

CI-ANa -3071.490 6 6154.98 6194.20 0.51 1 0.31 CI-AN CI-ANa

CI-ANb -3071.904 6 6155.81 6195.03 0.10 1 0.65 CI-AN CI-ANb

CI-ANc -3070.914 6 6153.83 6193.05 1.09 1 0.14 CI-AN CI-ANc

CI-ANd -3071.649 6 6155.30 6194.52 0.36 1 0.40 CI-AN CI-ANd

CI-G -3083.761 3 6173.52 6193.13

CI-AN-G -3071.998 6 6156.00 6195.22

CI4glp -3090.952 5 6191.90 6224.59 41.63 3 0.00 CI CI4glp

CIcovlp -3098.78 3 6203.56 6223.17 33.80 1 0.00 CI CIcovlp

AN4glp -3091.19 5 6192.38 6225.06 41.84 3 0.00 AN AN4glp

ANcovlp -3099.101 3 6204.20 6223.81 33.93 1 0.00 AN ANcovlp

CI-AN4g′ -3049.175 7 6112.35 6158.11

CI-AN8g′′ -3040.366 10 6100.73 6166.10 8.81 3 0.00 CI-AN4g′ CI-AN8g′′

Models which are preferred in the log-likelihood difference tests are printed bold. Number of ′

denotes the number of fixed mixing proportions.

A mixture model with a concept-identification and an all-or-none component

(CI-AN) fits better than a mixture with a CI and a guessing component (CI-

G). Adding a third guessing component to the CI-AN model (model CI-AN-G)

results in a relatively poor model fit. The upper section of Table 3.5 shows the

results of fitting the CI-AN model and a mixture with a CI and an incremental

component (model CI-I) to the imputed data set. AIC and BIC indicate that

model CI-AN provides a better relative fit to the data. We therefore proceed

with model CI-AN.

The best-fitting model CI-AN was further examined in the original data set.

In order to test whether the following four constraints are reasonable, we compare

the fit of model CI-AN to the fit of models, in which these constraints are relaxed

one at a time: (a) constraint between the learning parameter and the initial

probability of starting in the learned state, (b) the equality constraint on the
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Table 3.5: Results of models in the imputed data set (NO=11040). Log-

likelihood (log(L)), number of parameters (np), and fit indices (AIC & BIC).

model log(L) np AIC BIC

CI-AN -3825.629 5 7661.26 7697.80

CI-I -3836.333 5 7682.67 7719.21

CI-AN8g′′ -3794.975 10 7609.95 7683.04

CI-I8g′′ -3816.332 10 7652.66 7725.76
Number of ′ denotes the number of fixed mixing proportions. The results of the best-fitting
CI-I mixture models are shown. In both models (CI-I and CI-I8g′′), the probability of a correct
choice increases linearly with trial-number. Models with a sigmoid or logarithmic increase, or
with an increase based on the single-operator-model in the incremental component all fitted
less well.

transition probability from the E to the E and C state, (c) fixing the initial

probability of E to 1/2, and (d) fixing the probability of an error in the E of the

AN component to 1/2 (constraints relaxed in models CI-AN a, CI-AN b, CI-AN

c, and CI-AN d respectively). The log-likelihood difference test indicates that all

four constraints are tenable.

3.3.2 Models of development

The lower panels of Table 3.3 show the results of the following models of de-

velopment as described above: Models of type I development, which describe

change in efficiency of a single mode of learning, and therefore consist of one

learning model with varying learning parameter, i.e., ANcovlp, CIcovlp, AN4glp,

and CI4glp; and models of type II development which describe change in the

tendency of learning in distinct learning modes, and are specified as multi-group

mixture models with varying mixing proportions, i.e., CI-AN4g, and CI-AN8g.

The models of type I development fit less well than the models of type II devel-

opment, as judged by AIC and BIC. Even the single-group mixture model CI-AN

from the previous section, which does not take age into account, provides a better

fit to the data than the type I development models.

In the multi-group models CI-AN4g and CI-AN8g, the proportion of the CI

component was estimated on the boundary, 1, in age group 4. Therefore, this

parameter was fixed to 1, and the resulting models, CI-AN4g′, and CI-AN8g′′

are reported. Model CI-AN4g′, in which the mixing proportions are estimated

separately in the four age groups fits better than the one-group CI-AN model, but

less well than model CI-AN8g′′, in which the mixing proportions are estimated in

each Age × Condition group separately. The lower panel of Table 3.5 shows
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the results of fitting the CI-AN8g′′ model and a mixture in with a concept-

identification and the best-fitting incremental component (model CI-I8g′′) to the

imputed data set. Model CI-AN8g′′ provides a better fit to the data.

If individual incremental learning curves show a high variability, a model that

includes the mean learning curve without accommodating this potential variabil-

ity may not fit the data well. As an additional, more sensitive test of incremental

learning, we carried out stationarity tests for Markov models over the first and

second half of the learning sequences of each participant prior to learning criterion

(Suppes & Atkinson, 1960). This was done in both groups of a posteriori classified

participants. The Null-hypothesis of equal transition probabilities in the first and

second half of the pre-solution learning sequence could not be rejected in neither

of the group in neither row of the transition matrix (all-or-none group: first row

�2 = 2514.91, df = 2779, p > .99, second row �2 = 885.34, df = 2779, p > .99,

Concept-identification group: first row �2 = 130.03, df = 155, p = 0.93, second

row �2 = 60.75, df = 155, p > .99). Specifically, the probability of an error given

an error did not differ significantly in the first and second half of the experi-

ment. Constant error-given-error probabilities cannot be explained by the linear

operator model as a basic model of incremental learning (Batchelder, 1975).

In sum, the 8-group mixture model CI-AN8g′′ consisting of a CI and an AN

component provides the best fit to the data.

3.3.3 Discussion of model CI-AN8g′′

The parameter estimates of the best-fitting model CI-AN8g′′ are shown in Figure

3.2. This model comprises two components: a CI component and an AN com-

ponent. The CI component represents the rational learning process. In the CI

model, the learning parameter is estimated at 0.495 , which falls in the expected

range of 0.5 (consistent with four hypotheses) to 0.33 (consistent with six hy-

potheses). The bootstrapped 95% confidence interval of the learning parameter

ranges from 0.411 to 0.618. The probability of an error in the learned state L

is estimated at 0.035 (95% confidence interval 0.017 to 0.055), which again falls

within the expected range for this parameter of zero (this would be the case if

all participants satisfy the learning criterion in 9 consecutive correct responses)

and 0.1 (the probability of an error in the criterion run).

The AN component represents the slow learning process. In the AN com-

ponent, the learning parameter is estimated as 0.019 (95% confidence interval

0.013 to 0.026), and is, as expected, much smaller than the learning parameter
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Figure 3.2: Parameter estimates.

of the CI model. The probability of an error in the learned state L is estimated

at 0.062 (95% confidence interval 0.022 to 0.112), which again lies within the ex-

pected range for this parameter of zero and 0.1, and does not deviate significantly

(� = 0.772, df = 1, p = 0.38)6 from the probability of an error in the learned state

L of the CI component.

The proportions of the two components depend on age and on relevant dimen-

sion. Figure 3.3 shows the estimated values along with 95% confidence intervals

of the proportions of the CI component in each age group for the two relevant

dimensions brightness and shape. Overall, the proportion of the CI component,

i.e., in the rational learners, increases with age. In the younger age groups, the

proportion of rational learners is higher in the brightness condition than in the

shape condition. In age groups 3 and 4 (11-13, 20 years old, respectively), the pro-

portion of rational learners in the shape condition does not deviate significantly

from the proportion in the brightness condition (� = 0.248, df = 1, p = 0.62)7.

Participants were classified in CI and AN learners, based on the highest a

posteriori probability of the two modes of learning. Additionally, for each partic-

6This probability was obtained from a log-likelihood difference test of model CI-AN8g′′,

and the same model but now with equality constraint on the error probabilities. The other

parameter estimates do not change considerably.
7This probability was obtained from a log-likelihood difference test of model CI-AN8g′′,

and the same model but now with equality constraint on the mixing proportions in age group

3. The other parameter estimates do not change considerably.
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Figure 3.3: Development of rational learning. Points represent the proportion

of rational learners in each age group; vertical lines depict 95% confidence

intervals.

ipant, the trial of learning, i.e., the trial with the highest a posteriori probability

of switching to the learned state, was calculated.8 With this information, the

sequential data of the participants in each group of learners (AN or CI) can be

aligned at the trial of learning in order to examine the proportion of errors before

and after learning occurs. The backward learning curves in Figure 3.4 show for

the CI learners (upper panel) and for the AN learners (lower panel) the propor-

tion of errors in blocks of 4 trials averaged over participants, when the sequential

data is aligned according to the trial of learning. The mean proportion of er-

rors before learning occurs fluctuates around .5, as expected. After learning, the

proportion of errors is low in both learner groups.

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Summary

The analysis of the sequential data on the present rule-based category-learning

task extends the evidence that Block et al. (1973), Kendler (1979), and

Raijmakers et al. (2001) found in support of the hypothesis of the existence of two

distinct modes of learning. A mixture model that accommodates two learning

8These calculations were carried out in depmix, which uses the algorithm described in

Rabiner (1989).
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the trial of learning, which is indicated by a vertical dotted line.
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modes fits the data relatively better than models of only one mode of learning,

even when the learning parameter in the latter models varies with age. The fast,

rational learning mode is best described by a concept-identification (CI) model

with an expected probability of learning given an initial set of four hypotheses,

and with a small probability of a mistake in the learned state. Learning in this

mode may be interpreted as a hypothesis-testing process. In the slow learners,

sudden learning from one trial to the next is observed, as opposed to incremen-

tal learning. This mode is best described by an all-or-none (AN) model with a

small probability of learning, and a small probability of a mistake in the learned

state. With the present approach, different phases in the learning processes in

both modes of learning were established. As to the classification of errors by

Barceló and Knight (2002), both efficient and random errors may occur in the

first phase of the learning processes, i.e., the pre-solution states of both modes.

In the second phase of the learning processes, the learned state, only occasional

random errors are expected. Perseverative errors may occur in the pre-solution

states.

The finding of sudden learning in both modes is inconsistent with predictions

based on the theory of Kendler (1979), based on neural network models, such

as the cascade correlation model of Sirois and Shultz (1998), and predictions

based on models of implicit learning, as described by Reber (1993). Possible

interpretations of the slow learning process are discussed in Section 3.4.2. The

probability of the rational learning mode increases with age, and is greater in

the brightness condition than in the shape condition in the younger children.

A possible explanation of this difference in conditions is based on dimension

preferences, and is discussed in Section 3.4.2.

The present finding of two distinct modes of learning a rule-based category-

structure as opposed to a single mode of learning with increasing efficiency sug-

gests that qualitatively different modes of responding might also underlie the

performance on the WCST. Further research should investigate whether qualita-

tively different forms of responding are present in the performance on the WCST

in normal and in clinical samples. This question is of equal scientific and practical

importance, given the widespread clinical use of the WCST.

Norms in the form of mean scores and standard deviations per age group

are based on the assumption that scores are distributed normally, and that a

higher score is related to a higher underlying ability. However, in the presence

of different strategies, mean and standard deviation are not very informative.

For instance, the distribution of the number of perseverative errors would be a
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mixture distribution of the distribution of the number of perseverative errors in

one mode of responding, and the number of perseverative errors in the other mode

of responding. If the relation between underlying ability and observed score is

not the same within each strategy, the observed score may no longer be related

to the underlying ability, if not conditioned on the strategy. Furthermore, the

mean and standard deviation of such a mixture distribution depends not only

on the means and standard deviation of the component distributions, but also

on the mixing proportions, i.e., the proportion of participants in the population

using either strategy.

3.4.2 Interpretation of the learning processes

In the following sections the learning processes in the rational and in the slow

learners are discussed.

Rational learning

The rational learning mode was modeled by a concept-identification model, and

can be interpreted as being based on a hypothesis testing process. The proportion

of rational learners increases with age. In the oldest age group, all participants

learn rationally. According to the neuropsychological theory of Ashby et al.

(1998), which is based on a large body of studies in adults, this rational learning

process is likely to take place in the verbal system (Ashby et al., 1998).

Slow learning

The various incremental learning component models that were employed for the

slow learning component fitted the data poorly compared to the AN component

model. The finding of sudden, as opposed to incremental, learning in the slow

learners is at odds with the theory of Kendler (1979), who assumes incremental,

associative learning in younger children. Interestingly, also in human infants

and, recently in a re-analysis of several conditioning experiments in animals,

evidence of sudden learning was found, while incremental associative learning

was expected.
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Coldren and Colombo (1994) found evidence of sudden discrimination learning

in nine-month-old infants in a series of experiments. Backward learning curves

were discontinuous, with pre-solution responses on chance level, and a steep drop

of the error-probabilities at the trial of learning. In addition, superiority of trans-

fer in reversal and intradimensional shift conditions were consistent with adult

data. Coldren and Colombo (1994) concluded that infants may test hypotheses,

though not mediated verbally, in solving the discrimination learning task. Asso-

ciative learning in preschoolers, as posited in the theory of Kendler (1979), was

interpreted as a regression to a less efficient type of learning, due to a transition

from a non-verbal to a verbal dimension processing system. Once the new, verbal

system is mastered, hypothesis testing strategies are resumed. So, the age-related

pattern can be summarized as beginning with non-verbal hypothesis testing in

infants, associative learning during the transition from non-verbal to verbal sys-

tem in younger children, and verbally based hypothesis testing in older children

and adults.

Gallistel, Fairhurst, and Balsam (2004) re-analyzed data from different basic

learning paradigms in animals (pigeons, rats, rabbits, and mice). They concluded

that the gradually increasing learning curve, which is reliably found in animal

learning paradigms, is an artifact of group averaging. 9 The individual learning

curves showed a step-like increase from the untrained to the well trained level of

responding. Their results suggest that even in simple conditioning experiments in

animals, learning occurs within a few, say , e.g., less than 10, trials. Gallistel et al.

(2004) concluded that the basic assumptions of conditioning theory are not com-

pletely tenable. This might imply that (a) association formation is step-like, (b)

performance factors prevent observing the gradual increase in the behavior itself,

or (c) learning is not associative. Gallistel et al. (2004) discussed an information-

processing view as an alternative to associative learning theory. This approach is

similar to the decision bound theory of implicit learning posited by Ashby et al.

(1998). When implicit learning is assumed to be based on decision-bound the-

ory, learning in the implicit system can appear suddenly, i.e., within a few trials,

when category-bounds are widely separated, because in this case fine-tuning of

the decision-bound is not necessary (Ashby et al., 1998; Ell & Ashby, 2004).

The finding of sudden learning in conditioning experiments in animals, and

9NB: Here, performance is averaged at each trial or block of trials across participants

without aligning the sequences at a given learning criterion. If learning sequences are aligned

prior to averaging, as is done in calculating backward learning curves, this criticism does not

apply.
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the present finding of sudden learning in the slow learning children, challenges the

interpretation of the age-related pattern in discrimination learning, as proposed

by Coldren and Colombo (1994). In sum, sudden learning has been observed in

infants, in young and older children, and in adults. Furthermore, the results of

discrimination shift learning paradigms do not support the hypothesis of incre-

mental learning in younger children and rational learning in older children and

adults (Esposito, 1975). Nevertheless, we found evidence in support of two dis-

tinct modes of learning. The presence of these two modes suggests one of the

following options with regard to the neurological implementation of learning: dis-

continuity in the development of one system, or the involvement of two different

learning systems. If two different learning systems are involved, i.e., an implicit

and a verbal system, the present finding of sudden learning in the slow learners

would parallel the results of Gallistel et al. (2004), and the same implications for

conditioning theory apply here. If, in contrast, the two modes of learning rep-

resent discontinuous development in one system, the slow learners employ some

kind of inefficient rational learning. Interpretations of the AN model as inefficient

rational learning are discussed in the following.

Set maintenance problems, resulting in a higher number of random errors,

(e.g., Crone, Ridderinkhof, et al., 2004; Barceló & Knight, 2002) do not seem to

be the cause of the observed inefficiency, because the probability of an error in the

learned state of the AN component is relatively small, and does not deviate signif-

icantly from the probability of an error in the learned state of the CI component.

If the slow learners were impaired in set-maintenance, one would expect a con-

siderably higher probability. However, the difference in the learning parameters

of the AN and CI model is large. As mentioned above, the AN model with a low

learning parameter has several interpretations as a model of inefficient rational

learning. Here, we consider inefficient hypothesis testing, hypothesis generation,

hypothesis switching, and feedback processing.

The interpretation of the AN model as inefficient hypothesis testing in terms

of the random strategy as described by Dehaene and Changeux (1991), seems

highly unlikely given equal selection probabilities of the hypotheses. With a

learning parameter of 0.02, as estimated in the slow learning component, the

number of hypotheses would be about 25, which is unexpectedly high.10 The

10The probability of selecting the correct hypothesis out of a number of h hypotheses after

committing an error equals 1/ℎ. The probability of committing an error in the presolution

state equals 1/2. Therefore, the learning parameter equals � = 1/(2 ∗ ℎ), hence the number

of hypotheses ℎ = 1/(2 ∗ �). This results in about 25 hypotheses, given an estimated learning
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number of hypotheses may be considerably smaller if the assumption of equal

selection probabilities is dropped, or if resampling does not occur after each

error, i.e., in the case of inefficient feedback processing, which has been shown to

improve with age (Crone, Jennings, & van der Molen, 2004).

Dimension preferences, related to different saliency of stimulus dimensions or

attentional bias, could lead to unequal selection probabilities of the hypotheses,

and have been proposed earlier as a possible cause of differences in discrimina-

tion learning and shift behavior (Block et al., 1973; Esposito, 1975, see Zeaman

& House, 1979 for an attention theory of discrimination learning). The presence

of dimension preferences could also explain the observed interaction between age

and relevant dimension. A prior preference for the relevant dimension may sim-

plify the search for the correct solution of the learning problem. Note that the

resulting increase in learning efficiency is categorical. That is, if the relevant di-

mension is the preferred dimension, the learning process may become as efficient

as rational learning in young children. Facilitated learning of a rule-based cat-

egory structure of relevant preferred dimensions has been reported before (e.g.,

Mitler & Harris, 1969). As an alternative view, Block et al. (1973) proposed that

participants with strong dimensional preferences may learn more slowly than par-

ticipants with no dimensional preferences. The validity of dimension preference

tests has been questioned, since dimension preferences have been shown to be

readily induced in children (age range 5.5−6.2 years ) by a single initial trial of a

dimension preference tests (Medin, 1973; see also Esposito, 1975). This suggests

that dimension preferences or an attentional set may be induced during the first

trials of the discrimination learning task, in addition to the possibility that a pri-

ori dimension preference influenced performance. Note that participants receive

positive feedback in 50% of the trials, when an irrelevant dimension hypothesis

is employed.

Participants may interpret feedback as pertaining to the actual hypothesis a

participant is testing, or as pertaining to the choice they just made. In the case

of positive feedback, these two interpretations of feedback would lead to differ-

ent conclusions. In the first interpretation, the hypothesis is seen as confirmed,

whereas in the second interpretation, the hypothesis is seen as not yet falsified.

In this way, conditional reasoning ability (see e.g., Rijmen & De Boeck, 2003)

may influence the interpretation of feedback. In the case of negative feedback,

the consequence would be to resample a new hypothesis in both interpretations.

parameter � = 0.02.
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However, as participants in the first interpretation see a hypothesis as confirmed

when presented with positive feedback, negative feedback may be interpreted as

an indicator of a rule change. Participants, who employ the first interpretation,

may have gotten stuck in the dimension, to which they attended initially, and

switched back and forth between the values on this dimension, assuming that the

correct rule changes frequently. Dimensional preference may also be related to

attentional control, and to access to the dimensional structure.

A lack of access to the dimensional structure of the stimuli may lead to a

failure to generate the relevant hypothesis, while a lack of response control or

attentional control may complicate or even prevent switching between hypothe-

ses and dimensions. Ridderinkhof, van der Molen, and Band (1997) reported

significant development in attentional control in 5 to 12 year old children, and no

significant age differences in access to dimensional structure on a selective atten-

tion task. They noted that the latter finding may depend on the dimensions used

(color and orientation), as other studies (Shepp & Barrett, 1991) reported differ-

ent results using the dimensions shape and size. It remains unclear whether access

to the dimensional structure differed with age in the present study. Raijmakers

et al. (2001) found that the number of participants who learn rationally can be

increased by facilitating access to the dimensional structure by having partici-

pants label the dimensions of the stimuli. However, even in this condition, some

participants persisted in learning in the slow learning mode.

On the discrimination learning task, participants have to learn, or discover,

and apply the correct rule. As mentioned above, this task involves subprocesses

of the WCST, as the WCST also includes rule shifts. In contrast, the dimensional

change card sort task (DCCS; Zelazo, Frye, & Rapus, 1996; Zelazo et al., 2003),

which requires participants to sort cards according to explicitly stated sorting

rules (shape and color), involves rule use and rule switching, but not rule learn-

ing. Research with the DCCS has shown a none-to-all increase in rule-switching

between the age of 2.5 − 4 years (Zelazo et al., 2003; Kirkham, Cruess, & Dia-

mond, 2003; Diamond, Carlson, & Beck, 2005). Perseveration in the first sorting

rule occurs frequently in the younger children, even after a single sorting trial

(Zelazo et al., 1996). Separating the dimensions, such that color is an attribute

of the background and shape is an attribute of the object, facilitated switching

between sorting dimensions (Diamond et al., 2005; but see Zelazo et al., 2003 for

the opposite view). The youngest participants in our experiment were 4 years

old. Although the results of Kirkham et al. (2003) suggest that they should be

able to switch between dimensions when they are explicitly told the correct rule,
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switching between dimensions when they are required to infer the correct rule

as in our experiment still could pose an insurmountable problem for them. The

results of Diamond et al. (2005) suggest that the proportion of rational learners

in the younger age groups could be increased by separating the dimensions in the

stimuli.

Perseveration in the previous sorting rule is also observed in young children’s

performance on the WCST (e.g., Chelune & Thompson, 1987). Efficient working

memory and inhibitory control are seen as important requirements of performance

on the DCCS (see Zelazo et al., 2003 for a discussion of executive function theories

of the DCCS) and the WCST (see, e.g., Crone, Ridderinkhof, et al., 2004). The

contributions of working memory and inhibitory control to performance on the

discrimination learning task may be identified in latent regression analyses similar

to the approach taken by Huizinga, Dolan, and van der Molen (2006).

The literature on discrimination learning in human adults provides experimen-

tal paradigms that can shed further light on the questions regarding the learning

process(es) in the slow learners. For instance, in the blank trial paradigm (Levine,

1967) series of trials without feedback are alternated with common discrimination

learning trials. This paradigm can reveal whether participants respond accord-

ing to simple hypotheses, and if this is the case, which hypotheses are employed.

Participants, who return to testing earlier discarded hypotheses, can be identified.

3.4.3 Conclusion and extensions

The question whether the behaviorally distinct learning modes of rational and

slow learning correspond to neurologically separated learning systems, as de-

scribed by Ashby et al. (1998), cannot be answered conclusively by the present

approach, as it focuses exclusively on behavioral data. Our expectations con-

cerning the neurological correlates of the two learning modes are based on the

present results of the behavioral data and on the neuropsychological theory of

category-learning in adults of Ashby et al. (1998; see also Ashby & Maddox, 2005;

Ashby & O’Brien, 2005).

The human brain has been shown to undergo extreme changes in both struc-

ture and functional organization throughout childhood, adolescence, and even

into young adulthood (Casey et al., 2005). These changes reflect progressive pro-

cesses, such as myelination, and also regressive processes, such as pruning and

the elimination of connections. Cross-sectional and longitudinal studies suggested

that brain regions whose activity is correlated to task performance become more
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focal with age, while brain regions whose activity is uncorrelated with task per-

formance decreases with age (Casey et al., 2005). Furthermore, different brain

regions may be engaged if children and adults perform the same task (Casey et

al., 2005). In the light of these dramatic changes during brain development, the

following conjectures concerning the neurological correlates of the two learning

modes, which are based on results in adults, are speculative. They can be tested

in neuro-imaging experiments, in which the participants are classified into the

two modes of learning.

The rational learning mode is expected to rely on the verbal system of

category-learning within the theory of Ashby et al. (1998). The verbal system

is an explicit, hypothesis-testing system that involves working memory and ex-

ecutive attention, and relies primarily on the anterior cingulate, the prefrontal

cortex, and the head of the caudate nucleus (Ashby & Maddox, 2005). More

specifically, the selection of hypotheses is thought to rely on cortical structures,

the anterior cingulate, and possibly on the prefrontal cortex, while a key struc-

ture in switching of hypotheses is the head of the caudate nucleus. In addition,

the involvement of working memory seems to imply the activation of lateral pre-

frontal cortex and the head of the caudate nucleus (Ashby & O’Brien, 2005).

These structures are expected to play an important role in the rational learning

mode.

As mentioned above, the slow learning mode may represent learning via the

implicit system, or, alternatively, as inefficient rational learning. If different

systems are indeed involved, the present results would support an information-

processing theory or decision bound theory of implicit learning as proposed by

Ashby et al. (1998) and Gallistel et al. (2004) in the slow learners. In this case,

involvement of the tail of the caudate nucleus is expected. The tail of the caudate

nucleus receives dopaminergic input from the substantia nigra, which seems to

relate to the processing of reward mediated feedback signals (Ashby & Maddox,

2005). Procedural memory might also be involved, which depends crucially on

the basal ganglia (Ashby & O’Brien, 2005). In a review of recent implicit learn-

ing literature, Forkstam and Petersson (2005) concluded that converging evidence

suggests that the basal ganglia play an important role in implicit learning, while

diverging results are found concerning the involvement of the medial temporal

lobes.

Alternatively, the slow learning mode might originate in inefficient rational

learning. In this case, the same brain regions are expected to be activated as

in the rational learning mode. Yet, if both learning modes rely on the same
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learning system, intuitively one would expect a gradual increase in efficiency, as

the neurological structures underlying the verbal learning system mature progres-

sively. How might distinct modes of learning, as observed in the present study

come forth from gradual maturation? A formal model that is capable of describ-

ing qualitative changes in a dependent variable (e.g., mode of learning) related

to gradual change in independent variables (e.g., brain maturation) is the cusp

model, which was translated into a psychological context by van der Maas and

Molenaar (1992).
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Development of Reversal Shift Learning: An

Individual Differences Analysis

The existence of distinct modes in category learning is posited in several theories

(Ashby et al., 1998; Kéri, 2003). In the initial phase of discrimination shift

learning tasks (DSL), which is a subtype of category learning tasks, different

modes of learning have been found (e.g., Block et al., 1973; Raijmakers et al.,

2001; Schmittmann et al., 2006). In this chapter, the existence and age-related

changes of distinct modes in the reversal shift phase of a DSL task were

examined, and the relation between the initial learning and the shift learning

mode was analyzed. Hidden Markov models were employed to investigate

the development in the cross-sectional sample of 4 to 20 year-old participants

(Raijmakers et al., 2001; Schmittmann et al., 2006). The results revealed the

existence of different shift learning modes in the sample, which were similar

to the initial rational and slow learning modes. The probability of slow shift

learning decreased with age. The response accuracy in the application of the

reversed rule increased with age in slow and fast shift learners. The relation

between slow and rational initial, and slow and fast shift learning modes showed

age effects.

4.1 Introduction

Everyday life requires us to interpret information from the environment, to mon-

itor our actions, and to adjust them to changes in the environment. This as-

pect of behavior, often referred to as ’executive function’, undergoes significant

changes during development, as evidenced by tasks , in which participants are re-

quired to adapt their behavior to rules that shift without announcement (Crone,

Ridderinkhof, et al., 2004; Chelune & Baer, 1986; Esposito, 1975). In a dis-

crimination shift learning (DSL) task, participants first learn by trial and error

to discriminate stimuli according to features on one relevant dimension of mul-

tidimensional stimuli (e.g., color and brightness). When a learning criterion is
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reached, the reward contingencies are shifted, and participants learn a new dis-

crimination. Different types of shifts have been presented.

In a reversal shift (R), all previous stimulus-reward contingencies are reversed,

while the relevant dimension remains unchanged. In a non-reversal shift (NR),

a previously irrelevant dimension is selected as the new relevant dimension, and

stimulus-reward contingencies are changed for half of the stimuli. In R and NR

shifts, exactly the same stimuli are used in the shift phase as in the initial learning

phase. In intradimensional shifts (ID) and extradimensional shifts (ED), different

stimuli are used in the shift phase than in the initial learning phase. In ID shifts,

a discrimination is learned on the previously relevant dimension, while in ED

shifts, the new discrimination is learned on a previously irrelevant dimension.1

While ID shifts are consistently learned faster than ED shifts in children,

adults, and also in different species, the consistent superiority of R shifts over

NR shifts emerges during development. Studies with young children report in-

consistent results, some showing R superiority, some NR superiority (Esposito,

1975). The use of different paradigms has been put forward as reason for the

inconsistent findings, but even when only studies of the same paradigm were

taken into the comparison the results are still inconsistent (Esposito, 1975). A

few connectionist models of shift learning have been proposed (e.g., Kruschke,

1996; O’Reilly, Noelle, Braver, & Cohen, 2002), and relevant aspects of the de-

velopment of shift learning have been replicated in a cascade-correlation network

(Sirois & Shultz, 1998).

However, research into the development of shift learning has been dominated

by methods that require the assumption of age group homogeneity. Where age

group heterogeneity was examined, this was done by classifying participants ac-

cording to covariates, e.g., the dominance of the involved dimensions, and carry-

ing out the analysis under the assumption that the age groups are homogeneous,

conditional on the covariates. One exception is (Kendler & Kendler, H. H., 1959),

who split up the sample into fast and slow learners according to the median num-

ber of trials to criterion on the initial learning phase, and compared the ease of NR

to the ease of R shifts between these two groups. Reversal superiority was found

in the fast learners while nonreversal superiority was found in the slow learners.

However, the stimuli used in the shift phase only differed on the new relevant

dimension on a given trial, which facilitates NR learning (Esposito, 1975).

1In optional shifts, the new discrimination is learned to criterion on a subset of stimuli, and

generalization to the other subset of stimuli is tested subsequently. We will not discuss this

paradigm.
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The presence of subgroups that show qualitatively different behavior could

be a reason for the inconsistent results found under the assumption of group

homogeneity. In other words, different proportions of two latent groups, e.g., a

R superior group and a NR superior group, would result in overall R superiority

(given a larger proportion of R superior subgroup), overall NR superiority (given

a larger proportion of NR superior subgroup), and overall no significant difference

between R and NR shifts (given equal proportions of both subgroups).

As the initial phase of DSL tasks can be seen as a simple category learning

task, several theories of category learning (e.g., Ashby et al., 1998; Kéri, 2003)

predict the existence of different learning modes. The presence of two different

learning modes in a sample can lead to the manifestation of different observ-

able subgroups. Ashby et al. (1998) reviewed findings of different categorization

learning paradigms, and the extensive evidence of neuropsychological (imaging

and lesion) studies. They posited the existence of two neurologically separated

and competing systems of category-learning: a verbal system and an implicit,

i.e., procedural learning based system. The verbal system depends heavily on

frontal and temporal language areas, whereas a key structure in the implicit sys-

tem is the striatum. Both systems are assumed to operate in parallel within

an individual. Depending on the individual, the task, and the environment, one

system may dominate the other. For example, the verbal system is predicted to

dominate the implicit system in normal adults on learning tasks, in which the

optimal rule is easy to verbalize. Ashby et al. (1998) assume that the verbal

system is less efficient in children, as its rule switching component relies on the

prefrontal cortex which is not yet fully developed (e.g., Diamond & Goldman-

Rakic, 1989). They therefore predict that children’s performance is impaired on

rule-based category-learning tasks, in which the rules are easily verbalized.

Different subgroups have been found in children and adults learning an initial

discrimination (Kendler, 1979; Raijmakers et al., 2001; Schmittmann et al., 2006;

Block et al., 1973). The learning processes of the adult participants and of a

proportion of children, that increased with age, were well described by a model

of fast learning by means of hypothesis testing (Schmittmann et al., 2006). This

rational learning mode is expected to rely on the verbal system of category-

learning within the theory of (Ashby et al., 1998). The verbal system is an

explicit, hypothesis-testing system that involves working memory and executive

attention, and relies primarily on the anterior cingulate, the prefrontal cortex,

and the head of the caudate nucleus (Ashby & Maddox, 2005). More specifically,

the selection of hypotheses is thought to rely on cortical structures, the anterior
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cingulate, and possibly on the prefrontal cortex, while a key structure in switching

of hypotheses is the head of the caudate nucleus. In addition, the involvement of

working memory seems to imply the activation of lateral prefrontal cortex and

the head of the caudate nucleus (Ashby & O’Brien, 2005). The learning process

in the remaining participants was best described by a model of slow, sudden

learning, which can be interpreted as a an inefficient form of hypothesis testing,

or, alternatively, as a specific type of implicit learning (Schmittmann et al., 2006).

The present study builds forth on the analysis of the initial learning phase

described in (Schmittmann et al., 2006). Relevant results are briefly summarized

in Section 4.4.1. In this chapter, the relation between the learning mode during

the initial learning phase and the learning process during the shift phase is ex-

amined. Exploratory and confirmatory hidden Markov models were fitted to the

trial-by-trial learning data to obtain a description of the number of subgroups,

and the properties of the learning processes, and to statistically test hypotheses

about these processes (Wickens, 1982a). The main questions are whether differ-

ent modes of learning exist during the shift learning phase, in which way these

modes are similar and different to the two learning modes in the initial learning

phase, and what the conditional probabilities are of using either learning mode,

given the fast or slow learning mode during the initial learning phase. In other

words, we are interested, whether we find positive and/or negative transfer in

the slow and fast learning component. Negative transfer in the fast learning

component can not readily be explained by traditional theories of DSL, neither

by the spontaneous overtraining hypothesis (Sirois & Shultz, 2006). In addition,

age-related changes in the probability of using either mode are examined in a

cross-sectional sample covering the age range, in which shift learning undergoes

considerable changes.

4.2 Method

4.2.1 Participants

The final sample consisted of 230 participants (for detailed information on selec-

tion criteria see Schmittmann et al., 2006). Table 4.1 shows information about the

four age groups, which were chosen in such a way that each age group contained

a sufficient number of participants for parameter estimation.
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Table 4.1: Number of participants in Age by Condition groups.

Age group Age (yrs) Shape Brightness Total

1 4-6 34 (0.62) 34 (0.76) 68 (0.69)

2 7-9 39 (0.56) 45 (0.96) 84 (0.77)

3 10-13 23 (0.86) 29 (0.93) 52 (0.90)

4 20 11 (1.00) 15 (1.00) 26 (1.00)

107 (0.69) 123 (0.92) 230 (0.80)
Note. Between brackets the proportion that reached criterion.

4.2.2 Task and procedure

A two-choice discrimination learning task was employed, in which stimuli differed

on two binary-valued dimensions: brightness (black or white) and shape (triangle

or square). One of the four values was chosen randomly for each participant.

Stimuli were presented in pairs of two on a computer screen. The participants

were instructed to choose either the left or the right stimulus by pressing pre-

assigned keys of a keyboard and to make as many correct choices as possible.

Feedback was presented after each trial. As soon as a participant fulfilled the

learning criterion of 9 correct out of 10 consecutive trials, the reinforcement

contingencies underwent a reversal shift, i.e., the previously incorrect value of

the relevant dimension was now the correct choice. For participants, who did

not reach the criterion during 48 trials, the task was terminated (for detailed

information see Raijmakers et al., 2001; Schmittmann et al., 2006).

4.3 Learning models

The learning processes were analysed by fitting exploratory and confirmatory

hidden Markov models (Wickens, 1982a). The confirmatory models were based

on different assumptions on the number of different learning modes, the properties

of the underlying learning processes, and the relation between covert state and

overt responses of different states in the learning processes. The Markov models

that we used, are characterized by a finite set of states, and transitions between

states. At each trial, a participant may be in one of these states of the learning

process. From one trial to the next, the participant may either remain in the same

state or switch to a different state. These transition probabilities are conditional

on the present state, with lag-one memory. Each state is associated with a
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Figure 4.1: Initial learning and shift RFS model. Circles denote states; values

within circles indicate fixed or expected probabilities of a correct response.

Dashed arrows indicate possible initial states; solid arrows indicate possible

transitions. Values adjacent to arrows indicate fixed or expected transition

probabilities. For details see Section 4.3.

probability � of a correct response. For instance, in a guessing state (G), �G is

expected to equal 1/2 in the present task. The model parameters, i.e., transition

probabilities, observation probabilities, and initial probabilities were estimated

in the R-package depmix (Visser, 2005). Multiple sets of starting values were

used. The following sections contain descriptions of the models, which were used

to formalize the initial learning processes, the shift learning processes, and the

relation between initial and shift learning.

4.3.1 Initial learning

Rational learning mode

For the rational learning strategy, a latent version of the concept-identification

(CI) model with a small modification was used (Bower & Trabasso, 1964;
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Kendler, 1979). According to the CI model, a participant learns by testing

simple hypotheses, e.g., “black is correct”, or “triangle is correct”, until the cor-

rect hypothesis is found. Following an error, the participant chooses randomly a

hypothesis from the subset of all hypotheses that predict the occurrence of the

last error. Once a participant has identified the correct hypothesis, he or she

will continue to apply this hypothesis, as negative reinforcement fails to occur.

The upper left panel of Figure 4.1 shows a graphical representation of the CI

model. The CI model consists of the following three states, depicted as circles

in the figure: (1) a learned state L1, in which a participant applies the correct

hypothesis, and two pre-solution states, E and C, in which a participant applies

an incorrect hypothesis and chooses either the incorrect stimulus (E), or the

correct stimulus (C). It is assumed that a participant only switches hypotheses

after committing an error. Participants switch from state E to the learned state

L1 with learning probability �CI . Since two of the four (or six hypotheses, if a

participant considers location as additional dimension) hypotheses remain after

an error, the probability of choosing the correct hypothesis equals 1/2 (or 1/3)

under the assumption that all hypotheses are equally likely. The remaining incor-

rect hypotheses lead to an error response with a probability of 1/2, as the wrong

hypothesis in the relevant dimension (e.g., black, while white is correct) is always

excluded. Participants start with the correct hypothesis with a probability of the

learning parameter divided by two, and start in state E with probability 1/2, as

half of the hypotheses result in an error response. The probability of committing

an error in the learned state is estimated.

Slow learning mode

The slow learning mode was modeled with the all-or-none model of sudden learn-

ing (AN ; (Wickens, 1982a)), which is depicted in the lower left panel of Figure

4.1. In this model it is assumed that all participants start in a pre-solution

state (P ), in which they respond at chance level (here the probability of an error

equals 1/2), and remain in this state until they switch to a learned state (L1), in

which they respond at perfect or near-perfect level. The learning probability of

switching from P to L1 is stationary. Slow learning will result in a small learning

parameter �AN , which is expected to be much smaller than in the CI model. As

in the CI model, learned state L1 is absorbing, i.e., once it is entered, it cannot

be left.
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4.3.2 Shift learning

Participants were not aware of a rule shift, nor of its trial of occurrence. Therefore,

all participants are assumed to start the shift learning phase by applying the

initial rule. In the reversal shift design the application of the initial rule results

in an error with the same probability with which a correct response is produced

before the rule shift. Participants may not notice the rule change immediately, or

maintain the previous rule in spite of the rule change. Upon disengaging from the

previous rule, participants may follow three different trajectories from this initial

error shift state (ES) to the second learned state, in which the reversal shift has

been learned (L2). They may (a) choose the correct rule immediately, i.e., reverse

the previous rule (R), (b) enter a fast learning presolution state (F ), in which

hypotheses of the irrelevant dimension are tested, or (3) enter a slow learning

presolution state (S) in which the probability of a correct response may be biased

(RFS model). In order to examine developmental effects, the probabilities of

maintaining the previous rule, and of following the three different trajectories

were additionally estimated in each age group. To examine the existence of

different learning modes in the shift phase, the fit of the RFS model was compared

to 1-mode models in which all participants enter the same presolution state (P2),

from which they may switch to an absorbing learned state L2. The probabilities

of switching from ES to P2 and from P2 to L2 were estimated separately in

each age group (multigroup 1-mode models) or constrained to be equal across

age groups (1-group 1-mode models).

4.3.3 Relation between initial and shift learning

The probabilities of maintaining the initial rule, and the probabilities of following

the R F, and S trajectories are estimated conditional on the initial learning mode,

i.e., eCI , rCI , fCI , and sCI given initial rational learning, and eAN , rAN , fAN , and

sAN , given initial slow learning, in order to examine in which way the learning

mode in the initial phase is related to the behavior during the shift learning phase.

A graphical representation of the whole model is shown in Fig. 4.1
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4.4 Results

4.4.1 Initial learning

Fourty-five participants did not satisfy the learning criterion. This result is pre-

dicted by learning models for slow learning. As the response accuracy in the

learned state did not differ significantly between groups, the failure cannot be

attributed to differences in the accuracy of applying a rule consistently. Models

with two modes of learning, as compared to 1-mode models (not shown), pro-

vided a better fit to the data according to the fit indices AIC and BIC (e.g.,

Burnham & Anderson, 2002). A mixture model, in which two learning modes

are accommodated by estimating mixture proportions of either mode in addition

to the mode specific parameters, fitted the data relatively better than models

with only one mode of learning, even when the learning parameter in the latter

models varied with age. The fast, rational learning mode was best described

by a CI model with an expected probability of learning given an initial set of

four hypotheses, and with a small probability of a mistake in the learned state.

Learning in this mode may be interpreted as a hypothesis-testing process. In

the slow learners, sudden learning from one trial to the next was observed, as

opposed to incremental learning. This mode was best described by an AN model

with a small probability of learning, and a small probability of a mistake in the

learned state. The proportion of the rational learning component increased with

age (.2, .5, .7, 1, in age groups 1 to 4 resp.; remaining parameter estimates are

shown in Fig. 4.1). In the younger age groups the proportion of rational learning

was higher in brightness discrimination problems than in shape discrimination

problems.

4.4.2 Shift learning

Of the 185 participants who entered the shift phase, 18 (8, 6, and 4 in age groups

1 to 3, resp.) did not reach the second learning criterion. The shift data of

one outlying participant in age group 4, who failed to notice the rule change

for 32 trials, was removed from the sample. In order to allow for state ES

to be interpreted as a state in which the initial rule is applied, the probability

of a correct response in this state was fixed to the value .038, which equals 1

minus the probability of a correct response in a single learned state in the initial

models. Multi-group and one-group models with one learning mode fitted the

data worse than the RFS models, as judged by AIC and BIC. In the one-mode
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models, the probability of a correct response in the presolution state was fixed to

1/2. Relaxing this constraint resulted in solutions which were essentially 2-mode

models.

Table 4.2: Parameter estimates of RFS model

Age Group r f s �L2

1 0 .214 .598 .893

2 .160 .437 .214 .854

3 .221 .400 .191 .930

4 .364 .447 - .977

In the RFS models, relaxing the equality constraint on the observation prob-

ability of L2, �L2, such that a separate response probability was estimated for the

learned state in the S trajectory, did not result in a significant improvement in

fit. So, in the following the different trajectories all lead to a single learned state

L2, whose observation probability may differ between age groups. Estimating the

observation probabilities �F and �S in the presolution states rather than fixing

them to guessing probability 1/2 did not result in significant improvements of fit.

However, imposing equality constraints on the r, f, and s transition parameters

across age groups resulted in a significant decrease in fit, as did the addition of an

equality constraint on �L2 across age groups. Relaxing the equality constraint on

the learning parameters �F and �S across age groups did not result in a signifi-

cant improvement of fit. The probability e of remaining in the ES state deviated

significantly from zero. In the final model, three transition parameters r, f, s, and

the observation probability in L2 were estimated in each age group. Additionally,

two learning parameters �F and �S were estimated, but constrained to be equal

across groups. The learning parameter in the S trajectory, �S, was estimated at

.032, and the learning parameter in the F trajectory, �F , was estimated at .799.

The probability of remaining in ES equals .188. The estimates of the remaining

parameters of this model are shown in Table 4.2.

4.4.3 Initial and shift learning

Fig. 4.2 shows a scatterplot of the number of trials to criterion in the initial

learning phase by the number of trials to criterion in the shift learning phase.

The latter variable may overestimate the trial of learning in the younger age
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Figure 4.2: Number of Initial by Shift Learning Trials (Random jitter added)

groups, as their observation probabilities in the learned state are estimated at

values below the criterion value of .9.

The conditional probabilities of following the R, F and S trajectory in the shift

phase, given the learning mode in the initial phase were estimated in models, in

which the parameters of the initial phase were fixed to the values estimated in ??.2

One learning parameter, equal across age groups, was estimated for the R, the F,

and the S trajectory, each. In addition, four age specific observation probabilities

in the L2 state were estimated. The probability of a correct response in the S

and F state were fixed to guessing probability 1/2. In age groups 1 to 3, the

probability of following the R, F, and S trajectories were estimated conditional

on the initial learning mode. In age group 4, the probabilities of the slow learning

modes were fixed to zero. The probabilities eAN and eCI of remaining in the ES

states were constrained to be equal to each other and equal across age groups,

as relaxing these equality constraints did not result in significant improvements

2Preliminary model fits, in which all parameters were estimated simultaneously, resulted

in comparable estimates. In order to present sound results of these models, an investigation of

their statistical properties is required, as the complexity of these models is increased.
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in fit. In the final model, the learning parameter in the F and S states were

estimated at .822, and .032, resp., and e was estimated at .205. The remaining

parameter estimates are shown in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Parameter estimates

Age Group Initial Mode r f s �L2

1
CI 0 .064 .731

.899
AN 0 .246 .550

2
CI .364 .346 .084

.851
AN 0 .406 .389

3
CI .238 .370 .186

.930
AN .205 .400 .190

4
CI .382 .414 -

.977
AN - - -

4.5 Discussion

The analysis of the sequential data of the shift learning phase revealed the ex-

istence of a slow and a fast learning mode, besides the immediate reversal of

the previous rule. While learning parameters did not differ significantly across

groups, the probabilities of immediately reversing the rule, and of fast and slow

learning showed age effects. Age differences were also found in the accuracy with

which the new rule was applied in the learned state. The estimates of the learning

parameters were larger in the shift phase than in the initial learning phase. Note

however that the sample in the shift phase is selected, as only participants who

reached the first learning criterion within 48 trials entered the shift phase.

Given slow initial learning, the probability of slow shift learning decreases

with age. So, the probability of positive transfer as a discrete improvement in

learning efficiency increases with age in the participants, who learn the initial

discrimination slowly. An immediate reversal of the previous rule given slow ini-

tial learning does barely happen, and it does so only in age group 3. Given fast

initial learning, the results show a less clear pattern. The probability of slow shift

learning is high in the youngest age group, and it is even higher than the prob-

ability given slow initial learning. As the relevant dimension remains the same,

dimensional preferences alone, which have been proposed as a possible cause of
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differences in discrimination learning and shift behavior (Block et al., 1973; Es-

posito, 1975), cannot account for this finding. Set-maintenance problems do not

seem to be a problem as the presolution accuracy did not deviate significantly

from the guessing probability. A possible interpretation of this result might be

that a group of young children has an initial preference for the correct value of

the relevant dimension, which cannot be suppressed in the shift phase. An inef-

ficiency in error processing, which has been shown to improve with age (Crone,

Ridderinkhof, et al., 2004), might be a cause, and would be a single explanation

accounting for slow learning as well in the initial, as in the shift learning phase.

While the probability of a correct response in the initial learned states did

not differ significantly across age groups, these probabilities differed significantly

between age groups in the shift learned state. The observation probabilities

in the two younger age groups are below criterion, suggesting that the amount

of overlearning is not the same for all participants, and that the commonly used

number of trials to criterion overestimates the trial of learning in younger children.

Using a more liberal learning criterion, e.g., 8/10 correct, comes at the cost of

an increased probability of satisfying the criterion when guessing, and therefore

does not solve the misclassification problem.3 A possible explanation of the below-

criterion accuracy would be more interference from the previously learned rule in

the younger children, resulting in occasional responses according to the previous

rule.

In the models that we employed, the presolution probability of a correct re-

sponse in the slow shift learners (S trajectory) did not differ significantly from

guessing probability, nor did the accuracy in the L2 state differ significantly from

the fast shift learners’ accuracy. In future research the nature of the learning

process in the S trajectory should be subjected to a more detailed analysis. An

important question is whether the presolution accuracy is stationary, and if not,

in which way stationarity is violated. Slow learners may show a monotonic in-

crease in accuracy, or they may show series of trials in which the old rule is

applied in alternation with series of trials with an above chance level accuracy.

In the initial learning phase, models of sudden learning provided a better model

fit than models of incremental learning. However, this finding does not have to

generalize to the shift learning phase.

3A guessing strategy on each trial results in probabilities of .02 (sd=.01),.15 (sd=.03),

and .49 (sd=.03) of satisfying the three criteria 10/10, 9/10, and 8/10, respectively, within a

maximum of 48 trials (Based on a simulation with 500 replications of 230 cases each).
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5

Working Memory and Attentional Control

Related to Strategies in Discrimination

Learning

Behavioral, psychophysiological, and neuropsychological studies revealed large

developmental differences in various learning paradigms, in which learning from

positive and negative feedback is essential. The differences are possibly due to the

use of distinct strategies that may be related to working memory and attentional

control. In this chapter, strategies of performing a discrimination learning task

were distinguished in a cross-sectional sample of 302 children aged 4-14 years.

The trial-by-trial accuracy data were analyzed with mathematical learning mod-

els. The best-fitting model consisted of 3 components: hypothesis-testing, slow

abrupt learning, and non-learning. The proportion of hypothesis-testing children

increased with age. Non-learners were only present in the youngest age group.

Feature preferences for the irrelevant dimension had a detrimental effect on per-

formance in the youngest age group. The executive functions working memory

and attentional control significantly predicted posterior learning strategy proba-

bilities, after controlling for age.

5.1 Introduction

The ability to learn from feedback is crucial in a changing environment. Us-

ing various paradigms in which learning from positive and negative feedback is

essential, behavioral, psychophysiological, and neuropsychological studies have

revealed large developmental differences in performance. Tasks used in these

paradigms include a rule search and application task (van Duijvenvoorde et al.,

2008; Zanolie et al., 2008), a rule-switch task (Crone, Zanolie, van Leijenhorst,

Westenberg, & Rombouts, 2008), the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (Somsen,

2007), and the discrimination learning task (e.g., Kendler, 1979; Block et al.,

1973; Raijmakers et al., 2001; Schmittmann et al., 2006). The tasks have in

common that one or more underlying rules have to be inferred from feedback,
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and that the correct solution may be found by testing hypotheses. The results of

the studies mentioned above suggest the presence of distinct modes of behavior

in learning and feedback processing.

In the present study, we use mathematical learning models to distinguish

different learning modes on a discrimination learning (DL) task, and to identify

underlying strategies. Our specific aim is to examine the relation between these

modes and the executive functions working memory and attentional control. In

addition, we investigated the effect of preferences for stimulus features on the

learning performance.

The experimental tasks mentioned above can all be solved by applying

hypothesis-testing strategies. The tasks differ, inter alia, in the size of the set of

possible rules, the number of rule shifts, and in whether the set of possible rules

is known to the participant. For instance, on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test

(WCST; Heaton et al., 1993), a series of uni-dimensional card sorting rules have

to be inferred from feedback and applied. Children typically perform worse than

adults on a number of measures in the WCST, including the number of persever-

ative errors (Chelune & Baer, 1986; Heaton et al., 1993; Huizinga et al., 2006).

Somsen (2007) showed that in the age range 6.5 to 11 years, guessing decreased

and the attention focus shifted from positive to negative feedback. Similarly,

van Duijvenvoorde et al. (2008) suggested a developmental progression from a

sensitivity to positive feedback to a sensitivity to negative feedback. In an fMRI

study involving a rule search and application task, they found that dorsolateral

prefrontal cortex and superior parietal cortex were more active following positive

than following negative feedback in children (8- to 9-year-olds). This pattern was

reversed in adults. Furthermore, in learning tasks, in which negative feedback

was either informative or uninformative, post error heart rate slowing and brain

activation patters indicated that children did not distinguish between these two,

whereas adults did (Crone, Ridderinkhof, et al., 2004; Crone et al., 2008).

In a DL task, a simple, uni-dimensional categorization rule has to be learned

from positive and negative feedback (e.g., Kendler, 1979). The set of rules is

not explicitly mentioned. In developmental studies using DL tasks, two distinct

modes of learning have been observed - a fast and a slow learning mode - with an

age-related increase of the use of the fast mode (e.g., Kendler, 1979; Raijmakers et

al., 2001). In her levels-of-functioning theory, Kendler (1979) posited that learn-

ing in the slow mode is incremental (based on associative stimulus-response learn-

ing), whereas the fast mode is based on a hypothesis-testing strategy. However,

the support for this theory is ambiguous (see Esposito, 1975, for a review). There
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is much evidence supporting the interpretation of the fast mode as a strategy of

efficient hypothesis testing (e.g., Kendler, 1979; Block et al., 1973; Raijmakers et

al., 2001). However, the interpretation of the slow mode in terms of a definite

strategy is more difficult. A recent trial-by-trial analysis of DL performance re-

vealed that learning in the slow mode was abrupt, not incremental (Schmittmann

et al., 2006). This result suggested that learning in the slow mode originated in

inefficient hypothesis-testing. More specifically, Schmittmann et al. (2006) hy-

pothesized that inefficient feedback processing in combination with inefficient

hypothesis-selection due to preferences for the irrelevant dimension, accounts for

the inefficiency in learning. Berkeljon and Raijmakers (2007) investigated this

hypothesis in a neural network model of the development of discrimination learn-

ing. The combination of a weaker influence of negative feedback (and therefore,

a relatively higher impact of positive feedback) and variability of the initial di-

mension preference gave indeed rise two modes of output, which resembled fast

and slow abrupt learning.

Dehaene and Changeux (1991) classified and modeled different strategies of

testing hypotheses about the correct sorting rule on the WCST. The following

two assumptions are common to the efficient strategies that they considered: A

participant samples randomly a rule from a set of rules, and applies it until an

error occurs, i.e., the win-stay assumption. Once an error is encountered, the

current rule is discarded, and a different rule is selected from the set of rules, i.e.,

lose-shift assumption. Furthermore it is assumed that the new rule is selected at

random from the set. The efficiency of the strategies depends on memory capacity.

A discarded rule may be removed temporarily from the set during the subsequent

trial (i.e., one-trial memory), or it may be removed in several subsequent trials.

In the optimal strategy, the discarded rule is removed definitely from the set (i.e.,

perfect memory). In addition, the strategies differ in the number of rules that

are discarded following feedback. For instance, on a given error trial, a single

rule may be discarded, or, with more reasoning, all rules that are recognized to

generate the current error may be discarded.

Studies of the hypothesis-testing behavior of children suggested that the strict

win-stay and lose-shift assumptions may not apply to young children’s behavior

(Phillips & Levine, 1975; Kemler, 1978; Gholson, Levine, & Phillips, 1972). For

instance, the lose-shift assumption is not always satisfied, if the child returns a

discarded rule to the set, and possibly selects this rule on the subsequent trial

(i.e., zero-trial memory). In contrast, the lose-shift assumption is never satis-

fied if a child uses response stereotypes, i.e, position or stimulus feature based
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responding that is insensitive to feedback (e.g., consistently choosing the left

stimulus; Gholson et al., 1972). However, these studies arrived at different con-

clusions, specifically concerning the use of response stereotypes and the strategy

of hypothesis-testing with one-trial memory, in the age range of 4-10.5 years.

Insufficient working memory resources, resulting in a failure to keep track of

previously tested hypotheses, may account for slow discrimination learning. For

instance, when adults perform a distracter task with a high working memory

load simultaneously with a DL task, their learning efficiency approaches that of

children (in terms of the number of trials required to master the DL task; Sirois

& Shultz, 1998). The possible role of working memory is supported by the finding

that the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and superior parietal cortex are involved in

both feedback sensitivity (van Duijvenvoorde et al., 2008) and in working memory

task performance (Crone, Wendelken, Donohue, van Leijenhorst, & Bunge, 2006;

Klingberg, Forssberg, & Westerberg, 2002). It has been suggested that a good

performance on the WCST requires both working memory and attentional control

(e.g., Somsen, 2007; Huizinga et al., 2006). Besides working memory limitations,

insufficient attentional control may also contribute to slow discrimination learning

by limiting the attention paid to error feedback (Somsen, 2007), and by preventing

flexible attention shifts between different hypotheses or dimensions (Ashby &

Maddox, 2005).

The results reviewed above suggest the existence of different modes of learning,

possibly due to different strategies of hypothesis-testing and feedback processing.

However, the prevalence of the strategies in different age groups is unclear. In the

present study, we addressed, in 4- to 14-year-olds, the development of different

strategies in discrimination learning, and examined whether these were related to

working memory and attentional control. In addition, we investigated the effect

of preferences for stimulus features on the learning performance.

5.2 Method

5.2.1 Sample

The partipants in the present study were 152 boys and 150 girls, in five age groups

(4-5 years, 6-7 years, 8-9 years, 10-12 years, and 13-14 years). Six additional par-

ticipants (2 boys, 4 girls) were excluded, because they scored less than 75% correct

on a simple two-choice reaction time task. Children were recruited from regular

local schools in the Netherlands. With the help of the teachers, children with
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general health problems, or neurological or psychiatric issues were identified and

excluded. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision. All partic-

ipants received a small present for their participation, and the schools received

a book voucher. The sex distribution across the five age groups did not differ

significantly, �2(4) = 2.597, p = .627. Informed consent was obtained in all cases.

Table 5.1: Number of Participants per Age Group.

Age group Age range [yrs] Mean age (sd) Total N (N male)

1 4-5 4.91 (.54) 61 (32)

2 6-7 7.04 (.49) 50 (26)

3 8-9 8.99 (.61) 50 (23)

4 10-12 11.58 (.89) 72 (36)

5 13-14 13.94 (.53) 69 (39)

5.2.2 Experimental tasks

Discrimination learning

A computerized version of a two-choice DL task was employed, in which a rule-

based category structure had to be learned. The stimuli differed on two binary

dimensions: size (large or small; L/S) and shape (triangle or circle, T/C). Stimuli

were presented in pairs of two on a computer screen. Only the four pairings that

differed on both dimensions were presented, i.e., LT-SC, LC-ST, ST-LC, SC-LT.

One dimension was relevant; and one of the features of the relevant dimension was

associated with positive feedback. The other feature of the relevant dimension

was associated with negative feedback, and the two features of the irrelevant

dimension were paired with the correct feature equally often. The stimulus pairs

were randomized in groups of four. The participants were instructed to choose

either the left or the right stimulus by pressing the left or the right mouse button

with their left or right index finger, and to make as many correct choices as

possible. The stimulus dimensions were not mentioned explicitly. Immediately

following a response, feedback appeared below the chosen stimulus in the form

of either a cross (negative) or a smile (positive). This feedback remained on the

screen for 2000 ms. Following this, the screen went blank, and the next trial

started. Prior to this learning block, participants received a fixed set of 6 trials,
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on which they were asked to choose a stimulus according to their preference.

If a participant responded consistently on at least 5 out of the 6 trials with

one of the four features, the non-preferred dimension was assigned as relevant

dimension in the learning task. For instance, if a participant chose the triangle

on the first 5 trials, the correct feature in the learning block would be either

small or large, based on random assignment. If a participant did not respond

consistently, the correct feature was chosen at random from all four possible

features. The task continued until the maximum of 48 trials was reached, but

was terminated earlier if the participant fulfilled the learning criterion. This

criterion was predefined as 9 correct out of 10 consecutive trials, in which the

first three trials were correct, i.e., three corrects followed immediately by at least

6 corrects in the next 7 trials. After a participant attained the learning criterion,

the reward contingencies were reversed, such that the opposite feature of the

same dimension became the correct feature. The task continued with the reversed

contingencies for a maximum of 48 trials or until the same learning criterion was

attained. The present chapter concerns the initial learning phase. Participants’

responses, including their response times, were recorded on each trial. Before the

task started, participants were instructed during training trials, which involved

unrelated stimuli (pictures of a bird and a fish).

Working memory

The working memory task was an adapted version of the spatial working memory

task of van Leijenhorst, Crone, and van der Molen (2007). In the experimental

condition, participants were repeatedly required to monitor those positions in an

array that were visited earlier. Whenever a cue appeared in an array, participants

had to indicate whether this particular position in the given array was visited

earlier or not by pressing one of two response keys (Z, /). A block of practice

trials with an array of length 5, and one block of test trials (arrays were of lengths

4, 6, and 8) were presented. Participants were instructed to respond as accurately

as possible. No time limit was imposed. For further details on the task, see van

Leijenhorst et al. (2007)

Attentional control

Attentional control was measured with an Eriksen flanker task (adapted from

Ridderinkhof & van der Molen, 1995), in which participants were required to

respond to a left or right pointing arrow presented at the center of the screen
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by pressing a left or a right response key (Z, /). The arrow was flanked by two

arrows on each side that pointed either in the same direction (i.e., →→→→→ or

←←←←←; congruent condition), or in the opposite direction (i.e., →→←→→

or ←←→←←; incongruent condition). Congruent and incongruent trials were

presented in a pseudo-random order. The arrows were presented in a rectangle,

where the time interval between the onset of the rectangle and the onset of the

arrows was 500 ms. Both remained visible until a response was given. The

interval between the response and the presentation of the rectangle was 1000

ms. Participants had a maximum of 3000 ms to respond, and were instructed to

respond as accurately and as fast as possible.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Learning task

Statistical approach

The number of different learning strategies, and the characteristics of these learn-

ing strategies were investigated by fitting several mathematical learning models,

in which different hypotheses were formalized. The models were fitted to the

trial-by-trial accuracy data of the 302 participants. The relative fit of the models

was compared, and the optimal (best fitting) model was selected. Each learn-

ing strategy was formalized as a latent Markov model (see Wickens, 1982a, for

an overview). In these models, it was assumed that a child can be in one of a

discrete number of states during the learning process. For instance, a child may

start in a presolution state, in which a correct response is made at chance level.

On a given trial, the child may switch definitely to a learned state, in which the

response accuracy is expected to approximate one. In the models, the following

parameters were estimated or fixed to chosen values: the conditional probabilities

of a correct response given a state, the transition probabilities between the states,

e.g., the probability of a transition from the presolution state to the learned state

(i.e., the learning parameter), and the initial probabilities of starting in each

state on the first trial. Note that the transition probabilities and the conditional

probabilities of a correct response given a state are constant over trials. Different

assumptions about the learning processes (e.g., one-trial memory) are formalized

in different component models. To accommodate multiple latent strategies in the

sample, these models were specified as components in mixture models (e.g., van

de Pol & Langeheine, 1990), and the mixing proportions of the components were
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estimated in addition to the parameters in the component models. In the next

section, the single component models are described on a conceptual level (for a

more technical account, see Visser et al., 2007).

Learning models

To model hypothesis-testing strategies, different models were used in this study.

Firstly, the hypothesis-testing strategy with reasoning and one-trial memory,

as described above, was implemented in a modified version of the concept-

identification model (CI; Bower, 1961, Kendler, 1979). In this strategy, negative

feedback after, say, choosing the small circle, implies that both features are tem-

porarily removed from the set of possible hypotheses, and subsequently one of the

remaining features, large or triangle is randomly selected as the next hypothesis.

Secondly, as a less efficient strategy, we specified hypothesis-testing with one-trial

memory (H1), in which only the current hypothesis is rejected temporarily upon

negative feedback. This strategy results in a smaller learning parameter, and in

different constraints on the probabilities of an error following an error response

and of an error following a correct response. Models CI and H1 both comprise

three states: a presolution error state, a presolution correct state, and a learned

state. The learned state is absorbing (cannot be left once it is entered), and can

only be entered after an error response; both of these characteristics follow from

the win-stay, lose-shift assumptions. The following parameters were estimated

in the CI and the H1 model: the learning parameter, the probability of entering

the learned state on the first trial (i.e., starting with the correct hypothesis), and

the accuracy in the learned state. The remaining probabilities were constrained

according to the assumptions of the strategy, and the design of the task (e.g., the

number of admissible hypotheses, and the randomization in blocks of 4 stimuli).

Fewer assumptions about the learning process are made in the all-or-none

model (AN; Wickens, 1982a). This model includes presolution state and an

absorbing learned state. Learning may occur after an error or after a correct

response. This implies a relaxation of the strict win-stay, the lose-shift, and the

random selection assumptions that characterize the CI and H1 models. The learn-

ing parameter is estimated, as is the response accuracy in the learned state. The

response accuracy in the presolution state was fixed to the guessing probability

.5.

The models above are all models of learning. In order to accommodate an

excess number of children who do not show improvement during the task, the
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Figure 5.1: Development of Learning Strategies. Mixing proportions of the

hypothesis-testing (CIp), the slow learning (ANf), and the non-learning (N) com-

ponent of model ANf -CIp-N
15g. Vertical lines indicate standard errors .

non-learning (N) model with a constant accuracy fixed to guessing probability

.5 was included. Model Nf included one state with a freely estimated constant

accuracy (the subscript f refers to this free parameter).

Learning model results

In this section we summarize the results of the analysis of the trial-by-trial accu-

racy data. More detailed results of other candidate models of interest, and the

model selection procedure are included in the Appendix. The first main result is

that the mixture models with multiple components provided a better fit to the

data than single component models, in which the learning parameter was free to

differ across age groups. The best-fitting and most parsimonious model included

three components: A fast hypothesis-testing component with perfect accuracy

in the learned state (CIp, where the p stands for perfect), a slow learning all-or-

none component with a freely estimated presolution probability (ANf , where f

stands for free), and a non-learning component with constant guessing probabil-

ity responding (N). The estimated mixing proportions of the components differed

significantly across the age groups. Figure 5.1 shows the mixing proportions of the
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Figure 5.2: Estimated Parameter Values of Three Component Model ANf -CIp-

N1. Circles denote states. Values in circles denote accuracies. Values along

arrows give transition probabilities.

CIp, ANf , and N mixture component by age group. The N component is present

only in the youngest age group. The proportion of the fast hypothesis-testing

component increases with age. Except for the mixing proportions, the parame-

ters, including the learning parameters and the probabilities of correct responses,

with the latent states, did not differ across the age groups. Figure 5.2 shows the

estimated parameter values of the best-fitting model graphically. It is important

to note that mixture models with these three components fitted relatively better

than mixture models with the same number of components, but different learning

strategies. Notably, replacing the ANf component or the N component by the

more efficient H1 component, did not result in any improvement in model fit.
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Figure 5.3: Feature Preference by Age Group. Circles (triangles) denote pro-

portion of participants with preference for circles (triangles). L (S) denotes

proportions with preference for large (small) stimuli. Solid line denotes pro-

portion without any preferences. Preferences above (below) the dotted line

are more (less) frequent in an age group than chance level.

Feature preferences

We also addressed the role of feature preference. To this end, we classified partic-

ipants as having a feature preference (FP) if they responded consistently with one

particular feature on at least 5 out of the 6 preference trials, and subsequently,

on the first feedback trial. Of the 302 participants, 93 did not show a preference

for any of the features (FP), 57 responded consistently with ”triangle” , 77 with

”circle” , 21 with ”small” , and 54 with ”large”. Figure 5.3 shows the prefer-

ence proportions of participants in each age group1. The FP proportion differed

significantly across age groups, �2(4) = 56.41, p < .0001.

We examined whether young children with a feature preference (FP) differ

from those without a feature preference (FP) with respect to the use of the

learning strategies. In Age groups 1 and 2, the respective FP and FP groups

(denoted FP1, FP1, FP2, and FP2 ) were sufficiently large to test whether the

1A latent class analysis on the responses to the first six trials confirmed these four preference

groups, and classification of participants largely overlapped.
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Table 5.2: Estimated Mixing Proportions of 4- to 5-year-olds with (FP1) and

without (FP1) a Feature Preference

Non-learning Slow Learning Hypothesis-testing

N ANf CIp

FP1 .62 .36 .02†

FP1 .27 .51 .22
† does not differ significantly from zero, t = .38, also �2(1) = .184, p = .67

mixing proportions of the three strategies differed across these groups (see the

Appendix for details). This was the case in Age group 1, but not in Age group

2. The estimated mixing proportions are shown in Table 5.2.

The proportion of the hypothesis-testing component did not significantly differ

from zero in the FP1 group, and the proportion of non-learners was twice as large

as in the FP1 group. In the FP1 group, a the proportion of the hypothesis-testing

component differed significantly from zero.

Classification of participants

Below we examine the relation between the learning strategies and the executive

functions working memory and attentional control. To this end, we calculated the

probabilities that a given participant used the three strategies. Specifically, we

calculated the posterior component membership probabilities for each participant

based the participant’s data and the parameter estimates of the three-component

ANf − CIp −N model (see Appendix). Based on the posterior component mem-

bership probabilities, we classified the children according to their most likely

component to perform additional analyses within each group. Accordingly, we

obtained the posterior state probabilities for each participant at each trial, and

determined the most likely latent state at each trial given the participant’s data

and the parameter estimates.

Based on these classifications, we checked whether the 4- to 5-year-olds in the

hypothesis-testing component simply started with the correct hypothesis. To this

end, we examined the responses and the a posteriori most likely state sequences

of the 4- to 5-year-olds classified as hypothesis-testing. This revealed that all of

these children received negative feedback at least once, and none of these children

started in the learned state on the first trial. This suggests that these children

indeed used an efficient hypothesis-testing strategy.
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Response stereotypes and insensitivity to feedback

We performed several checks of stereotypical responding. First, we classified par-

ticipants according to their most likely component on the basis of their posterior

probabilities. Subsequently, for each participant, we calculated the proportions

of three classes of response pairings on two consecutive trials: repetitions of a

left response, repetitions of a right response, and alternating responses (left-right

and right-left). We concluded that a position stereotype was present if any of

these proportions was high in slow learners or in non-learners. Visual inspection

of plots of the proportions revealed that only 6 of the 47 non-learning children

seemed to display a position stereotype (2 location, 4 alternating). To check for

biases towards features of the irrelevant dimension, we calculated the repetitions

of choices for either of the two features of the irrelevant dimension. Only one of

the 50 slow learning children had a high proportion of repetitions of a feature.

Thus these results suggest that response stereotypes may account for slow or

non-learning in merely a few children. The majority of these children did not

seem to engage in response stereotypes.

5.3.2 Working memory task

The proportion of correct responses in the test block of the working memory task

ranged from .35 to 1, and increased significantly with age (Kendall’s � = .42, p <

.0001), as expected. We used this measure in the regression analyses reported

below.

5.3.3 Attentional control task

The range of the proportion correct was large in both conditions of the Eriksen

flanker task (proportion correct ranged from .64 to 1.00 in the congruent condi-

tion, and from 0 to 1 in the incongruent condition). The median response times

(MRTs), calculated of correct trials following on a correct trial, were also highly

variable (MRTs from 360 to 1437 ms in the congruent condition, and from 391

to 1938 ms in the incongruent condition). On the level of age-groups, MRTs

decreased with age, and the proportion correct increased with age, which is con-

sistent with earlier studies (e.g., Huizinga et al., 2006). However, on the level of

individual differences, the comparison of MRTs is problematic given large individ-

ual differences in accuracy. These may arise due to differences in speed-accuracy

trade-off. This is problematic both in within participant comparisons (in compar-
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ing the performance in the incongruent condition performance in the congruent

condition), and in between participant comparisons. In addition, we expected an

increase in general processing speed with age. We corrected for the increase in

general processing speed with age, and for the speed-accuracy tradeoff by apply-

ing a simplified version of Ratcliff’s diffusion model (see Ratcliff, Thapar, Gomez,

& McKoon, 2004 for an application of the original model; see Grasman, Wagen-

makers, & van der Maas, 2009 for the simplified version). The application of the

diffusion model to Eriksen flanker task data open to debate, as the assumption

of a single process may not be satisfied (Wagenmakers, van der Maas, & Gras-

man, 2007, but see Ratcliff, 2007 for a different view). In the diffusion model for

binary decision processes, it is assumed that information accumulation over time

is driven by systematic (drift rate) and random influences (Ratcliff et al., 2004).

Once the accumulated information exceeds one of two decision boundaries, the

decision process is finished, and the response system initiates the corresponding

response (for a detailed description, see, e.g., Grasman et al., 2009). The model

parameters described below were estimated for each participant from the response

time means and variances (of pooled correct and incorrect trials), and from the

individual proportion of errors2. This was done with the contributed R-package

EZ2 (Grasman et al., 2009). The following parameters were estimated for each

participant: The drift rate in the congruent condition �c, the ratio �f = �i/�c

by which drift rate in the incongruent condition �i differs from the congruent

condition, and the boundary separation a, i.e., the conservatism of the response

criterion. The drift rate in the congruent condition was expected to reflect mainly

the general speed of processing. It increased with age, as expected. A child with

a large value of the drift rate will reach the correct decision boundary quickly.

The boundary separation also increased with age, as expected. A child with a

higher value of the boundary separation will accumulate more information before

making a decision, which results in longer response times and less errors. Now,

we assume the ratio �f = �i/�c, of the two drift rates, i.e., the factor by which

information accumulation is slowed down in the incongruent condition relative to

the congruent condition, to reflect attentional control. This estimate was used as

predictor of learning strategy in the regression analysis below.

2An edge correction was applied to the boundary proportions, i.e., the proportion was

re-scored to the proportion half a trial away from a proportion of 0 or 1. For instance, if a

participant responded correctly on 50 trials, the proportion of errors entered into the fitting

procedure would equal .5/50 = .01 rather than 0.
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5.3.4 Sequential regression analysis

To investigate the role of working memory capacity and attentional control in the

learning strategies on the DL task, we carried out sequential regression analyses.

The analyses involved the following steps. We regressed the logit transformed a

posteriori learning component probabilities of each participant on age in step 1,

and on age, working memory (WM), and attentional control (AC) in step 2.

The results in Table 5.3 show that with age, the probability of hypothesis-

testing increases significantly, whereas the probability of non-learning or learning

slowly decreases significantly. Adding WM, and AC as predictors results in a

significant improvement in the variance explained for the hypothesis-testing and

the non-learning strategy. A higher WM score is associated with a higher proba-

bility of hypothesis-testing and a lower probability of non-learning. A lower AC

score is associated with a decrease in the probability of hypothesis-testing and an

increase in the probability of non-learning increases3. As expected, the drift rate

�0 in the congruent condition, and the boundary separation a did not predict the

learning strategy significantly after controlling for age.

5.4 Discussion

In this study, we examined the development of discrimination learning in the age

range of 4 to 14 years. We also examined the role of feature preferences, and the

roles of working memory and attentional control in the learning strategies. To

these ends, we analyzed the trial-by-trial accuracy sequences using mathematical

learning models, and we regressed the posterior learning component probabilities

on working memory and attentional control measures, after controlling for age.

We identified the best-fitting model to be a three component mixture model

with a fast hypothesis-testing (CI) component, a slow all-or-none learning (ANf)

component, and a non-learning (N) component. The finding of a slow learning

3The regression analysis was run with 288 of the 302 participants. In 4 cases, the data of the

Eriksen flanker task were not recorded due to technical problems, 2 participants had more than

2/3 missing values in one of the conditions of the Eriksen flanker task, and in 8 participants

the EZ2 model did not converge, or resulted in extreme and unlikely parameter estimates. In

order to check the stability of the results, the regression analyses were rerun with a univariate

and multivariate statistically (Huizinga et al., 2006), and a theoretically motivated selection

of participants. The pattern of significant results remained unchanged after the removal of

potential outliers. In addition, the same pattern of results was obtained for the hypothesis-

testing strategy if the best-fitting two-component model was used to generate the a posteriori

learning component probabilities.
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Table 5.3: Summary of Sequential Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting Learning Strategy

Hypothesis-testing Non-Learning Slow Learning

Variable B SE B � ΔR2 B SE B � ΔR2 B SE B � ΔR2

Step 1 .16*** .17*** .03*

Age 0.69 0.09 .40*** -0.42 0.05 -.42*** -.09 .03 -.18**

Step 2 .06*** .05*** .01

Age 0.37 0.12 .21** -0.25 0.07 -.25*** -.11 .04 -.22**

WM 8.33 2.82 .19** -4.1 1.63 -.16* .22 .89 .02

AC 1.94 0.76 .16* -1.04 0.44 -.15* .26 .24 .07

AC=�f ; WM=proportion correct in the experimental condition of the working memory task

*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001; N=288
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and a fast learning component supports the hypothesis of distinct modes of learn-

ing, and replicates earlier results (Block et al., 1973; Kendler, 1979; Raijmakers et

al., 2001; Schmittmann et al., 2006). Also, consistent with these earlier results,

is the finding that the mixing proportion of the hypothesis-testing component

increased over the age range of 4-14 years. The hypothesis-testing component

can be viewed as a hypothesis-testing strategy with reasoning, which is perfectly

accurate, once the correct feature has been identified. Learning occurs after an

error, and the learning parameter estimate is large, which suggests that negative

feedback is used efficiently. The slow learning component was characterized by

sudden one-trial learning. However, on average, this sudden one-trial learning

occurred much later in the sequence of trials than did learning in the hypothesis-

testing component. In the slow learning component, the correct rule, once at-

tained, is applied with a very small probability of a mistake4. This slow learning

component is less efficient than hypothesis-testing with one-trial memory, and

less efficient still than testing one hypothesis at a time with zero-trial memory.

This suggests that the win-stay, lose-shift substrategies are not applied consis-

tently, or that the hypotheses are not sampled at random. We discuss possible

explanations below.

In addition to these two learning strategies, our model of choice included

a non-learning component. This finding is in contrast to previous results

(Schmittmann et al., 2006). This discrepancy may be due to the increased diffi-

culty of the task. This difficulty was introduced by requiring all participants, who

displayed a preference for a feature of the size dimension (say, a preference for

small stimuli), to learn a feature of the shape dimension (say, to always choose

the triangle), and vice versa. This manipulation had a significant detrimental

effect on learning performance in the youngest age group. In young children with

a feature preference, no fast hypothesis-testing was observed. In this group the

proportion of non-learners was large (62%). This suggests that the need for the

additional non-learning (N) component in the mixture model originates in the

young children’s difficulty in learning a feature of an un-preferred dimension. It

is important to note that the non-learning (N) component not necessarily implies

a guessing strategy, although accuracy in the N component equals guessing prob-

ability. Specifically, the application of response stereotypes (e.g., consistently

choosing left) or other inadequate rules may lead to observed performance that

is consistent with guessing. We detected response stereotypes based on position

4This probability did not differ significantly from zero as judged by the standard error

(t=.28)
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or features of the irrelevant dimension only in a small number of children.

That other inadequate rules may have been used emerged from informal in-

terviews with some 4- to 5-year-olds children that we conducted after the test

session. Some of these children described their strategies as ”First I tried the

large ones, that was not correct, then I tried the small ones, but that was not

good either. So, I chose the large one and the small one by turns”. Other chil-

dren reported strategies based on combinations of position and feature values.

These children presumably either continued to use their rules in spite of partial

negative feedback, or switched to different rules of responding upon errors. The

hypotheses that the children reported are not part of the set that the design of the

task admits. Researchers tried to address this problem by stating explicitly the

set of possible hypotheses in the instructions and by extensive pretraining (e.g.,

Kemler, 1978; Gholson et al., 1972). However, stating the possible hypotheses

and pretraining may encourage participants to use verbal or hypothesis-based

strategies, rather than other, possibly implicit, learning strategies. It is for this

reason that we did not resort to more explicit instructions or pretraining in the

present study. Nevertheless, there is no evidence that the children, who do not

reach criterion, show any improvement over the sequence of 48 trials, be it sudden

or incremental.5

One aim of this study was to examine whether young children use efficient

hypotheses testing strategies in the simple DL task, as previous studies produced

inconsistent results in modified versions of the task (Kemler, 1978; Phillips &

Levine, 1975). A small, but significant, proportion of even the 4- to 5-year-olds

tested hypotheses efficiently. However, this concerned only the 4- to 5-year-olds,

who did not respond consistently during the preference block. This is remarkable,

as consistent responding requires the advanced ability of set maintenance. While

the consistent 4- to 5-year-olds behaved in a manner similar to the children in the

older age groups (on the first 7 trials), their performance on the learning task was

worse than the performance of the inconsistently responding 4- to 5-year-olds.

We found that attentional control and working memory were related to learn-

ing strategy use. Specifically, having controlled for age, we found that attentional

control and working memory resources predicted the probability of using an ef-

5The hypothesis of incremental improvement in the children who did not reach criterion

was examined using the program WinBUGS (Lunn, Thomas, Best, & Spiegelhalter, 2000), by

fitting a model of incremental learning to the data. This did not result in a relatively better fit

than the non-learning model, according to DIC (Spiegelhalter, Best, Carlin, & van der Linde,

2002).
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ficient hypothesis-testing strategy (i.e., the better the control and resources, the

higher the probability). The relation with working memory is consistent with

adult discrimination learning studies, in which additional memory load resulted

in appreciably slower discrimination learning (Sirois & Shultz, 1998; Mutter,

Haggbloom, Plumlee, & Schirmer, 2006). In the present spatial working mem-

ory task, participants were required to remember information, which accumu-

lated over consecutive trials. Similarly, in the DL task, information about the

correct feature accumulates over trials. The ability to remember information

from the last trial is a necessary requirement for testing hypotheses efficiently

(as implemented in e.g., the CI-model and H1-model). The ability to remem-

ber accumulating information over consecutive trials allows even more efficient

hypothesis-testing strategies. The present finding supports the notion that in the

tested age range insufficient working memory resources form an obstacle in using

an efficient hypothesis-testing strategy on the DL task.

The idea that control of attention is relevant to conflict resolution features in

the following three developmental theories of executive functions (Garon, Bryson,

& Smith, 2008): Zelazo and Frye’s (1998) theory of cognitive complexity and con-

trol (CCC), Munakata’s (2001) theory of graded representations, and Diamond’s

(2006) theory, which posits dissociable components of executive function, with

separate developmental paths. Moreover, two ways in which attentional control

may influence performance on the DL task have been proposed. Firstly, atten-

tional control is required to switch attention between rules (e.g., Ashby & Mad-

dox, 2005), and secondly, participants are required to focus attention to negative

feedback, in addition to positive feedback (Somsen, 2007).

In the present study, the relation between a more fundamental aspect of at-

tentional control and DL performance was investigated. Specifically, attentional

control was measured with the Eriksen flanker task, in which participants are

required to resist interference from irrelevant and conflicting information in the

incongruent condition (Ridderinkhof et al., 1997). In this task, the participants

know the rule for distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant attributes. In the

DL task, the stimuli are also characterized by relevant and irrelevant attributes,

but here the relevance of the attributes has to be learned from feedback. It is

open to debate whether attentional control in performing the Eriksen flanker task

requires an inhibition of the irrelevant information, an amplification of the rele-

vant information, or both (e.g., Aron, 2007). The same issue applies to the role

of attentional control in the DL task. However, the results of the present study

suggest that the use of an advanced hypothesis-testing strategy in discrimina-
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tion learning is hindered by an inability to resist interference of irrelevant and

conflicting information.

In the DL task, in contrast to the Eriksen flanker task, relevant and irrelevant

attributes are dimensionally separated. As mentioned above, hypothesis-testing

requires participants to switch attention between rules, i.e., between the different

features and dimensions (e.g., Ashby & Maddox, 2005). The ability of performing

an extradimensional shift from a frequently applied rule to a new rule undergoes

significant changes between the ages 2.5 and 13, as research with two card sorting

tasks has shown. The dimensional change card sort task (DCCS; Zelazo et al.,

1996, 2003) requires children to sort cards according to explicitly stated sorting

rules (shape and color). It involves rule application and switching, but not rule

learning. Perseveration in the first sorting dimension occurs frequently in 2.5-

to 3-year-olds, while 4-year-olds generally solve the task (Zelazo et al., 2003;

Kirkham et al., 2003). On a more difficult version of the DCCS, Cepeda and

Munakata (2007) report 50 % perseverators even in 5.7- to 6.9-year-olds. On

the WCST, the number of perseverative errors decreases significantly between

the ages of 7 and 11 years (e.g., Huizinga et al., 2006; Chelune & Thompson,

1987). However, on both the DCCS and the WCST, the children received positive

feedback upon correct execution of the first sorting rule on 5 consecutive trials

(DCCS) or on 10 consecutive trials (WCST). On the DL task, children only

received partial (50%) positive feedback following a coice for a feature of the

irrelevant dimension. Four-year-olds, i.e., the youngest participants in the present

study, can switch between dimensions when they are explicitly told the correct

rule on the DCCS task. However switching between dimensions when they are

required to infer the correct rule, as in the present DL task could still be a

problem.

The present finding that the consistently responding (feature preference) 4-

to 5-year-olds perform significantly worse than the inconsistently responding 4-

to 5-year-olds is in line with this view. These children may have had a pref-

erence for a dimension, which hindered flexible switching between dimensions.

In addition, they may have become focussed on a dimension while responding

consistently during the preference block of the DL task. This was suggested by

studies that used more extensive preference tests, which also included feedback

(e.g., Tighe et al., 1970). However, the alternative interpretation of a more or less

pronounced fixation to a particular rule, rather than a dimension, seems unlikely

in the majority of the children: In the case of a strong fixation to a rule that

is completely insensitive to feedback, we would expect a high percentage of re-
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sponse stereotypes. However, only a few children displayed response stereotypes.

In the case of a weaker fixation, we would expect intrusive errors from responses

based on this feature, resulting in a decreased accuracy in the learned state, or

an additional state of intermediate accuracy. We found no evidence for either of

these options. In contrast, switching between rules on the irrelevant dimension

can explain the results. In addition, switching between rules of the irrelevant

dimension upon an error would result in an accuracy below .5, due to the ran-

domisation in blocks of four, which was found in the slow learning children, but

not in the non-learning children.

These results leave the following possible explanations: 1) Children may get

stuck in the irrelevant dimension, rather than in one particular rule; 2) children

may come up with more complex, undetectable hypotheses; or 3) children may

be guessing. These explanations could hold simultaneously in the slow and non-

learning children. However, the first explanations seems to fit the results of the

slow learning children, while the second and third explanations seem more likely in

the non-learning children, as judged by the estimated accuracies. Latent learning

modeling of performance on learning tasks, which involve blank trials, may help

to distinguish between these strategies (Phillips & Levine, 1975; Schmittmann

& Raijmakers, in preparation b). However, performance is expected to suffer

in these tasks, as they are more demanding. Another promising possibility is

the extension of the learning models to include information about the stimuli

(Batchelder, 1971).

Given the present age range, one may ask whether we measured the same

ability in 4-year-olds and in 14-year-olds with our experimental tasks. Clearly,

over these years, children develop in many domains, which may be relevant to task

performance (e.g., the domains of motor and perceptual skills). This question is

related to the issue of task impurity. A psychological task rarely, if ever, measures

the single concept of interest. So many developmental differences (including

those not of immediate interest) among children in different age groups are likely

to have a bearing on the task performance. Also, the relative contributions of

different processes in performing a task might change during development. In

this chapter, we took certain developmental effects into account. Specifically,

we used the diffusion model to analyse performance on the Eriksen flanker task.

The model enabled us to separate individual differences in the process of interest

(i.e. attentional control) and individual differences in speed-accuracy tradeoff,

in conservatism, and in general processing speed. Furthermore, in the latent

Markov model analyses of the DL performance, we estimated the accuracies in
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the learned state, rather than using a fixed learning criterion. This allowed

us to test whether age differences in set maintenance or age differences in the

frequency of pressing an unintended key may have accounted for slow learning.

Both possible explanations were ruled out, because the accuracies in the learned

states did not differ across age groups.

By applying the method of latent Markov modeling, we could (a) distinguish

latent subgroups of different learning processes, and estimate their proportions

in each age group, (b) determine the most likely posterior learning strategy, (c)

obtain information about the qualitative nature of the learning strategies (e.g.,

improvement in one step from an initial performance level to an asymptotic level

of performance), (d) obtain information about the quantitative characteristics of

the learning processes (e.g., by estimating the accuracies in different phases of

the learning processes), (e) perform statistical tests of theoretically predicted pa-

rameter values, and of the significance of age differences, (e) distinguish different

phases in the learning process, and different kinds of errors (i.e., informative er-

rors in a hypothesis-testing process from errors due to set maintenance problems

in the learned state).

To our knowledge, this was the first study to investigate the role of the ex-

ecutive functions working memory and attentional control in different strategies

of learning a simple discrimination of an unpreferred dimension. The current

findings sit well with the results of previous studies that revealed multiple learn-

ing modes in discrimination learning. A model with the three latent groups of

hypothesis-testing, slow learning, and non-learning provided the best and most

parsimonious fit to the data. The proportion of efficiently hypothesis-testing chil-

dren increased with age, and non-learners were only significantly present in the 4-

to 5-year-olds. Four-to-five-year-olds, who showed a feature preference, and were

forced to learn a rule of their unpreferred dimension, appeared not to be able

to engage in an efficient hypothesis-testing strategy. However, a small group of

the 4- to 5-year-olds, who did not show feature preferences may have engaged in

such a strategy. Working memory and attentional control significantly predicted

posterior learning strategy probabilities, after controlling for age.

5.5 Appendix: Model results and selection

We fitted the various confirmatory and exploratory learning process models to

the data by means of maximum likelihood estimation using the R-package dep-

mix (Visser, 2005). The model fit of the different models was compared using
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likelihood ratio tests, where appropriate (e.g., (Azzalini, 1996)). Otherwise, we

compared models by means of the information criteria AIC (Akaike’s information

criterion) and BIC (Bayesian information criterion) (see Burnham & Anderson,

2002). Both criteria were used, because they penalize lack of parsimony differ-

ently: AIC = −2log(L)+2np, and BIC = −2log(L)+ log(NO)np, where L is the

maximum likelihood value, NO is the number of observations (here, NO=6479),

and np is the number of free parameters (see Burnham & Anderson, 2002). Rel-

atively lower AIC (BIC) indicates a better fit. BIC favors more parsimonious

models.

The different learning strategies, as described above, were implemented in the

following component models: the concept-identification model with constraints

on the transitions between presolution states (CI), without these constraints (CIf ,

where the f stands for freely estimated); the hypothesis-testing with one-trial

memory model (H1); the all-or-none model with presolution accuracy fixed to .5

(AN), and with freely estimated presolution accuracy (ANf); and the two non-

learning models N (accuracy fixed to the expected value of .5), and Nf (freely

estimated constant accuracy). As mentioned above, these component models

were not only fitted to the data separately, but also in mixture models, which

consist of different combinations of the component models.

Table 5.4 shows summarized results of models of interest. These models are

grouped into seven categories. We will present the model comparison along with

these categories. Models in the first category consist of a single component model

with the same parameter values across age groups, i.e., all participants are as-

sumed to learn according to the same process. Models in the second category also

consist of a single component model. However, the learning parameter is free to

differ across the five age groups. The models in Category 2 provide a significantly

better fit to the data than the respective models in Category 1 (all p < .0001;

and AIC and BIC values are smaller). This means that the learning parameters

differ across the five age groups in these models. However, the AIC and BIC of

the models in the third and fourth category are smaller still. These categories

contain mixture models with two components and three components (Category 3

and 4, respectively). In these models, the parameters are equal across age groups.

The two best fitting models in Category 3 and 4 include a mixture model with an

ANf component and a CIp component, where the p stands for perfect accuracy

in the learned state (preferred by BIC), and the same model with an additional

non-learning N component (preferred by AIC). As BIC generally favors more par-

simonious models, it is not surprising that BIC identifies the model without the
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N component as the model of preference. These two mixture models fit relatively

better than mixture models, which have the same number of components, but

differ in their constituent component models. For instance, replacing the slow

learning ANf component in mixture model ANf − CIp − N by a H1 component,

results in a relatively worse model fit (see mixture model H1−CIp−N). For the

calculation of the posterior component membership probabilities, the mixture

model, with component models ANf , CIp, and N was used. The comparisons

above indicate, that heterogeneity in the sample is better described by categori-

cal differences between latent groups, which use different learning strategies, than

merely by continuous differences in learning efficiency between age groups.

Subsequently, we examined whether the probability of using the different

learning strategies changed with age. This was done by comparing the best-fitting

models from Categories 3 and 4 to the respective 5-group models in Category 5.

In the latter models, the mixing proportions were free to vary between age groups,

while the remaining model parameters were constrained to be equal across age

groups. The mixing proportions differed significantly across age groups. In con-

trast, learning parameters and observation probabilities did not differ significantly

across age groups (those models are not included in Table 5.4). Still, AIC favors

the three-component model and BIC favors the two-component model. These

models have values of AIC and BIC that are smaller than all exploratory one-

to seven-state-models that were fitted to the data (see Category 7; the results of

the best exploratory models are shown). In the two-component model, all mixing

proportions differ significantly from zero. This implies, inter alia, that even in

the youngest age group, a small percentage of children learns rationally. In the

three-component model, all mixing proportions differed from zero, except those of

the non-learning component in Age groups 2 to 5. Therefore, we fixed these four

mixing proportions to zero in a model, which we designate ANf − CIp − N15g.

Both AIC and BIC favor this mixture model over the two-component model

ANf − CIp5g.

The sixth category includes models, in which the effect of feature preferences

was tested. We examined whether young children with a feature preference (FP)

differed from those without a feature preference (FP) with respect to the use of

the learning strategies. In the two youngest age groups, the FP and FP groups

were sufficiently large to test this. To this end, we first splitted Age group 1 into

two groups, FP1 and FP1. Together with the 4 older age groups, this amounted

to a total of 6 distinct groups. Then, model ANf −CIp−N16g was fitted to these

6 groups. In this model, the mixing proportions of the components ANf and CIp
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Table 5.4: Summary of Learning Model Fit Results.

Category Comp. Model loglike AIC BIC df

1

1 N -4490.90 8981.80 8981.80 0

1 AN -3690.35 7384.70 7398.26 2

1 ANf -3687.45 7380.90 7401.23 3

1 CI -3715.62 7437.23 7457.56 3

1 CIf -3685.44 7380.87 7414.75 5

2

1 ANf 5g -3629.52 7273.05 7320.48 7

1 AN 5g -3632.63 7277.26 7317.92 6

1 CIf 5g -3620.04 7274.09 7389.28 17

3

2 AN-AN -3630.87 7271.73 7305.62 5

2 ANf -ANf -3625.92 7265.84 7313.28 7

2 ANf -CIf -3612.24 7242.48 7303.47 9

2 ANf -CI -3612.48 7238.96 7286.39 7

2 ANf -CIp -3614.85 7241.71 7282.36 6

4

3 ANf -CI-N -3610.37 7236.74 7290.95 8

3 ANf -CI-Nf -3610.22 7238.45 7299.43 9

3 ANf -CIp-N -3610.94 7235.88 7283.31 7

3 H1-CI-N -3614.37 7244.73 7298.94 8

3 AN-CI-H1 -3609.39 7238.77 7306.54 10

3 ANf -ANf -N -3630.86 7277.73 7331.94 8

5

2 ANf -CI 5g -3581.41 7184.83 7259.37 11

3 ANf -CI-N 5g -3573.59 7179.19 7287.61 16

3 ANf -CIp-N 5g -3573.65 7177.29 7278.94 15

3 ANf -CIp-N
1 5g -3578.06 7178.13 7252.67 11

6
3 ANf -CIp-N

1 6g -3574.90 7175.80 7263.89 13

3 ANf -CI
2345
p -N1 6g -3574.99 7173.99 7255.30 12

3 ANf -CIp-N
1 7g -3574.38 7176.77 7271.63 14

7
- 3-state exploratory -3627.46 7276.93 7351.47 11

- 5-state exploratory -3694.84 7247.69 7444.20 29

In column Comp. the number of components is shown; in column df the number of free
parameters in the model is shown. Superscripts indicate if a component was estimated only in
selected age groups, e.g., in N1 the non-learning component was only estimated in age group
1.
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were estimated freely in all 6 groups, and the mixing proportion of component

N was estimated freely in the FP1 and FP1 group. The remaining parameters

were constrained to be equal across the groups. The mixing proportions of the

three component models differed significantly between the FP1 and FP1 group

(�2(2) = 6.33, p = .042). Then, we splitted Age group 2 into the two groups FP2

and FP2, which resulted in a total of 7 groups, and fitted model ANf−CIp−N
17g

accordingly. However, the mixing proportions in groups FP2 and FP2 did not

differ significantly (�2(1) = 1.036, p = .31), so we return to model ANf − CIp −

N16g. In this model, the mixing proportion of the CIp component did not differ

significantly from zero in the FP1 group (t = .38, also �2(1) = .184, p = .67). So

we concluded that the mixture model with the three components ANf , CIp, and

N provided the best fit to the data. The mixing proportions of these components

differed significantly across age groups (see Figure 5.1). Within Age group1 , the

mixing proportions of the components additionally differ between the FP1 and

the FP1 group, i.e., depending on whether a child had a feature preference (see

Table 5.2).
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Discrete Latent Markov Models for

Normally Distributed Response Data

Van de Pol and Langeheine (1990) presented a general framework for Markov

modeling of repeatedly measured discrete data. We discuss analogical single

indicator models for normally distributed responses. In contrast to discrete mod-

els, which have been studied extensively, analogical continuous response models

have hardly been considered. These models are formulated as highly constrained

multinormal finite mixture models (McLachlan & Peel, 2000). The assumption of

conditional independence, which is often postulated in the discrete models, may

be relaxed in the normal-based models. In these models, the observed correla-

tion between two variables may thus be due to the presence of two or more latent

classes and the presence of within-class dependence. The latter may be subjected

to structural equation modeling. In addition to presenting various normal-based

Markov models, we demonstrate how these models, formulated as multinormal

finite mixtures, may be fitted using the freely available program Mx (Neale et al.,

2003). To illustrate the application of some of the models, we report the analysis

of data relating to the understanding of the conservation of continuous quantity

(i.e., a Piagetian construct).

6.1 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to present and apply a general model for change and

stability in latent class membership, where this membership at each occasion is

inferred from an observed continuous indicator variable. The vector of the re-

peatedly measured indicator variable is assumed to be multinormally distributed,

when conditioned on sequences of latent classes. The latent class variable com-

prises qualitatively different categories, e.g., cognitive stages or strategies, or

presence and absence of psychological illness. Change over time is accounted for

by transitions between the classes. Thus the kind of change we aim to model is

qualitative, as opposed to smooth quantitative change, which is assumed in, for

instance, latent growth curve models (e.g., Reise & Duan, 2003).
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The general model may be viewed as analogous to van de Pol and Langeheine’s

(1990) mixed Markov latent class (MMLC) model for discrete (categorical) longi-

tudinal data. The two building blocks of their framework are latent class models

(LCM; Lazarsfeld & Henry, 1968), and Markovian transition models (Kemeny

& Snell, 1976). In the LCM, the categorical variable observed at each occasion

is treated as a possibly fallible indicator of latent classes. The Markov model is

posited to accommodate switching over time in class membership. E.g., given

class A and B, possible transitions are A-A, A-B, B-A, and B-B. In the sim-

plest case, the probability of each sequence over time of latent classes (e.g., over

two time points AA, AB, BA, BB) is given by the product of the probability of

being in the specific class at the first occasion, and the conditional probability

of remaining in this class or switching. The MMLC framework includes a large

number of special cases.

In the general model considered here, the Markov model is retained, but the

discrete distributions of the data are replaced by conditional multinormal dis-

tributions. The present model is an analogue of the MMLC framework in the

following sense. Consider, for instance, the following two static models with mul-

tiple indicators: the latent class model (LCM) and the latent profile model (LPM;

Lazarsfeld & Henry, 1968; Bartholomew & Knott, 1999). In both models, a finite

number of latent classes is posited. Both models may be viewed as a finite mix-

ture model, where the latent classes represent distinct mixture components (see

J. H. Wolfe, 1970; McLachlan & Peel, 2000). The only difference lies in the distri-

bution of the observed variables, conditioned on (i.e., within) the latent classes.

In the LCM, it is discrete, e.g., multinomial; in the LPM, it is multinormal.

Similarly, the more general MMLC models of van de Pol and Langeheine (1990)

and the normal analogue considered here can be viewed as finite mixture models,

where each unique sequence of latent classes (e.g., AAAB) represents a distinct

mixture component. In fitting the normal analogue models, we treat them ex-

plicitly as multinormal finite mixture models (McLachlan & Peel, 2000). Given

this treatment, we may relax the independence assumption, which is posited in

the MMLC models (but see Uebersax, 1999; Hagenaars, 1988).

The class of models discussed by van de Pol and Langeheine (1990) has

received considerable attention (e.g., Collins & Wugalter, 1992; Thomas &

Hettmansperger, 2001), whereas the present class of models has received much

less attention in the social sciences (but see McLachlan & Peel, 2000; Hamilton,

1994; C. Kim & Nelson, 1999, for applications in other areas). The only ap-

plication, of which we are aware, is by Dolan et al. (2004). They fitted special
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cases of the present general model to a cognitive development data set. They

did not relate their models to the discrete analogues, as described in van de Pol

and Langeheine (1990), nor the relation of their model with the general model.

The general model presented here, comprises the models that are inherited from

the analogous discrete framework, e.g., the models that Dolan et al. (2004) fitted,

and many other models, such as multiple chain, and multi-group models, or mod-

els with a more complex within-component covariance structure. Furthermore,

rather than using the same indicator variable at each occasion, the present model

allows for the use of different indicator variables at each occasion. Because of

this flexibility, the present model can be used in novel contexts, such as exper-

imental studies, in which item characteristics are manipulated experimentally,

and switching between classes is seen as an effect of the manipulation.

Examples for Markov models with discrete or discretized indicators can be

found in studies on the course of clinical depression (e.g., R. Wolfe, Carlin, &

Patton, 2003), or Alzheimer’s Disease (Stewart, Phillips, & Dempsey, 1998). The

present model may be useful in similar contexts. One example is the study of

body mass index (BMI) and self-esteem in a sample of non-purging type bulimia

patients, who alternate between binging and fasting or exercising, and in the

analysis of psychometric mood scores in a sample of bipolar patients, who alter-

nate between an asymptomatic, a manic, and a depressed state. The illustrations

presented below stem from the area of cognitive development, where the Piage-

tian theory (Piaget & Inhelder, 1969) predicts progression via a small number of

hierarchically ordered latent classes.

The discrete models can be fitted with various programs, e.g., PANMARK

(van de Pol, Langeheine, & de Jong, 1989), WinLTA (Collins, Lanza, Schafer,

& Flaherty, 2002), or LEM (Vermunt, 1997). Dolan et al. (2004) used their

own FORTRAN programs to fit their models using maximum likelihood (ML)

estimation. We use the program Mx (Neale et al., 2003) to fit the present models

by ML estimation.1 Example Mx input files and analyzed data sets may be

downloaded at the Mx script library.2

The outline of this chapter is as follows. First, we briefly introduce cognitive

development as a field of application. This provides various concrete examples,

to which we return in presenting the model. After describing the model, we

discuss the estimation procedure and the assessment of goodness of fit. Then,

we present illustrative analyses of two different data sets, both relating to the

1Mx can be downloaded at http://www.vcu.edu/mx/
2The URL of the Mx script library is http://www.psy.vu.nl/mxbib/
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Item 3 Expected bimodal
univariate distribution
responses

Expected bivariate distribution 
of responses at two occasions
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Figure 6.1: Item 3 of the conservation anticipation task with expected univari-

ate and bivariate response distributions.

Piagetian concept of the conservation of continuous quantity (Piaget & Inhelder,

1969). In the first illustration, we apply seven submodels of the general model

to data from a longitudinal study, in which the concept of the conservation of

a continuous quantity is measured repeatedly with the same indicator variable.

In the second illustration, we fit other submodels to data from an experimental

study, in which the same concept is measured repeatedly with an experimentally

manipulated indicator.

6.2 Area of application

The Piagetian theory of cognitive development predicts that children in a certain

age range belong to one of a small number of latent classes, or stages (Piaget &

Inhelder, 1969). For instance, children between the ages 4 and 12 are in the pre-

operational or concrete operational stage. Although the generality of the stage

theory of Piaget has been criticized (Flavell, 1971), this theory has proved useful

in studies of domain specific development. Illustrative domains are proportional

reasoning, horizontality of liquid surfaces, and conservation (Jansen & van der

Maas, 2001; Boom, Hoijtinck, & Kunnen, 2001; Thomas & Hettmansperger,

2001). Within these domains, well defined tasks, such as the balance scale task,

the water level task, and the conservation anticipation task discriminate well

between children in different stages.

The conservation anticipation task is used to assess the ability to conserve

continuous quantity. In Figure 6.1, a typical item is shown, as used in Illustra-
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tion 1 below.3 On each item, children are required to predict and indicate the

water level in the event that the water in the left glass is poured into the glass on

the right side. Children in the appropriate age range are expected to respond ac-

cording to one of two distinct strategies, which characterize their cognitive stage.

Simply aligning the water level at the same height is typical of the pre-operational

stage. We refer to this strategy as non-conserver strategy (N). Adjusting the

water level to compensate for the different shapes of the vessels is typical of the

concrete operational stage. We refer to this strategy as conserver strategy (C).

The transition from the pre-operational stage to the concrete operational stage

is expected to progress via an unstable transition phase, in which children may

switch between both strategies (e.g., van der Maas & Molenaar, 1992).

Although children are expected to respond according to one of two distinct

strategies, their responses are measured on a continuous scale. In Figure 6.1,

next to Item 3, the expected two-component normal mixture distribution of the

observed variable height of the predicted water level, is shown. One component

represents the responses of the non-conservers with an expected mean equal to the

water level in the left glass. The second component represents the responses of

the conservers, with an expected mean equal to the correctly adjusted water level.

The variance of the conserver strategy responses is expected to be larger than

the variance of the non-conserver strategy responses, because merely carrying

out an alignment is assumed to be less prone to individual variation than the

estimation of a different water level, which is likely to be influenced by spatial

abilities (Dolan et al., 2004; Dolan & van der Maas, 1998).

Repeated measurements at, say, two occasions, result in different sequences

of strategies. If children apply the same strategy at all occasions, we expect

to find only two sequences, i.e., CC, and NN . If children switch to and fro

between the strategies, four different sequences of strategies are possible, i.e.,

3The vessels are depicted two-dimensionally in the computer-based and pen-and paper

versions of the task (example 1 and 2 respectively), while the original volume conservation

task uses real glasses. Therefore, we cannot be completely sure if such a representation of

the task measures the ability to conserve volume or surface/area. This issue was addressed

in an additional small study with two-dimensional representations. The results indicated that

responses on a surface-rule based conservation task correlated highly (about .79) with responses

to a volume-rule based conservation task. However, as the volume-rule based task appeared to

be more difficult, we will refer to the task as a conservation task for continuous quantity. We

employ expected values that are based on the surface rule. The expected values based on the

area rule differ, but the transitive relation between the water levels of different items stays the

same.
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CC,CN ,NC,NN . The probabilities of these sequences are modeled with (mixed)

Markov models, which are described below. On the right side of Figure 6.1, an

expected bivariate distribution of the responses to Item 3 at two occasions is

shown, where all sequences are equally probable. We expect a strong correlation

between conserver responses, and no or only a weak correlation between the non-

conserver responses, as the former are likely to be due in part to systematic

individual differences in spatial ability, while the latter are likely to reflect only

unsystematic errors. In other words, we expect variable and correlated responses

in the conservers and uncorrelated and much less variable responses in the non-

conservers. Responses originating from different strategies are expected to be

uncorrelated. We return to this example in the presentation of the model and in

the illustrations.

6.3 Mixed Markov latent state models for multinor-

mal data

The model description begins with the Markov models (van de Pol & Lange-

heine, 1990). These accommodate switching between latent classes over time, and

thereby constrain the probabilities of all sequences of classes. Then, we discuss

how the sequences of latent classes are linked to the observed responses: First, we

formulate the probability distribution of the indicator variables as a multinormal

finite mixture distribution. Second, we describe the within-component model and

the constraints on the parameters of the multinormal finite mixture distribution,

and show how the independence assumption may be relaxed.

6.3.1 Markov models

Markov models have been used widely in psychological research (see Wickens,

1982a, for an overview). Here, we consider discrete-time first-order Markov mod-

els. Finite-state Markov processes are characterized by the following properties:

1. Finite set of states. The state of the process at any time is one of a finite

set of states sk, k = 1, . . . , S. In the example of the previous section, we have

two states. Subjects applying the conserver (non-conserver) strategy are in the

conserver state C, and subjects who apply the non-conserver strategy are in the

non-conserver state N .

2. Transition probabilities � isl∣sk of moving from state sk to state sl at time i. If

the transition probabilities do not change with time, the process is called station-
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ary, and the probabilities can be collected in a single transition matrix � with

�lk = �sl∣sk (Kemeny & Snell, 1976). To ease presentation, we focus on station-

ary models. These can easily be extended to accommodate non-stationarity (see

Illustrations below). Each column of the transition matrix sums to one. In the

example, the 2× 2 transition matrix � contains the probabilities of remaining in

state C and N (�C∣C , and �N ∣N), and the probabilities of switching from state C

to N (�N ∣C), or vice versa (�C∣N): � =
( �C∣C �C∣N
�N∣C �N∣N

)

.

3. A vector � with initial probabilities �k. The process starts in state sk with prob-

ability �k.
4 In the example, the initial probability vector � = (�C , �N)

t contains

the probabilities to start in the conserver (�C) and non-conserver state (�N ).
5

The sum of the initial probabilities equals one.

4. The Markov property. This property states that knowledge of the history of

the process prior to the present state does not add any information in a first order

model (see Kemeny & Snell, 1976, p. 24 for a formal definition).

These four properties define a Markov model, or Markov chain.

To ease presentation, but without loss of generality, we formulate models for

two states, namely N and C. Consider first a homogeneous population, in which

the same initial and transition probabilities apply to all subjects. The probability

PNNC of sequence NNC equals the product of the initial probability of state N ,

the probability of remaining in state N , and the probability of switching from

state N to state C, PNNC = �N ⋅ �N ∣N ⋅ �C∣N . In general, let s(i), i = 1, . . . , T

denote the state of a subject at time i. In the single Markov chain model, the

unconditional probability, Ps, that a given member of the population follows a

certain sequence s of states s(1), s(2), ..., s(T ) equals the product of the initial

probability of the first state �s(1), and of the respective transition probabilities

�s(i+1)∣s(i):

Ps = �s(1) ⋅ �s(2)∣s(1) ⋅ . . . ⋅ �s(T )∣s(T−1) . (6.1)

The assumption of homogeneity of the sample may be relaxed in two ways.

First, we may have two or more samples, which are drawn from observable pop-

ulations, such as males and females, or experimental and control group. In this

case, we may introduce a Markov chain in each sample, i.e., we carry out a multi-

group analysis, and we may test for equalities of the parameters (e.g., initial

probabilities, transition probabilities) over the groups. Second, we may suspect

4Note that in stationary, ergodic Markov chains the initial probability vector � may be

constrained to equal the stationary distribution of the transition matrix � , such that � = � ⋅ �

(Kemeny & Snell, 1976).
5Superscripted t denotes transposition.
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that our sample is representative of two or more populations, which are not

directly observed. We call these latent populations to distinguish them from ob-

served populations. For example, a sample of children in a broad age range (e.g.,

5 to 12 years) may consist of children in the transition phase, who may switch

between the C and N strategy (henceforth: movers), and of children in the pre-

operational or concrete operational stage, who respond consistently (henceforth:

stayers). Here we model the heterogeneity by specifying a mixture of latent

Markov chains, as shown on the left part of Figure 6.2. The latent chains have

distinct initial and transition probabilities. The additional parameters �M and �S

denote the probability of belonging to the mover chain (M) and the stayer chain

(S), respectively. In the middle part of Figure 6.2, all resulting latent sequences

are shown. Note, that the two latent sequences of the stayer chain also occur

in the mover chain, as some subjects in the transition phase could also respond

according to one strategy at all occasions. Adding the stayer chain can accom-

modate for an excess number of stayers. In addition, we can have the nested case

of two or more latent populations within multiple samples. Consider for example

the situation in which boys and girls in a broad age range have been assessed

repeatedly on a conservation task. Assuming we have recorded gender, we may

specify a multi-group model. Within the sample of boys (same applies to the

girls), heterogeneity may be present due to the fact that the boys are drawn from

different latent populations. The sample of boys may include movers and stayers.

Such heterogeneity is accommodated by specifying a mixture of latent Markov

chains. Thus the presence of boys and girls is accommodated by specifying a

multi-group model, while possible heterogeneity within the sample of boys and

girls is accommodated by specifying a mixture of latent Markov chains. Again

we may investigate whether the parameters of the latent Markov chains are equal

over the groups.

In general, if a sample is drawn from L latent populations, van de Pol and

Langeheine (1990) specify a mixture of L latent Markov chains. In the mixed

Markov model for L latent chains in G observed groups or samples, the uncon-

ditional probability of belonging to group g, with observed proportion g, and of

following a certain sequence s is given by

Pg,s = g

L
∑

l=1

�l∣g�s(1)∣lg�s(2)∣s(1)lg . . . �s(T )∣s(T−1)lg , (6.2)

where �l∣g denotes the probability of being in chain l. This is the most general
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model, as it includes all the other models as special cases.6 It reduces to a mixed

Markov model for L latent chains in one sample, if G = 1 (g = 1). Conversely,

when L = 1 (�l∣g = 1 ), we have a multi-group model for G groups with a single

latent Markov chain in each group.

A variety of hypotheses may be tested by imposing different constraints on

the transition probabilities (see the Illustrations for some examples, and Wickens,

1982a, for an overview). The Markov models given in Equations 6.1 and 6.2

apply to the sequences of latent states. They do not include a model that links

the manifest indicator variables to the latent states. This is discussed in the next

sections.

6.3.2 Multinormal mixture models

We specify a multinormal mixture distribution, with a distinct component for

each sequence of latent states, given chain and group. First, we present the

standard notation of the finite multinormal mixture density (McLachlan & Peel,

2000). Then, we show how this density reduces to the highly constrained normal

analogues of the discrete mixed Markov models of van de Pol and Langeheine

(1990). The M-component multinormal mixture density is defined as follows:

f(xj ;Σ,�,p) =
M
∑

i=1

pifi(xj;Σi,�i) . (6.3)

The T -dimensional vector xj contains the repeated measures of subject j (j =

1, 2, . . . , N). All vectors are column vectors. The (T×(T ⋅M)) matrix Σ contains

M (T ×T )-dimensional positive definite, but otherwise unconstrained covariance

matrices, Σ = [Σ1,Σ2, ...,ΣM ]. The (T ⋅M)-dimensional vector � contains M

6As van de Pol and Langeheine (1990) remark, a mixed Markov model with L chains, in

which each chain (with associated chain probability �l) consists of a finite set of states Sl, a

transition matrix �l, and an initial probability vector �l, can be rewritten as a single Markov

model with transition matrix � and with initial probability vector �:

� =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

�1 0 0 0

0 �2 0 0

0 0
. . . 0

0 0 0 �L

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

, � =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

�1 ⋅
1
�1

�2 ⋅
1
�2

...

�L ⋅
1
�L

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

For the same reason, it is possible to conceive of the mover-stayer model as well as a two-chain

model with identity transition matrix in the stayer chain, and as a three chain model with only

one state in each of the two stayer chains.
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T -dimensional mean vectors � = [�t
1,�

t
2, ...,�

t
M ]t . The M-dimensional vector

p contains the mixing proportions, p = [p1, p2, ..., pM ], which may be viewed as

probabilities:
∑M

i=1(pi) = 1 and 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1. The i-th component distribution

equals:

fi(xj;Σi,�i) = (2�)−T/2∣Σi∣
−1/2e−(1/2)[xj−�i]tΣ

−1

i
[xj−�i] , (6.4)

i.e., the T -variate normal density with (T × T ) covariance matrix Σi and T -

dimensional mean vector �i (McLachlan & Peel, 2000). ∣Σi∣ denotes the deter-

minant of Σi.

In the mixed Markov latent state models for multinormally distributed data,

a distinct component is specified for each latent sequence, given chain and group.

Therefore, the total number of components in an otherwise unconstrained model

equals the sum of the number of all possible sequences in all chains in all groups.

Consider for instance, the model shown in Figure 6.2, which contains 10 se-

quences at three occasions (8 from the mover chain, and 2 from the stayer chain).

In an unconstrained mixture model as in Equation 6.3 with 10 components, we

would estimate 9 mixing proportions. But in the mixed Markov latent state

models, the mixing proportions of the components equal the probabilities of the

sequences. These are constrained by the mixed Markov model. Let the vec-

tor Φ contain the free parameters of the mixed Markov model. For instance,

Figure 6.2 shows the parameterization of the mixing proportions of a mover-

stayer model at 3 occasions with two latent states in one group in terms of

Φ = (�M , �N ∣M , �N ∣NM , �N ∣CM , �N ∣S). In general, the number of free parameters,

used to model the mixing proportions, is reduced from (M-1) in the unconstrained

model in Equation 6.3 to the number of free initial, chain, and transition probabil-

ities. Consider first the mixed Markov model in one sample, as given in Equation

6.2, with G = 1 and g = 1, where each sequence in each chain corresponds to

a component. Equation 6.3 can now be rewritten to include the constraints on

the mixing proportions. The density f(xj;Σ(Θ),�(Θ),p(Φ)) of the responses is

given by:

f(xj;Σ(Θ),�(Θ),p(Φ)) =

L
∑

l=1

2
∑

s(1)=1

. . .

2
∑

s(T )=1

�l�s(1)∣l
(

�s(2)∣s(1)l . . . �s(T )∣s(T−1)l

)

fsl(xj ;Σ(Θsl),�(Θsl)), (6.5)

where �l�s(1)∣l
(

�s(2)∣s(1)l . . . �s(T )∣s(T−1)l

)

represents the mixing proportion of se-

quence s in chain l. The vector Θ contains the parameters that are used to

model the covariance matrix and the mean vector, and the vectors Θsl (subset of
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Θ) contain the parameters that are used to model the covariance matrix and the

mean vector within the component of chain l and sequence s. In Equation 6.5,

we write Σ,�, and p as a function of the parameter vectors Θ and Φ to indicate

the constraints, as opposed to the unconstrained model in Equation 6.3. The

multinormal density fsl(x;Σ(Θsl),�(Θsl) of the responses within a component,

i.e., given latent chain l, and sequence s of latent states s = s(1), s(2), . . . , s(T )

is specified as:

fsl(xj ;Σ(Θsl),�(Θsl)) =

(2�)−T/2∣Σ(Θsl)∣
−1/2e−(1/2)[xj−�(Θsl)]

t
Σ(Θsl)

−1[xj−�(Θsl)], (6.6)

i.e., the T -variate normal density with (T × T ) covariance matrix Σ(Θsl) and

T -dimensional mean vector �(Θsl). In the case of G groups the unconditional

distribution of the responses is given by:

f(xj ;Σ(Θ),�(Θ),p(Φ)) =

G
∑

g=1

g ⋅ fg(xjg;Σ(Θg),�(Θg),p(Φg)), (6.7)

where fg(xjg;Σ(Θg),�(Θg),p(Φg)) is the distribution of the responses, as

expressed in Equation 6.5, of group g. In the next section the general model for

the covariance matrix and the mean vector in each component is presented.

6.3.3 Within-component models

Within each component s, i.e., for each distinct sequence s of latent states, in each

chain c and each group g, we specify the following manifest LISREL submodel

(Jöreskog & Sörbom, 2002). The general measurement equation of subject j is:

xj = �slg +Λslg�slg j + �scg j, (6.8)

where �slg is a T -dimensional vector of the means, Λslg is a (T×T ) matrix of factor

loadings, �slg j a T -dimensional random vector of zero mean latent variables, and

�scg j is a T -dimensional random vector of residual terms that are distributed as

zero-mean normals. The structural equation is

�slg j = Bslg�slg j + �slg j, (6.9)

where Bslg is a (T × T ) matrix of regression coefficients, and �slg j is a T -

dimensional random vector of zero mean residuals, which is uncorrelated with
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�slg j. Below, we do not require the residuals �scg j , because the applications in-

volve single indicator models. In the case of multiple indicator models the �scg j

term may be useful. Equations 6.8, discarding the residual terms �scg j , and 6.9

imply the following covariance matrix and mean vector within the components:

Σ(Θslg) = Λslg(I −Bslg)
−1Ψslg(I −Bslg)

−1tΛt
slg and (6.10)

�(Θslg) = �slg,

where Ψslg is the (T × T ) covariance matrix of the residuals �slg j, and I is the

(T × T ) identity matrix.

Several substantively motivated and identifying constraints are placed on the

parameters. Within each latent chain and group, the means of a specific indi-

cator variable (i.e., height of the predicted water level on Item 3), given a latent

state and occasion, are constrained to be equal over all sequences. Likewise, the

parameters used to model the covariance matrices of the different sequences are

constrained to be equal within a latent chain and group. In both illustrations

below, we impose the following substantively motivated constraints. We assume

that the response strategy given a sequence of conserver and non-conserver states

does not differ between different groups, or different chains. Therefore, the com-

ponent distributions of a specific sequence of latent states are constrained to be

identical, e.g., the component distribution of sequence CCCCC in the mover

chain equals the component distribution of the same sequence CCCCC in the

stayer chain. As mentioned above, we assume that the response strategy, given

a latent state, leads to the same mean response to a given item at different oc-

casions. So, we constrain the means of the response distributions at different

occasions, given a latent state, to be equal, whenever the same indicator variable

is used. For instance, in the first illustration, the mean vector of the component

of sequence s = CCNNC, equals �s = [�C, �C , �N , �N , �C ]
t, as the same item

is used at all occasions. In the second illustration, Item 1 is used at the first and

fifth occasion, Item 2 at the second and fourth, and Item 3 at the third occasion

(see Figure 6.3 on p. 136). The mean vector of, e.g., sequence s = CCNNC

equals �s = [�C1, �C2, �N3, �N2, �C1]
t. The similar constraints on the covariance

matrices are discussed in the next paragraphs, where we consider three special

cases of the LISREL model in Equation 6.10: a model with independent re-

sponses, a simple covariance structure model, and a perfect simplex model. On

the right hand side of Figure 6.2 path diagrams of these three special cases in one

exemplary component are shown. As the perfect simplex model is a time series

model, it is suitable in Illustration I. All three models are illustrated below. As
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the LISREL model in Equation 6.10 is quite general, many other models may be

considered.

Independent response model

This model is the most simple, as it assumes independent variables, i.e., the

covariance matrices within the components are diagonal. In this case, the multi-

normal response density in Equation 6.6 equals the product of the univariate nor-

mal densities. This model may be viewed as a constrained latent profile model.

Within each component, we specify:

Σ(Θslg) = ΛslgIΛ
t
slg, (6.11)

where the diagonal elements diag(Λslg) = [�s(1)lg, �s(2)lg, . . . , �s(T )lg] of Λslg are

the standard deviations within the component of sequence s in chain l, and group

g. In Illustration I below, we impose the following equality constraints on the

standard deviations �s(i)lg. Given a latent state C and N , we specify a standard

deviation �Cm and �Nm, independent of measurement occasion, chain, and group.

The vector Θ contains two means and two standard deviations. For instance, the

diagonal elements of the matrix Λs of the component of sequence s = CCNNC,

equal diag(Λs)= [�C , �C , �N , �N , �C ].

Simple covariance structure model

In the following simple covariance structure model the assumption of conditional

independence is relaxed. Within the components, we specify:

Σ(Θslg) = ΛslgΨslgΛ
t
slg, (6.12)

where the (T × T ) matrix Ψslg is the correlation matrix of the responses at

different occasions. In the illustrations, the elements of Λslg are constrained as

in the independent response model, and the elements of Ψslg are constrained

in the following manner. In Illustration 1, we estimate two correlations, one

between responses in state C (�CC), and one between responses in state N (�NN ),

independent of measurement occasion, indicator, chain, and group. In Illustration

2, �NN is fixed to zero. The correlations between responses of two different states

are fixed to zero in both illustrations. The parameter vector Θ contains two (or

one) correlations, two means, and two standard deviations. For instance, the

matrices Ψs of the component of sequence s = CCNNC in Illustration 1 and 2,

respectively, equal:
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Ψs =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

1 �CC 0 0 �CC

�CC 1 0 0 �CC

0 0 1 �NN 0

0 0 �NN 1 0

�CC �CC 0 0 1

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

, and Ψs =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

1 �CC 0 0 �CC

�CC 1 0 0 �CC

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

�CC �CC 0 0 1

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

.

Perfect simplex model

The perfect simplex model represents a first-order autoregressive process without

measurement errors (Jöreskog, 1970) :

xjk = �k + �k(k−1)(xj(k−1) − �(k−1)) + �jk, for k = 2, 3, . . . , T (6.13)

where j denotes the subject and k the measurement occasion. In matrix notation

the LISREL submodel is:

xj = �slg + �slg j (6.14)

�slg j = Bslg�slg j + �slg j. (6.15)

Within the components we specify:

Σ(Θslg) = (I −Bslg)
−1Ψslg(I −Bslg)

−1t . (6.16)

The (T × T ) matrix Bslg contains the autoregressive coefficients �s(i)s(i−1)lg,

i = 1, . . . , T on the first lower sub-diagonal, and the matrix Ψslg contains the

variances of the residuals �i. This model is used in Illustration 1, where the same

item is measured repeatedly. We specify two autoregressive coefficients, one each

for remaining in either state C or state N, independent of chain and group. Be-

low, we fix the autoregressive coefficients between different states to zero, but

these may be estimated. At the first occasion the residual variance of the re-

sponses in each state �2(�0A) and �2(�0B) equals the variance of the responses in

the two states. The residual variances of the following occasions are constrained

in the following manner. For each possible transition CC, CN, NC, and NN, we

estimate a different residual variance �2(�CC), �
2(�CN), �

2(�NC), and �2(�NN).

The parameter vector Φ contains the six variances, the two autoregressive coef-

ficients, and two means. For instance, in the component given by the sequence

s = CCNNC, the two matrices Bs and Ψs equal:

Bs =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

0 0 0 0 0

�CC 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 �NN 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

, and

Ψs =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

�2(�0C ) 0 0 0 0

0 �2(�CC ) 0 0 0

0 0 �2(�CN ) 0 0

0 0 0 �2(�NN ) 0

0 0 0 0 �2(�NC)

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

.
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6.4 Estimation

All models considered here may be fitted with the program Mx (Neale et al.,

2003), which includes the possibility to fit normal mixtures by maximum like-

lihood (ML) estimation (McLachlan & Peel, 2000). Mx maximizes the log-

likelihood function of the multinormal finite mixture distribution by means of

a derivative free quasi-Newton algorithm (Gill, Murray, Saunders, & Wright,

1986). The log-likelihood function for G groups is given by:

logL(Θ,Φ;x) =
G
∑

g=1

Ng
∑

j=1

log(fg(xjg;Σ(Θg),�(Θg),p(Φg)), (6.17)

where Ng denotes the number of subjects in group g,

x = [xt
11,x

t
21, . . . ,x

t
N1, . . . ,x

t
1G,x

t
2G, . . . ,x

t
NG] denotes the ((

∑G
g=1Ng) × T ) data

matrix, and fg(xjg;Σ(Θg),�(Θg),p(Φg) denotes the multivariate mixture den-

sity of the responses in group g (see Equation 6.7). Mx can handle missing data

under the assumption that the data are missing at random or missing completely

at random (Wothke, 2000; Little & Rubin, 1989; Muthén, Kaplan, & Hollis,

1987). Mx does not calculate standard errors, but does include the possibility

to calculate likelihood-based confidence intervals of the parameter estimates. We

report 90% confidence intervals of parameters of particular interest.

6.5 Model comparison

Hypotheses concerning the covariance matrices, mean vectors, and mixing pro-

portions of the components can be tested by means of the likelihood ratio test

if the models are nested (e.g., Yung, 1997). In contrast, hypotheses relating to

the number of components cannot be tested in this manner (McLachlan & Peel,

2000). We rely on two commonly used information criteria for model comparison:

the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC; Schwarz, 1978) and the Akaike Infor-

mation Criterion corrected for small sample sizes (AICc; Hurvich & Tsai, 1995,

see McLachlan & Peel, 2000, for a discussion of fit indices and model selection).

BIC and AICc are calculated as

BIC = −2log(L) + log(n)p , and AICc = −2log(L) + 2p+
2p(p+ 1)

(n− p+ 1)
,

where n is the sample size and p the number of free parameters. In model

selection, the model that minimizes BIC (AICc) is preferred. We include both fit
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indices as they penalize lack of parsimony differently. In order to obtain a measure

for the relative performance of the models we calculate an approximation wBICj

to the posterior probability that model j is the correct model for all models

in the set, and the conditional probabilities wAICcj that model j is the best

approximating model given the data and the set of candidate models as

wBICj =
e−BICj/2

Σ6
i=1e

−BICi/2
, and wAICcj =

e−AICcj/2

Σ6
i=1e

−AICcj/2

(Buckland, Burnham, & Augustin, 1997; Wagenmakers & Farrell, 2004). Addi-

tionally, when models are nested, we use log-likelihood difference tests although

they need to be interpreted with caution as they are based on asymptotic theory,

which requires large sample sizes and a good separation of components in the case

of mixtures (Dolan & van der Maas, 1998). Minus twice the difference between

the log-likelihoods provides a �2 test statistic, with the degrees of freedom given

by the difference in the number of free parameters, for the restricted model (e.g.,

Bollen, 1989; Azzalini, 1996).

6.6 Illustrations

In the following two sections we present two illustrations of the mixed Markov

latent state models for multinormal data. The data relate to the conservation of

a quantity of liquid, as described above.

6.6.1 Illustration 1

In the first application, we model the responses to one repeatedly measured item,

which is depicted in Figure 6.1. The three within-component models described

above are applied.

Task

The computer-based conservation anticipation task (van der Maas, 1993; van der

Maas & Molenaar, 1996) comprises four items. We limit our analyses to one item

(Item 3, see Figure 6.1). The subjects are instructed to indicate the predicted

water level on the computer screen by moving a horizontal line with pre-selected

keys on the keyboard. The responses are recorded automatically, and measured

in cm above the correct level, which was assigned the value of 0 cm.
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Sample

A total of 101 children, 51 boys and 50 girls, carried out the conservation antici-

pation task 11 times in their school settings (for details, see van der Maas, 1993).

Dolan et al. (2004) analyzed a different part of this data set. At the first session

only, the children completed the test under supervision. The average interval

between testing was three weeks. Here, we limit our analyses to Occasions 2, 3,

5, 8, and 11, which we refer to below as Occasions 1 to 5. 7 The ages range from

6.2 to 10.6 years with a mean of 7.9 at Occasion 1 and from 6.7 to 11.1 years with

mean 8.4 at Occasion 5. About 30% of the data is missing. According to Little’s

MCAR test (Little & Rubin, 1989) the missingness does not deviate significantly

from MCAR (�2
55 = 58.97, p = .33). As mentioned above, the raw data ML

estimation implemented in Mx can handle missing data under this assumption

(Wothke, 2000; Muthén et al., 1987).

Models and Results

First, we fitted the three within-component models described above: the indepen-

dent response model (IND), the simple covariance structure model (COR), and

the simplex model (AR) with a mover-stayer model (see Figure 6.2). The vector

Φ, which contains the parameters that are used to model the mixing proportions,

contains the following 5 elements: 1) the probability of belonging to the mover

chain (�M); 2) the initial probability of the non-conserver state in the mover chain

(�N ∣M); 3) the initial probability of the non-conserver state given stayer (�N ∣S);

and two transition probabilities in the mover chain, 4) from the non-conserver

state to the non-conserver state (�N ∣NM); 5) and from the conserver state to the

non-conserver state (�N ∣CM).

7This is done in order to demonstrate the models, and their specification in Mx (see Ap-

pendices) in a manageable way. We also fitted an independent response model and a simple

covariance structure model to the whole series of 11 repeated measures. As expected, the es-

timation time is increased remarkably in fitting such a 211-component model, as compared to

the 25-component models. However, the results suggest that Mx can handle these estimation

problems.
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The mean vector and the covariance matrices of the component of, say, se-

quence s = NNCCN in the three within-component models IND, COR and AR

equal: �s = [�N , �N , �C , �C , �N ]
t,

ΣINDs =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

�2

N 0 0 0 0

0 �2

N
0 0 0

0 0 �2

C 0 0

0 0 0 �2

C
0

0 0 0 0 �2

N

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

,

ΣCORs =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

�2

N �NN�2

N 0 0 �NN�2

N

�NN�2

N
�2

N
0 0 �NN�2

N

0 0 �2

C �CC�2

C 0

0 0 �CC�2

C
�2

C
0

�NN�2

N
�NN�2

N
0 0 �2

N

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

, and

ΣARs =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

�2(�0N ) �NN�2(�0N ) 0 0 0

�NN�2(�0N ) �2

NN�2(�0N ) + �2(�NN ) 0 0 0

0 0 �2(�NC ) �CC�2(�NC) 0

0 0 �CC�2(�NC ) �2

CC�2(�NC) + �2(�CC ) 0

0 0 0 0 �2(�CN )

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

.

The upper panel of Table 6.1 shows the results of these models. Model AR is

clearly favored by AICc and BIC. We proceed with the within-component model

AR, to further improve the fit. An inspection of the parameter estimates and

confidence intervals of model AR, which are shown in Table 6.2, suggests that the

initial probability of state N in the stayer chain may be fixed to one. This is done

in the restricted mover-stayer model (ARR). The vectorΦ of model ARR contains

only four elements (�M , �N ∣M , �N ∣NM , and �N ∣CM). Additionally, model AR is

fitted without stayer chain, but now with an absorbing conserver state in the

mover chain (AR-ABS). We achieve this by fixing the probability of remaining in

the conserver state to 1. Because there is no transition from C to N in this model,

the number of possible sequences is reduced. As a consequence, the model has

fewer components (6 as opposed to 32). While model AR-ABS fits much worse

than model AR, the relative fit of models ARR and AR is more ambiguous. AICc

favors model AR, while BIC favors model ARR. The log-likelihood difference

test is not significant (p = 0.08). In view of these results, we choose to proceed

with the more parsimonious model ARR, and for illustrative reasons fit it as a

multi-group model (ARRG) and a non-stationary model (ARRN). In fitting the

multi-group model ARRG, we estimate separate Φ parameters in boys and girls,

while the parameters Θ of the multivariate distributions of the responses within

the components are constrained to be equal over gender. In the non-stationary

model ARRN, we discard gender, but here we estimate a separate transition

matrix for each transition. Therefore, the vector Φ contains the probability of

belonging to the mover chain, the initial probability of the non-conserver state,
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Table 6.1: Minus twice the log-likelihood (−2log(L)), number of parameters (p),

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), corrected Akaike Information Criterion

(AICc), and BIC and AICc weights of the models fitted in Illustration 1 (upper

panel), and Illustration 2 (lower panel).

Model −2log(L) p BIC AICc wBIC wAICc

IND 141.4 9 182.9 161.3 0 0

COR 140.4 11 191.2 165.4 0 0

AR 92.0 15 161.2 127.6 0.325 0.531

ARR 95.2 14 159.8 128.0 0.674 0.437

ARRN 88.9 20 181.2 139.4 0.002 0.031

ARRG 89.0 18 172.0 133.3 0.002 0.037

AR-ABS 263.0 11 313.8 288.0 0 0

C-NC 6328.24 10 6381.61 6349.34 0 0

1TM 6230.76 14 6305.48 6260.91 0.832 0.663

2SYM 6234.13 14 6308.86 6264.28 0.154 0.123

2TM 6230.66 16 6316.06 6265.48 0.004 0.068

4SYM 6229.12 16 6314.52 6263.94 0.009 0.146

and 8 transition probabilities of the mover chain. AICc and BIC, shown in Table

6.1, favor model ARR to models ARRG and ARRN. The log-likelihood difference

tests of model ARRN and ARRG versus model ARR do not reject model ARR

(p = 0.39 and p = 0.19, resp.). We discuss and compare the results of models

ARR and AR-ABS, which are shown in Table 6.2.

The estimates of the means in model ARR agree with our expectations: 2.039

and 0.176 in the non-conserver and conserver state, respectively. We observe

a slight bias to overestimate the correct water level in the conserver state (see

also Dolan et al., 2004). The confidence intervals of the means are narrow, re-

flecting the good separation of the components. As expected, the variance at

the first occasion is much larger in the conserver state, �2(�0C) = 0.340, than in

the non-conserver state, �2(�0N) = 0.004. The residual variances associated with

the transitions NN , CN and CC are small compared to the residual variances

of the transition NC. The autoregressive coefficient between two consecutive

non-conserver states is small �NN = 0.004, compared to the autoregressive co-
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Table 6.2: Parameter estimates (Est.) and selected 90% confidence intervals

(c.i.) of models AR, ARR and AR-ABS from Illustration 1 and model 1TM from

Illustration 2. Column Exp. shows the expected values of the mean heights. *

denotes fixed parameters.

AR ARR AR-ABS

Exp. Est. l.c.i. u.c.i. Est. l.c.i. u.c.i. Est. l.c.i. u.c.i.

�N 2.0 2.039 2.030 2.048 2.039 2.031 2.048 2.039 2.029 2.049

�C 0 0.176 0.093 0.265 0.176 0.091 0.265 0.526 0.353 0.695

�2(�0N ) 0.004 0.004 0.004

�2(�0C) 0.322 0.340 0.397

�2(�NN ) 0.005 0.005 0.006

�2(�NC) 0.601 0.580 0.544

�2(�CN ) 0.030 0.031

�2(�CC) 0.145 0.146 0.939

�NN -0.005 0.004 0.017

�CC 0.251 0.256 0.277

�M 0.643 0.505 0.851 0.749 0.627 0.952 1*

�N ∣M 0.697 0.550 0.819 0.604 0.483 0.723 0.704 0.618 0.781

�N ∣S 0.716 0.365 0.966 1*

�N ∣NM 0.616 0.454 0.776 0.630 0.472 0.785 0.818 0.762 0.867

�N ∣CM 0.354 0.236 0.487 0.258 0.189 0.336 0*

TM1

Exp. Est. l.c.i. u.c.i.

�N 28.28 28.14 27.52 28.74

�C1 18.86 16.21 15.57 16.87

�C2 14.14 14.53 13.91 15.18

�C3 12.57 14.24 13.51 14.99

�N 3.63 3.25 4.06

�C15 5.46 5.05 5.93

�C24 5.30 4.90 5.78

�C3 5.58 5.07 6.20

�CC 0.57 0.50 0.63

�M 0.13 0.08 0.22

�N ∣M 0.72 0.41 0.93

�N ∣S 0.14 0.09 0.19

�N ∣NM 0.51 0.32 0.73

�C∣CM 0.82 0.65 0.93
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efficient between two conserver states �CC = 0.256. The residual variances and

autoregressive coefficients result in a mean variance in the non-conserver state

(conserver state) of 0.015 (0.368) with a standard deviation of 0.013 (0.185). As

expected, the variance is larger in the conserver states than in the non-conserver

states. The mean correlation between two consecutive non-conserver states is

close to zero (0.006), while the mean correlation between two consecutive con-

server states equals 0.361. The probability of belonging to the mover chain equals

0.749. The initial probability of the movers to start in the non-conserver state

equals 0.604. The estimates of the transition probability from non-conserver

(conserver) to non-conserver state equals 0.630 (0.258).

In comparing the results of model ARR to those of the poorly fitting model

AR-ABS, it is noteworthy that the mean of the conserver component is much

larger (�C = 0.526) than expected, and larger than in all the other models

(0.169 < �C < 0.303). In addition, the residual variance of remaining in the

conserver state is much larger (�2(�CC) = 0.9392) than in the other simplex

models (0.143 < �2(�CC) < 0.146). These results reflect the incorporation of

the switching components into the absorbing conserver components, as they

have a larger variance than the non-conserver components. Note that this also

can be observed, when a two-component independent response model (one con-

server and one non-conserver-component, without switching) is fitted to the data

(−2logL = 400.9, npar = 5,BIC = 424,AICc = 412). The poor fit of model

AR-ABS is consistent with the Piagetian theory, and the experimental finding

that the transition from the non-conserver to the conserver state proceeds via an

unstable transition phase (e.g., van der Maas, 1993; van der Maas & Molenaar,

1996).

6.6.2 Illustration 2

In the second illustration, we model the responses to a sequence of different items

in one experimental session. The items differed systematically in that the width

of the empty glass is increased in the first half of the trials, and decreased in

the second half of the trials, while the width and the water-level of the filled

glass remains constant (see Figure 6.3). In this example, switching between the

states is supposed to occur in those subjects, who are in the transition phase,

as a response to the experimental manipulation of the difference in width of the

two glasses. Jansen and van der Maas (2001) found that children’s rule switching

in a proportional reasoning task depends on the salience of relevant dimensions.
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Based on this result, we expect subjects in the transition phase to be in the non-

conserver state on items, in which the difference in width of the two glasses is

small, and switch to the conserver state in items with a greater and thus more

salient difference in width. In other words, in addition to the stayer chain, we

expect a chain, in which subjects switch from non-conserver to conserver state

within the first part of the series, and switch back during the last trials.

Here, the focus is on the patterns of the switches in the mover chain, i.e.,

the possible sequences, because they may distinguish between continuous and

discontinuous models of development. One pattern, called hysteresis, is predicted

by catastrophe theory (a discontinuous model), but not by any continuous model,

and therefore is an important indication of discontinuous development (Jansen &

van der Maas, 2001; van der Maas & Molenaar, 1992). In the present example,

hysteresis occurs when the switch back from conserver to non-conserver state

occurs in an item with a smaller difference in width than the first switch from

the non-conserver state to the conserver state. It is possible to constrain the

transition matrices of the mover chain in such a way that only specific sequences

are possible, e.g., patterns that are or are not in concordance with the existence

of hysteresis. However, as the estimated number of subjects in the transition

phase is small, we consider only a rough implementation of hysteresis patterns.

Task

The paper-and-pencil hysteresis conservation anticipation task consists of 9 sys-

tematically varying items. As mentioned above, the width of the empty glass is

increased in the first 5 trials, and decreased by the same steps in the 4 subsequent

trials. Each trial is given on a separate page of the test booklet. We analyze five

trials (Trials 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8), which we will refer to as Trials 1 to 5 (see Figure

6.3). The items used at Trials 1 and 5 are identical (Item 1), as are the items

used at Trials 2 and 4 (Item 2). The subjects indicated the predicted water level

by drawing a line in the right glass. The mean of the height measured from the

bottom of the glass at the left and at the right side was recorded in millimeters.

Sample

A total of 208 children in the age range from 5.9 to 8.0 years (mean 10.4) com-

pleted the hysteresis conservation anticipation task in their school settings (for

details, see Jansen & van der Maas, 2001). Only 1% of the data is missing.
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Item 1

Trial  1

Item 2

Trial  2

Item 3

Trial  3

Item 2

Trial  4

Item 1

Trial  5

Figure 6.3: Analyzed items of the paper-and-pencil hysteresis conservation an-

ticipation task. The original widths of the empty glass of Items 1 to 3 equal

4.2, 5.6 and 6.3 cm, respectively. Children were required to draw a line at the

predicted water level of the amount of liquid in the left glass when the water

is poured into the right glass.

Models

We report the results of five models. In all models, a simple covariance structure

model within the components is adopted, in which the correlation between con-

server responses is estimated �CC , while all other correlations are fixed to zero.

As the non-conservers are expected to respond with a simple alignment, and the

water-level of the left glass equals 28.28mm in all items, we estimate a single

mean and variance in the non-conserver state. The correct responses on Trials 1

and 5 and on Trials 2 and 4 are identical. Therefore, we estimate three different

means and variances in the conserver state. Together, these total 9 parameters.

For example, the component mean vector and the component covariance matrices

of the component that corresponds to the sequence s = NNCCN in these three

within-component models are:

�s = [�N , �N , �C3, �C2, �N ]
t, and

Σs =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

�2

N
0 0 0 0

0 �2

N 0 0 0

0 0 �2

C3
�CC�C3�C2 0

0 0 �CC�C3�C2 �2

C2
0

0 0 0 0 �2

N

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

.

The models differ in the transition part, as shown in Table 6.3. The first

model (C-NC) is a stayer model, and hence comprises of only two components,

i.e., conservers on all items and non-conservers on all items. In this model, the

initial probability of the conservers is estimated.8 Model C-NC is expected if the

sample does not include subjects in the transition phase, or if the experimen-

tal manipulation has had no effect. The other four models result from adding

8This model is analogous to a two-latent class model with local dependence in one class.
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Table 6.3: Transition matrices of the fitted models. Free parameters are de-

noted by letters. Parameters denoted by the same letter are constrained to

be equal.

Model Transition 1 Transition 2 Transition 3 Transition 4

Trial 1 to 2 Trial 2 to 3 Trial 3 to 4 Trial 4 to 5

C-NC

[

1 0

0 1

]

=

[

1 0

0 1

]

=

[

1 0

0 1

]

=

[

1 0

0 1

]

1TM

[

a (1− b)

(1− a) b

]

=

[

a (1− b)

(1− a) b

]

=

[

a (1− b)

(1− a) b

]

=

[

a (1− b)

(1− a) b

]

2TM

[

a (1− b)

(1− a) b

]

=

[

a (1− b)

(1− a) b

] [

c (1− d)

(1− c) d

]

=

[

c (1− d)

(1− c) d

]

2SYM

[

a (1− b)

(1− a) b

]

=

[

a (1− b)

(1− a) b

] [

b (1− a)

(1− b) a

]

=

[

b (1− a)

(1− b) a

]

4SYM

[

a (1− b)

(1− a) b

] [

c (1− d)

(1− c) d

] [

d (1− c)

(1− d) c

] [

b (1− a)

(1− b) a

]

differently specified mover chains to model C-NC. The stationary model 1TM is

the simplest model that includes switching. Here, we estimate a single transition

matrix, i.e., 2 transition parameters, for all 4 transitions in the mover chain. In

model 2TM we estimate two transition matrices, one for the first two transitions,

the other for the last two transitions. This results in 4 parameters.

In model 2SYM we specify two transition matrices as in model 2TM, but con-

strain the probability of switching in one direction on the first two transitions to

be equal to the probability of switching back on the last two transitions. So, we

estimate two transition probabilities. Finally, in model 4SYM, we specify 4 tran-

sition matrices. The first two are free, and the third and fourth are constrained,

as in model 2SYM. As such, the probability of switching in one direction at tran-

sition 1 (2) equals the transition probability of switching back at transition 4 (3).

Given hysteresis, a symmetric structure of the transition matrices as specified in

models 2SYM and 4SYM, would not be expected to fit the data well, compared

to the equally parsimonious models 1TM and 2TM.
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Results

Table 6.1 (lower panel) shows that all four models that incorporate switching fit

substantially better than the stayer-model, judged by the BIC and AICc. The

mover-stayer model with one estimated transition matrix (1TM) fits better than

the equally parsimonious model with symmetric transition probabilities (2SYM),

and better than the two less parsimonious models, in which 4 transition prob-

abilities are estimated (2TM and 4SYM). When the initial probability of the

non-conserver state in the mover chain (�N ∣M) is fixed to one, the resulting mod-

els all fit less well than the models presented here. This is unexpected, as it

suggests that some subjects respond correctly on the supposedly more difficult

first item, and then switch to the non-conserver state on later, presumably easier,

items.

We focus on the parameter estimates of model 1TM, which are shown together

with 90% confidence intervals in Table 6.2. The mean in the non-conserver state

is estimated as �N = 28, 140mm, as expected, and the means in the conserver

state are �C1 = 16, 21mm, �C2 = 14, 53mm, �C3 = 14, 24mm. The estimates

differ slightly from the expected values, but the means decrease, as expected.

The standard deviation in the non-conserver state (�N = 3, 62) is lower than in

the conserver states (�C1 = 5, 460, �C2 = 5, 300, �C3 = 5, 579). The correlation

between the responses of two conserver states equals �CC = 0, 566. The propor-

tion of stayers is quite high (�stayer = 0, 872). The proportion of non-conservers

is small in the stayer chain (�N ∣S = 0, 141). In the mover chain the probability

of starting in the non-conserver state equals �N ∣M = 0, 718, and the transition

probabilities equal �N ∣NM = 0, 505 �C∣CM = 0, 821. As can be seen in the lower

part of Table 6.2, the 90% confidence intervals of the transition parameters in

the mover chain are large. This is due to the fact that these parameter estimates

are based on only a small part of the whole sample, i.e., the number of movers

that is estimated as 208× 0.1281 = 27.

The results suggest that in the present data set the existence of hysteresis is

quite probable. Unfortunately, as only a small number of the subjects is in the

transition phase, and as the separation of the components is less good than in the

first illustration, it is not possible to draw strong conclusions about the existence

of hysteresis. However, with the present models the presence of hysteresis can

be tested in further studies, in which the separation of the components should

be increased by improving the test stimuli, and in which more data should be

gathered in subjects who are in the transition phase.
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6.7 Discussion

In contrast to Markovian transition models for discrete longitudinal data, anal-

ogous models for normal data have received relatively little attention. Dolan et

al. (2004) is an exception, but they considered only a single model (analogous

to van de Pol and Langeheine’s (1990) latent Markov model). In the present

chapter, we have presented and applied a general model for normal data, which

includes the same set of models as van de Pol and Langeheine’s MMLC model

for discrete data. We discussed and demonstrated the possibility of combining

the Markovian transition model with covariance structure modeling of individ-

ual differences within a given sequence of classes. That is, we do not require

independence of responses, conditional on class, or on sequence of classes. The

possibility of covariance structure modeling allows one to test substantive hy-

potheses concerning the psychological processes that are involved in producing a

given response. Similar possibilities in discrete models have been considered by

Uebersax (1999) and Hagenaars (1988). However, the LISREL submodel consid-

ered here generally confers great flexibility, as it includes many specific models,

such as factor models, simplex models, and random effects models. For example,

see Dolan et al. (2005) for a simple transition model based on the linear growth

curve model.

In addition to presenting the general model, we demonstrated that the various

special cases of the general model may be viewed as highly constrained (possibly

multi-group) multivariate normal mixture models (see also Dolan et al., 2004).

As such, these models can be fitted in the program Mx (Neale & Miller, 1997)

by means of raw data likelihood estimation. Actual model specification in Mx

ranges from the simple (e.g., models that include conditional independence, e.g.,

model IND above) to the quite complicated. In some cases, we wrote scripts

in the freely available program R (R Development Core Team, 2004) to facili-

tate the Mx specification. These R scripts as well as the Mx input scripts used

here are available on request. Once the scripts were in place, we encountered

few computational problems in running Mx. We did consistently vary starting

values, as local minima form a well-known potential problem in mixture model-

ing (McLachlan & Peel, 2000). Fortunately, Mx has the facility to vary starting

values automatically. The feasibility of fitting mixtures depends in part on the

separation of the components. While the latent classes were well separated in Il-

lustration 1, they were much less well separated in Illustration 2, without causing

great computational difficulties. No doubt, this is due in part to the fact that the
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mixtures are highly constrained, both with respect to the means and the mixing

proportions.

Although our aim was to present a version of van de Pol and Langeheine’s

(1990) MMLC model for normal data, the present implementation of this model in

Mx offers several novel possibilities, such as LISREL modeling within a sequence

of classes. In addition, we demonstrated in Illustration 2 the possibility of varying

the exact nature of the indicator variable. This allows one to experimentally

investigate the effects of stimulus manipulation on the transition between latent

classes. This offers interesting possibilities in studying learning (e.g., Raijmakers

et al., 2001). Of course in varying stimulus material, one has to take care that the

nature of the construct being measured does not change. In the case of Illustration

2, we consider this problem to be negligible (see Fig. 3). The possibility of

specifying non-stationary transition probabilities is useful in combination with

varying indicators.

We have limited our presentation to single indicator models, i.e., the repeated

measures are univariate. Langeheine (1994) has extended the general MMLC

model (van de Pol & Langeheine, 1990) to include multiple indicators. This

same extension in the normal analogue of the MMLC model, presented here, is

also possible. For an example of this in the present model, again using Mx, we

refer the reader to the Mx script library.
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Parameter Identification in Multinomial

Processing Tree Models

Multinomial processing tree models form a popular class of statistical models for

categorical data that have applications in various areas of psychological research.

As in all statistical models, establishing which parameters are identified is neces-

sary for model inference and selection based on the likelihood function, and for

the interpretation of the results. The required calculations to establish global

identification can become intractable in complex models. We show how to estab-

lish local identification in multinomial processing tree models, based on formal

methods independently proposed by Catchpole et al. (Catchpole, Freeman and

Morgan, 1997. Biometrika, 593-598), and by Bekker et al. (Bekker, Merckens,

Wansbeek, 1994). This approach is illustrated with multinomial processing tree

models for the source monitoring paradigm in memory research.

7.1 Introduction

Multinomial processing tree (MPT) models form an increasingly popular class

of stochastic models for categorical data that have applications in a variety of

research areas in cognitive, differential, and social psychology (e.g., Batchelder

& Riefer, 1999, 2007; Stahl, 2006). For example, Batchelder and Riefer (1999)

discuss over 80 applications of MPT models in various areas of psychology includ-

ing memory, perception, and reasoning. The statistical theory of MPT models,

including maximum-likelihood parameter estimation, overall model testing, and

tests of specific hypotheses within models, has been discussed by Riefer and

Batchelder (1988) and Hu and Batchelder (1994). Flexible software to fit MPT

models by means of maximum likelihood estimation has been developed by Hu

and Phillips (1999), Stahl and Klauer (2007), and Rothkegel (1999). MPT models

entail a reparameterization of the cell probabilities of the multinomial or product-

multinomial distribution (Bishop, Fienberg, & Holland, 1975; Andersen, 1980) in

terms of parameters that are assumed to represent the probabilities of underly-

ing cognitive processes. The underlying cognitive architecture is represented as a
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rooted tree, in which each branch represents a processing sequence leading to an

observable categorical response. More than one branch may terminate in a given

response.

In MPT models, as in all statistical models, model identification (the ability

to infer parameter values from data) is an important issue. This is particularly

true in MPT models because in most applications parameter estimates are in-

terpreted as measurements of underlying latent cognitive processes. A common

cause of non-identifiability of a model is parameter redundancy, in which case the

likelihood of the model can be expressed as a function of fewer than the original

number of parameters (Catchpole & Morgan, 1997). If a model is not param-

eter redundant, it is at least locally identified, and possibly globally identified.

The stricter property of global identification requires the ability to infer param-

eter values uniquely, beyond local identification for the whole parameter space

(Bekker, Merckens, & Wansbeek, 1994; Cole & Morgan, 2008). We go into the

details of local and global identification in terms of MPT models below.

In a MPT model there is a function f (�) that maps the model’s parameter

space into the set of possible multinomial probability distributions. Global iden-

tification can be established by proving that inequality of two parameter vectors

� ∕= �∗ implies inequality of the modeled multinomial cell probability vectors

f (�) ∕= f (�∗) for all parameter vectors � and �∗ in the parameter space (Riefer

& Batchelder, 1988; Hu & Batchelder, 1994; Meiser, 2005; see also Bishop et

al., 1975, p.510). The required calculations for establishing global identification

can become tedious and, even, intractable in complex models. In this case, the

next best thing to do is establishing local identification, i.e., � ∕= �∗ implies

f (�) ∕= f (�∗) for all �∗ in an open neighborhood around �. One can investi-

gate local identification empirically by choosing plausible numerical values of the

parameter vector �G, and fitting the generating MPT model to artificial (simu-

lated) data generated by �G, or to exact summary statistics (i.e., the expected cell

counts, which are derived from the probabilities f (�G) implied by the generating

MPT model). Obtaining parameter estimates sufficiently close to the true val-

ues �G (in the case of simulated data), or recovering exactly the true parameter

values (in the case of exact summary statistics) is a necessary condition for local

identification. Ideally, one should fit the model many times with varying starting

values to establish that, regardless of the starting point in the parameter space,

the same estimated parameter vector is recovered consistently. In addition, fol-

lowing such analyses, one may inspect the rank of the Information matrix (i.e.,

the matrix of second order partial derivatives of the log of the likelihood vector
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function with respect to the parameter vector; Azzalini, 1996) numerically to

establish that it is positive definite, i.e., all eigenvalues are real and greater than

zero (Viallefont, Lebreton, & Reboulet, 1998). Various method are available to

calculate the Information matrix (e.g., Stahl & Klauer, 2007, Dolan & Molenaar,

1991; Viallefont et al., 1998). However, as we shall see below, the expression for

the expected Information matrix is quite simple in parameterized multinomial

models.

An alternative approach to establish local identification is by means of sym-

bolic calculation. This approach has the advantage that it does not require an

arbitrary choice of parameter values, and avoids numerical computations (e.g.,

minimization) altogether. It does require symbolic calculations, which can be car-

ried out readily using available computer algebra software. Catchpole et al. de-

veloped this method in a series of papers for capture-recapture models (Catchpole

& Morgan, 1997; Catchpole, Morgan, & Freeman, 1998; Catchpole & Morgan,

2001; Catchpole, Morgan, & Viallefont, 2002). They also considered the problem

of deriving identifying constrains given an unidentified model. Independently,

Bekker et al. (1994) developed this method in the context of structural equation

modeling. The aim of this chapter is to discuss this method in the context of

MPT modeling, and to present several illustrations using the open-source pro-

gram Maxima (Doider, 2007). Input code for the commercial program Maple

(Monagan et al., 2008) is available upon request.

7.2 MPT models

MPT models specify a reparameterization of the category probabilities of the

multinomial or product-multinomial distribution (Bishop et al., 1975; Andersen,

1980) in terms of parameters that are derived from a substantive theory. Assume

a random sample of N independent and identically distributed observations, each

of which can be classified into one of J discrete, mutually exclusive, and jointly

exhaustive response categories, C1, C2, . . . , CJ . Let nj be the number of obser-

vations in Cj , and let D = (n1, n2, . . . , nj, . . . , nJ) be the data vector of counts.

The joint distribution of the data D is given by the multinomial distribution

P (D; p1, . . . , pJ) = N !

J
∏

j=1

p
nj

j /nj!, (7.1)

where pj is the probability that an observation falls into category Cj, and N =
∑J

j=1 nj . The set of all possible J-dimensional probability distributions over J
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categories is given by ΩJ = {p : pj ≥ 0,
∑J

j=1 pj = 1}. The vector of observed

data proportions P = D/N is a point in ΩJ .

Based on the experimental design, e.g., in the case of multiple within and/or

between participant conditions, the observations may be separated intoK disjoint

data sets Dk, where data set Dk consists of Nk independent and identically

distributed observations, which fall into one of Jk categories Ck1, Ck2, . . . , CkJk .

In this case assuming independence between data sets, the joint probability of

the K random vectors Dk = (nk1, nk2, . . . , nkJk) of category counts is given by

the product-multinomial distribution

P (D1, . . . ,DK ; p11, . . . , p1J , . . . , pK1, . . . , pKJ) =

K
∏

k=1

Nk!

Jk
∏

j=1

p
nkj

kj /nkj!, (7.2)

where pkj is the probability that an observation falls into category j of condition k,

and
∑Jk

j=1 pkj = 1, and where Nk =
∑Jk

j=1 nkj . The set of all possible combinations

of the K probability vectors ΩKJ equals the Cartesian product of the sets of all

Jk-dimensional probability vectors ΩJk of all conditions.

In MPT models, the product-multinomial distribution in Equation (7.2) is

reparameterized through a vector � of S functionally independent model param-

eters, � = (�1, . . . , �S), 1 ≤ S ≤ (
∑K

k=1 Jk) − K, with each �s lying within the

interval [0, 1] or a subinterval thereof. A vector function f (�) of the parameters

maps each point � in the parameter space Θ onto a point in the space of all sets

of possible probability vectors ΩKJ , such that the product-multinomial cell prob-

abilities pkj are modeled by fkj(�). Each MPT model parameter �s represents

the probability of a latent cognitive event that may be involved in the generation

of a manifest behavioral response. The likelihood function for the k-th data set

is given by

Lk(Dk; �) = Nk!

Jk
∏

j=1

[fkj(�)]
nkj/nkj!. (7.3)

The likelihood function for the joint or product-multinomial model is the product

of the K likelihood functions:

L(D1, . . . ,DK ; �) =

K
∏

k=1

Lk(Dk; �). (7.4)

7.3 Identification

Subject to various regularity conditions (Bishop et al., 1975, page 510; Read

& Cressie, 1988), maximization of the expression in Eq. 7.4 produces unique
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maximum likelihood parameter estimates of �, �ML, which converge to the true

parameter vector, �T , as the number of observations, N , is increased. The regu-

larity conditions, which ensure that such estimates actually exist, stipulate inter

alia that � ∕= �T implies f (�) ∕= f (�T ), i.e., the global identifying condition

considered in the context of MPT modeling by Riefer and Batchelder (1988); Hu

and Batchelder (1994), and Meiser (2005). But demonstrating that this condi-

tion is satisfied can be difficult in complex models even using computer algebra

programs like Maple or Maxima. Thus one may have to resort to other meth-

ods. As mentioned above, Viallefont et al. (1998) suggested to calculate the rank

of the Information matrix at the point �ML as an empirical (numerical) test of

local identification. They show that the rank of this Information matrix equals

the number of identified parameters. This is also the standard method of estab-

lishing empirical (local) identification in structural equation modeling software,

such as LISREL (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 2002; Bollen, 1989). To establish local

identification, Catchpole et al. (1997; 1998; 2001; 2002) and Bekker et al. (1994)

suggested to inspect the rank of the (
∑K

k=1 Jk×S)-dimensional Jacobian matrix,

J(�) = ∂f (�)/∂� using symbolic manipulation. A necessary condition for global

identification is that this matrix has full column rank, which can be established

using computer algebra programs. In the case of parameterized multinomial mod-

els, one can cast the problem in terms of the rank of the Jacobian matrix or the

Information matrix. Specifically, the (S × S)-dimensional Information matrix

I(�), equals J(�)tF (�)J(�), where F (�) is a diagonal matrix with the parame-

terized multinomial probabilities f (�) on the diagonal (Bishop et al., 1975, page

512, note that Bishop et al. express I(�) = AtA, where A = F (�)1/2J(�). This

implies At = J(�)tF (�)t/2, which gives AtA = J(�)tF (�)J(�).). Regularity con-

ditions (Bishop et al., 1975, p. 510) stipulate that the components of f (�) be

positive (specifically 0 < fkj(�) < 1), so that F (�) is positive definite by these

conditions. Consequently the I(�) is positive definite, i.e., full rank, if and only

if J(�) is full column rank. Following Catchpole et al. (1997; 1998; 2001; 2002),

we focus on establishing the rank of J(�) in MPT models symbolically as this

is more convenient than inspecting the symbolic expected Information matrix.

The number of parameters S equals the sum of the rank of the Jacobian matrix,

and of the dimension of its null space, i.e., the subset of the parameter space Θ

consisting of all those elements of Θ that are mapped by f (�) to the zero vector.

If the Jacobian matrix is not full rank, i.e., it is rank deficient, the null space can

be used to examine, which of the parameters are identified, and which are not.

Only those parameters are identified, which correspond to the elements that are
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zero in all vectors spanning the null space. This use of the null space is illustrated

below.

We should note that the present condition of a full rank Jacobian matrix

guarantees local identification, in the sense that its fulfillment implies that the

model cannot be be reparameterized with fewer than S parameters (i.e., without

a change in f (�) and the attendant increase in the loglikelihood). For this rea-

son Catchpole et al. (1997; 1998; 2001; 2002) emphasized its role in detecting

parameter redundancy. Catchpole and Morgan (1997) distinguish two hierarchi-

cally ordered kinds of locally identified models: essentially and conditionally full

rank models. In essentially full rank models, the Jacobian matrix is full rank

in the whole parameter space, while in conditionally full rank models, there ex-

ist parameter values, for which the rank of the Jacobian matrix is full, while

the model is parameter redundant conditional on specific parameter values or

constraints on the parameter space. However, even an essential full rank Jaco-

bian matrix does not necessarily imply the global identification requirement that

� ∕= �T ⇒ f (�) ∕= f (�T ). To see this, consider the following example of flipping

two coins N times, each with a iid probability of head of q. The possible categories

are ”head twice” (HH), ”different” (D), and ”tail twice” (TT), and the respec-

tive probabilities are f (�) = (q2, 2q(1− q), (1− q)2). The subset of probabilities

generated by the model is restricted to the curve shown in the left panel of Fig.

7.1. As q ranges between 0 and 1, p(q) follows a one-dimensional curve in the set

of all possible probability vectors. Now suppose the categories HH and TT are

taken together into one category, ”same”. This is a four branch, two category

binary MPT. The category probability of ”same” equals fsame(�) = q2+(1− q)2,

and the probability of ”different” equals fdifferent(�) = 2(1− q)q. The parameter

vector is � = [q], with 0 < q < 1, and the Jacobian J(�) is essentially full column

rank, thus there is no parameter redundancy. But the model does not satisfy

� ∕= �T ⇒ f (�) ∕= f (�T ), because � = [q] and �∗ = [1 − q] yield the same cell

probabilities f (�) = f (�∗), as shown in the right panel of Fig. 7.1.

Note that this phenomenon also occurs in common factor analysis (Bollen,

1989). For instance, given appropriate scaling (of the unobserved common fac-

tor), the single common factor model is identified in the sense that the matrix

J(�) is full column rank. In this case, � is the vector of factor loadings and

residual variances, and f (�) is the vector of expected second order moments

(nonredundant elements in the expected covariance matrix). However, changing

the parameter vector by multiplying the factor loadings by −1 does not change

f (�). So here again we have an identified model that is locally, but not globally,
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Figure 7.1: Left panel: Ternary plot of the probability space of the coin toss

example with the three categories HH, D, TT. The solid curve represents the

subspace of probability vectors f(q) given by the model as q ranges between 0

and 1. Right panel: Probability of category ”same” as a function of q.

identified. One way to solve this problem both in factor models and in MPT

models is by restricting the parameter space by the imposition of appropriate

parameter boundaries.

7.4 Examples

Below we investigate local identification using the Jacobian rank method in two

MPT models for source monitoring. Source monitoring is a highly productive

paradigm in the study of memory (Batchelder & Riefer, 1990). In a source mon-

itoring experiment, participants first study items, which originate from two or

more sources, such as distinct word lists, speakers, or perceptual modalities. The

participants are then shown items, which they may or may not have studied pre-

viously. They are asked to indicate whether the items are new (i.e., distracters),

or originate from one of the sources. Batchelder and Riefer (1990, see also Bayen,

Murnane, & Erdfelder, 1996; Meiser & Bröder, 2002) developed MPT models to

analyze source monitoring data. These models allow one to estimate parameters,

which are associated with various cognitive processes involved in source monitor-
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ing. These processes include item detection and source discrimination. Here we

consider two MPT models for source monitoring, the two-high-threshold model

(Bayen et al., 1996) and the low-threshold model (Batchelder, Hu, & Riefer,

1994). The models share the characteristic that a separate tree is specified for

each type of items, where type is defined in terms of the item’s source (e.g., source

A, source B, source C, or new).

Two-high-threshold model

The two-high-threshold multinomial processing tree model (2HTSM; Bayen et al.,

1996) is a generalization of the one-high-threshold model (1HTSM; Batchelder &

Riefer, 1990). Bayen et al. (1996) presented an overview of the identified submod-

els of the 2HTSM for two sources. Keefe, Arnold, Bayen, McEvoy, and Wilson

(2002) considered submodels for three sources. In the following, we examine local

identification of the 2HTSM for three sources. A processing tree representation

of the 2HTSM model for three sources is shown in Fig. 7.2.

Each tree is composed of three different types of nodes, and starts with a

root node. The root node is connected with the first level branch nodes, e.g., D1

and (1 − D1) in the tree for Source A items. The first level branch nodes are

connected with the second level branch nodes, e.g., d1, (1 − d1), b, and (1 − b)).

The third level branch nodes are connected to leaf nodes, which represent one

of four category responses: A (Source A), B (Source B), C (Source C), and N

(New). Note that the branch nodes with probability one, e.g., between the d1

branch node and the A leaf node, ensure that all leaf nodes are on the same

branch level. This facilitates the matrix representation described below.

The model consists of the following parameters. D1 (D2, D3) is the probability

of detecting Source A (B, C) items as old; DN is the probability of detecting new

items as new; d1 (d2, d3) is the probability of correctly discriminating the source

of a Source A (B, C) item; a1 (a2, 1− a1− a2) is the probability of guessing that

a detected item comes from Source A (B, C); b is the probability of guessing that

an undetected item is old; g1 (g2, 1− g1 − g2) is the probability of guessing that

an undetected item comes from Source A (B, C), given that it was guessed as

being old.

As shown in Fig. 7.2, this model is not parameterized as a binary MPT model,

with bifurcations only. This implies restrictions on the parameter space, e.g.,

(a1+ a2) < 1. However, the trifurcations can easily be reparameterized to obtain

an equivalent binary MPT by replacing a1, a2, and (1−a1−a2) by �1, (1−�1)�2,
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d1 1 A

D1 a1 A

1− d1 a2 B

1− a1− a2 C

SourceA

g1 A

b g2 B

1−D1 1− g1− g2 C

1− b 1 N

d2 1 B

D2 a1 A

1− d2 a2 B

1− a1− a2 C

SourceB

g1 A

b g2 B

1−D2 1− g1− g2 C

1− b 1 N

d3 1 C

D3 a1 A

1− d3 a2 B

1− a1− a2 C

SourceC

g1 A

b g2 B

1−D3 1− g1− g2 C

1− b 1 N

DN 1 N

New

g1 A

b g2 B

1−DN 1− g1− g2 C

1− b 1 N

Figure 7.2: Two-high-threshold MPT model of source monitoring for three

sources. D1 (D2, D3) = probability of detecting Source A (B, C) items as old;

DN probability of detecting new items as new; d1 (d2, d3) = probability of cor-

rectly discriminating the source of a Source A (B, C) item; a1 (a2, 1 − a1 − a2)

= probability of guessing that a detected item comes from Source A (B, C);

b= probability of guessing that an undetected item is old; g1 (g2, 1 − g1 − g2) =

probability of guessing that an undetected item comes from Source A (B, C).

The model includes 12 independent parameters.
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and (1 − �2), respectively. An advantage of the binary representation is that

one can resort to estimation subject solely to boundary constraints (0 < �1 < 1;

0 < �2 < 1). The disadvantage is that one no longer obtains parameter estimates,

which are directly interpretable in term of the cognitive process of interest, e.g.,

a2 vs. (1 − �1)�2, although these can be derived readily (a2 = (1 − �1)�2. The

transformation of standard errors of the interpretable estimates (a1, a2) is however

more complicated. We emphasize that these variations in parameterization have

no bearing on the evaluation of local identification by inspecting the null space

of the Jacobian. That is, variations in model parameterization will not render an

identified model unidentified (or vice versa).

The following illustration parallels the Maxima input script for this model,

which is shown in the Appendix. The reparameterizations of the multinomial

cell probabilities implied by this model may be obtained from the diagram by

adding up all branch probabilities terminating in a specific category. We find

the following matrix representation convenient to calculate the multinomial cell

probabilities in computer algebra packages. For each branch level l of the MPT,

with N l
in incoming branches, and N l

out outgoing branches, let M l be a matrix

of dimension N l
out × N l

in, where element ml
ij denotes the probability of branch

i given branch j. For instance, for source A, the first, second, and third level

matrices equal

M1
A =

(

D1

1−D1

)

,M2
A =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

d1 0

1− d1 0

0 b

0 1− b

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

, and

M3
A =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

1 0 0 0

0 a1 0 0

0 a2 0 0

0 −a2 − a1 + 1 0 0

0 0 g1 0

0 0 g2 0

0 0 −g2 − g1 + 1 0

0 0 0 1

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

, respectively.

The last level matrix ML converges the multiple branches leading to each of the

i response categories in the leaf nodes to an i- dimensional vector, e.g., it maps

the leaf nodes onto the four category responses. For source A, the last level
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matrix equals

M4
A =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

.

The probability vector of a MPT model with L branch levels is given by the

product of matrices MLML−1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅M1, e.g., for source A:

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

((−a1 + 1) d− g1 b+ a1) D + g1 b

(−a2 d− g2 b+ a2) D + g2 b

((a2 + a1 − 1) d+ (g2 + g1 − 1) b− a2 − a1 + 1) D + (−g2 − g1 + 1) b

(b− 1) D − b+ 1

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

.

In the joint MPT model, the probability vectors of the independent trees are

appended, e.g., for the 2HTSM with three sources:

f(�) =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

((−a1 + 1) d1 − g1 b+ a1) D1 + g1 b

(−a2 d1 − g2 b+ a2) D1 + g2 b

((a2 + a1 − 1) d1 + (g2 + g1 − 1) b− a2 − a1 + 1) D1 + (−g2 − g1 + 1) b

(b− 1) D1 − b+ 1

(−a1 d2 − g1 b+ a1) D2 + g1 b

((−a2 + 1) d2 − g2 b+ a2) D2 + g2 b

((a2 + a1 − 1) d2 + (g2 + g1 − 1) b− a2 − a1 + 1) D2 + (−g2 − g1 + 1) b

(b− 1) D2 − b+ 1

(−a1 d3 − g1 b+ a1) D3 + g1 b

(−a2 d3 − g2 b+ a2) D3 + g2 b

((a2 + a1 − 1) d3 + (g2 + g1 − 1) b− a2 − a1 + 1) D3 + (−g2 − g1 + 1) b

(b− 1) D3 − b+ 1

−g1 bDN + g1 b

−g2 bDN + g2 b

(g2 + g1 − 1) bDN + (−g2 − g1 + 1) b

bDN − b+ 1

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟
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For instance, the probability of response A given source A equals D1d1 +D1(1−

d1)a1+(1−D1)bg1, which, given some manipulation, equals the first row in f (�).

The vector of free parameters is �t = [D1, D2, D3, DN , d1, d2, d3, a1, a2, g1, g2, b].

Next, with the probability vector f (�) and the vector of parameters � in place,

the Jacobian and its rank are calculated. This model is full rank, i.e., locally

identified, as the rank equals the number of parameters. The null space contains

only the null vector, in which case Maxima returns as null space: span().

As mentioned above, Catchpole and Morgan (1997) distinguish essentially

and conditionally full rank models. In essentially full rank models, the Jacobian

matrix is full rank in the whole parameter space, while in conditionally full rank
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models, the rank of the Jacobian matrix is full for some, but not for all parameter

values. Therefore, nested submodels of conditionally full rank models are not

necessarily identified. Consider the submodel 2HTSM* with equality constraints

on the detection parameters D1 = D2 = D3 = D, and on the discrimination

parameters d1 = d2 = d3 = d. The 8-dimensional parameter vector equals

�t = [D,DN , d, a1, a2, g1, g2, b], and the rank of the Jacobian equals 7. Submodel

2HTSM* is unidentified. The null space is calculated to determine which of the

parameters are unidentified. As the model has rank deficiency of 1, the null space

is one-dimensional. Maxima outputs:

span
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The vector, in this case it is only one, spanning the null space has all zero

entries only for the elements corresponding to the two guessing parameters g1

and g2. So only those two parameters are locally identified. The imposition of

equality constraints on the guessing and bias parameters in model 2HTSM, i.e.,

g1 = a1 and g2 = a2 again results in an unidentified model. As submodels of the

2HTSM are not locally identified, the 2HTSM is only conditionally full rank.

Low-threshold model

In the 2HTSM, the two high detection thresholds ensure that new items are

never detected as old, and old items are never detected as new. Allowing new

items to be - erroneously - detected as old results in the following unidentified

low threshold model (LTSM; Batchelder, Hu, & Riefer, 1994). Old items are

processed exactly as in the 2HTSM (see Fig. 7.2). The amended processing tree

for new items is shown in Fig. 7.3. New items are erroneously detected as old

with probability DN , and then classified as source A, B, or C with probabilities

a1, a2, and 1 − a1 − a2, respectively. Undetected new items are classified as A,

B, C or N as in the 2HTSM above. This version of a LTSM is not identified.

Batchelder, Riefer, and Hu (1994) proposed to fix both the bias b for the old

items, and the detection parameter of the new items DN to zero to arrive at
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a1 1 A

DN a2 1 B

1− a1− a2 1 C

New g1 A

b g2 B

1−DN 1− g1− g2 C

1− b 1 N

Figure 7.3: Processing tree of New items in the low-threshold MPT model of

source monitoring for three sources. DN probability of detecting new items as

old; a1 (a2, 1−a1−a2) = probability of guessing that a detected item comes from

Source A (B, C); b= probability of guessing that an undetected item is old; g1

(g2, 1 − g1 − g2) = probability of guessing that an undetected item comes from

Source A (B, C), given that it was guessed as being old. NB: The trees for A,

B, C source items are equal to those in Fig. 7.2.

Figure 7.4: A nested hierarchy of submodels of interest of the low-threshold

model with free parameters �t = [D1, D2, D3, DN , d1, d2, d3, a1, a2, g1, g2, b]. Arrows

point from the respective supermodel to its nested submodels. Parameter con-

straints of the submodels are indicated. Submodels in ovals are locally identi-

fied, while submodels in rectangles are parameter redundant.
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a theoretically relevant and identified submodel LTSM*. There are additional

ways of arriving at an identified model. Fig. 7.4 shows a nested hierarchy of

other submodels of interest, and whether or not those are locally identified by

the Jacobian rank test.

7.5 Other parameterizations

In the above, we have parameterized the model by exploiting the fact that the

probabilities associated with branchings sum to one. For instance, we parame-

terized a bifurcation by considering just one parameter (e.g., b and 1 − b), and

in a trifurcation we considered two parameters (e.g., a1, a2, and 1 − a1 − a2).

This parameterization simplifies the model specification and reduces the column

dimension of the Jacobian matrix. In actually fitting the model this param-

eterization may run into difficulties in the case of a trifurcation. Specifically,

given the parameterization a1, a2, and a3 = 1 − a1 − a2, boundary constraints

0 < a1 < 1 and 0 < a2 < 1 do not necessarily ensure that 0 < a3 < 1. To avoid

this problem in actually fitting the model it may be more convenient to formu-

late the optimization problem using explicit linear constraints. For instance, one

can estimate a1, a2, and a3 as free parameters subject to the boundary constraint

(0 < ai, i = 1, 2, 3) and the linear constraint, 1 =
∑3

i=1 ai. We point out that with

this parameterization, local identification can still be investigated by considering

the column rank of the Jacobian. The dimension of vector f (�) is increased by

adding the linear constraint (e.g., a1 + a2+ a3 = 1) and the column dimension of

the Jacobian is increased by the number of additional parameters (e.g., a3). We

emphasize that this parameterization results in the same conclusions concerning

the rank of the Jacobian and to the assessment of local identification. Maxima

and Maple input files employing this parameterization for the illustrations above

are available on request. The calculation of the expected Information matrix

remains relatively simple, but does include the Jacobian of the identifying con-

straints (e.g., 1 =
∑3

i=1 ai). We refer the reader to Aitchison and Silvey (1958)

for the relevant details.

7.6 Discussion

The analytical solution to the problem whether a given MPT model is globally

identified may be intractable even using programs like Maple and Maxima. One

may then resort to establishing local identification. This can be done numerically
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or, as we have discussed here, analytically by inspecting the rank of the Jacobian

matrix. The specification of the MPT model and the required symbolic manip-

ulations pose no problem for Maple and Maxima. In the case that the model

is not identified, the output of Maxima and Maple includes specific information

concerning which parameters in the model are not identified. This is useful, be-

cause it suggests which constraints will render the model locally identified. With

a variety of identifying constraints at one’s disposal, one can determine which

identifying constraints (if any) are theoretically defensible.

By the imposition of equality constraints, a nested model can be derived from

a locally identified model. Even though one is estimating a smaller number of

parameters in the nested model, the constraints may render the model unidenti-

fied. It is therefore important that local identification be checked for all nested

models (see Figure 7.4). In this connection, we note that the estimation of a

locally identified MPT model may, at least in theory, run into computational

difficulties when the parameters assume values close to those of a locally uniden-

tified submodel (Catchpole, Kgosi, & Morgan, 2001). This will result in empirical

underidentification 1, and can be diagnosed by inspection of the eigenvalues of

the Information matrix. Specifically, one or more eigenvalues will approach zero

(Catchpole et al., 2001; Gimenez, Viallefont, Catchpole, Choquet, & Morgan,

2004; Viallefont et al., 1998). As mentioned, identifying constraints in the nested

model can be derived from the Maple of Maxima output.

The imposition of the appropriate boundary, inequality, or order constraints

in a locally identified model may yield a globally identified model. However,

even in globally identified models empirical underidentification can be an issue,

if parameters are estimated close to or on the boundary of the parameter space

or the identifying constraint. In MPT models, parameters deeper in the tree

structure may then be unidentified. In this case, the Information matrix will

be ill-conditioned or singular. While other - mostly a posteriori - methods are

available to detect parameter redundancy and empirical underidentification, i.e.,

profile likelihood, inspection of the Information matrix, or simulation methods,

the present formal approach has the advantage of distinguishing between pa-

rameter redundancy and empirical underidentification, and of distinguishing be-

tween identified and redundant parameters within a parameter redundant model

(Gimenez et al., 2004). Gimenez, Choquet, and Lebreton (2003) presented a way

of distinguishing between essentially and conditionally full rank models by de-

1Empirical underidentification refers to the situation, in which the model is formally iden-

tified, but computationally problematic due to near singularity of the Information matrix.
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composing the transpose of the Jacobian matrix, which was further elaborated

by Cole and Morgan (2008, 2007). This approach may be elaborated for MPT

models as an alternative to testing the local identification of submodels.

We have considered the problem of establishing local identification in stan-

dard MPT models (Batchelder & Riefer, 1999). Klauer (2006) and Stahl and

Klauer (2007) proposed latent class hierarchical MPT models, i.e., finite mix-

tures of MPT models. As finite mixture models, they are in general not globally

identified as the order or the components in the mixture is arbitrary. This is not

generally a problem, but can be solved by the judicious imposition of inequality

constraints. A necessary constraint for local identification is that the component

MPT models are distinct, i.e., at least one parameter has to differ over the com-

ponents. Of course the greater the number of distinct parameters and the greater

their numerical difference, the better the component separation is. Poor compo-

nent separation may result in empirical underidentification. A formal approach

to establishing local identification is to treat the M component mixture MPT as a

M-independent group MPT model. A necessary condition for local identification

of the mixture is that the Jacobian of the M-independent group model be full

rank, and that the MPT models includes at least one parameter that differs over

the groups. Generally the problem of empirical underidentification is more acute

in mixture MPT models. Happily the HMMTree software of Stahl and Klauer

(2007) calculates the Information matrix. Empirical underidentification can be

diagnosed by inspecting its eigenvalues.

As mentioned, it does not necessarily follow that local identification is re-

tained, if a nested submodel is derived through the imposition of equality con-

straints from the model under which it is nested (for convenience denoted the

nesting model). It is thus important to consider the identification of both. Note

that if the identification of both models has been established, then one can read-

ily calculate the power to reject the constraints associated with the nested model.

Specifically, given 1) a chosen alpha, 2) a choice of parameters under the nesting

model, and 3) sample size, one can fit the nested model to the expected (exact)

summary statistics, generated by the nesting model. This yields a likelihood

ratio statistic, which asymptotically equals the non-centrality parameter of the

non-central chi-square distribution, i.e., the distribution of the likelihood ratio of

the nested model vs the nesting model. With this information and the degrees of

freedom (difference in number of parameters of the nested and nesting model),

one can readily calculate the power to reject the constraints. This method, which

is quite simple to implement, has been discussed extensively in structural equa-
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tion modeling (e.g., see Satorra & Saris, 1985; Saris & Satorra, 1993). In the case

of MPT models, the likelihood ratio test is subject to the standard regularity

conditions. Of course, if one does not have a clear idea about the effect size, one

can vary the parameter values to get a sense of the kind of model violation one

is likely to detect with a given sample size.

7.7 Appendix: Maxima input code for three-source

2HTSM

1 ratmx:true; /* settings for matrix calculation */

2 /* add predicates to parameters */

3 assume(D1>0 and D1<1, d1>0 and d1<1, D2>0 and D2<1, d2>0 and d2<1,

4 D3>0 and D3<1, d3>0 and d3<1, DN>0 and DN<1, dN>0 and dN<1, a1>0 and a1<1,

5 a2>0 and a2<1, b>0 and b<1, g1>0 and g1<1, g2>0 and g2<1);

6

7 /* [matrices source A] */

8 MA1:matrix([D1],[(1-D1)]);

9 MA2:matrix([d1,0],[(1-d1),0],[0,b],[0,(1-b)]);

10 MA3:matrix([1,0,0,0],[0,a1,0,0],[0,a2,0,0],[0,(1-a1-a2),0,0],

11 [0,0,g1,0],[0,0,g2,0],[0,0,(1-g1-g2),0],[0,0,0,1]);

12 MA4:matrix([1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0],[0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0],

13 [0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1]);

14 MA:MA4.MA3.MA2.MA1; /* matrix product*/

15

16 /* [matrices source B] */

17 MB1:matrix([D2],[(1-D2)]);

18 MB2:matrix([d2,0],[(1-d2),0],[0,b],[0,(1-b)]);

19 MB3:matrix([1,0,0,0],[0,a1,0,0],[0,a2,0,0],[0,(1-a1-a2),0,0],

20 [0,0,g1,0],[0,0,g2,0],[0,0,(1-g1-g2),0],[0,0,0,1]);

21 MB4:matrix([0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0],[1,0,1,0,0,1,0,0],

22 [0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1]);

23 MB:MB4.MB3.MB2.MB1; /* matrix product*/

24

25 /* [matrices source C] */

26 MC1:matrix([D3],[(1-D3)]);

27 MC2:matrix([d3,0],[(1-d3),0],[0,b],[0,(1-b)]);

28 MC3:matrix([1,0,0,0],[0,a1,0,0],[0,a2,0,0],[0,(1-a1-a2),0,0],

29 [0,0,g1,0],[0,0,g2,0],[0,0,(1-g1-g2),0],[0,0,0,1]);

30 MC4:matrix([0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0],[0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0],

31 [0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0],[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1]);

32 MC:MC4.MC3.MC2.MC1; /* matrix product*/

33

34 /* [matrices New items] */

35 MN1:matrix([DN],[(1-DN)]);

36 MN2:matrix([1,0],[0,b],[0,(1-b)]);

37 MN3:matrix([1,0,0],[0,g1,0],[0,g2,0],[0,(1-g1-g2),0],[0,0,1]);

38 MN4:matrix([0,1,0,0,0],[0,0,1,0,0],[0,0,0,1,0],[1,0,0,0,1]);

39 MN:MN4.MN3.MN2.MN1; /* matrix product*/

40

41 /* stack probability vectors of the four independent trees*/

42 f:append(makelist(MA[j,1],j,1,4),makelist(MB[j,1],j,1,4),
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43 makelist(MC[j,1],j,1,4),makelist(MN[j,1],j,1,4));

44 pars:[D1,d1,D2,d2,D3,d3,DN,g1,g2,a1,a2,b]; /* vector of parameters*/

45 jac1:jacobian(f,pars); /* calculate Jacobian*/

46 rjac:rank(jac1); /* calculate rank of Jacobian*/

47 njac:nullspace(jac1); /* calculate nullspace of Jacobian*/
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Discussion and Conclusion

8.1 Summary and discussion

In this thesis we applied the statistical technique of finite mixture modeling to

two domains in the field of cognitive development: the conservation of a contin-

uous quantity (chapter 6), and discrimination (shift) learning (chapters 2 to 5).

In both domains, we aimed to distinguish and study categorically distinct behav-

ioral modes, and to investigate transitions between these modes in a statistically

sound way. We applied mixture models both to multivariate normally distributed

data (conservation; Chapter 6), and to discrete data (discrimination shift learn-

ing; Chapters 3 to 5). In chapter 2 we used a bivariate mixture model that

combined discrete and normally distributed data. The results from this thesis

demonstrate that the finite mixture modeling reveals relevant information, and

circumvents methodological problems of traditional approaches. Such approaches

have involved group averaging, or a classification based on fixed criteria. These

are problematic because they can lead to incorrect inferences (see Gallistel et al.,

2004; van der Maas & Straatemeier, 2008).

In the models of this thesis, as in all statistical models, parameter identifica-

tion, i.e., the ability to infer parameter values from data, is an important issue. In

chapter 7, we applied a method for establishing model identification to the class

of multinomial processing tree (MPT) models (see Batchelder & Riefer, 1999 for

a review). The adopted approach to local identification was discussed previously

by Catchpole and Morgan (1997) in capture-recapture (multinomial) modeling,

and by Bekker et al. (1994) in structural equation modeling. With respect to

MPT models, we demonstrate that the method is tractable, and that it yields

useful information concerning identifying constraints and model nesting. In the

models applied in this thesis, this method was not applicable, because it requires

the availability of sufficient summary statistics. Where it was necessary to es-

tablish identification in these models, we resorted to less efficient, but otherwise

adequate, simulation methods.

The large part of this thesis concerns the investigation of multiple learning
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modes in the development of discrimination (shift) learning between early child-

hood and early adulthood (chapters 2 to 5). We integrated techniques such as

finite mixture modeling and existing mathematical learning models for discrimi-

nation learning. In addition, we developed a new model to investigate the relation

between initial and shift learning. In the following paragraphs, we consider the

major findings of the studies in the light of the theory and the present literature

on discrimination learning.

In chapters 2, 3, and 5, we examined the existence and the characteristics

of multiple modes of learning processes in the initial phase of a discrimination

learning task, as discussed in the work of Kendler (1979) and Ashby et al. (1998).

According to Kendler (1979), a developmental progression takes place between

two qualitatively different modes of learning, i.e., from a slow, incremental mode

to a rational, hypothesis-testing mode. We found support for certain aspects of

this theory. The analysis of the trial-by-trial data of 4- to 20-year-old participants

on a discrimination learning task supported the hypothesis of the existence of two

distinct modes of learning rather than a continuous increase in learning efficiency

with age (chapters 2, 3; Block et al., 1973; Kendler, 1979; Raijmakers et al.,

2001). Specifically, a mixture model that included a fast and a slow learning

mode (i.e., as components in the mixture) fitted the data relatively better than

models of only one mode of learning. Allowing the learning parameter in the

single mode models to vary with age did not change this result. The fast learning

mode was consistent with a model of hypothesis-testing given an initial set of

four hypotheses, and a small probability of a mistake in the learned state. The

probability of the more efficient, hypothesis-testing learning mode increased with

age, as predicted by Kendler (1979). Although these findings are in concordance

with Kendler’s theory, other findings were more difficult to interpret.

In contrast to Kendler’s prediction of slow incremental learning, abrupt learn-

ing from one trial to the next was observed in the slow learning mode. The accu-

racy, once learning has taken place, does not deviate significantly from accuracy

in the more efficient hypothesis-testing mode. The finding of slow abrupt learn-

ing is inconsistent with Kendler’s theory, with neural network simulations using

the cascade-correlation algorithm Sirois and Shultz (1998), and with predictions

based on models of implicit learning, as described by Reber (1993). It seems

likely that the children who learned slowly used hypotheses in inefficient ways,

e.g., by failing to resample hypotheses due to inefficient feedback processing, by

sampling irrelevant hypotheses with a higher probability due to dimension pref-

erences, and/or by expanding the pool of hypotheses with inadequate and com-
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plicated combinations of basic hypotheses (informal interviews, see also Phillips

& Levine, 1975; Kemler, 1978).

In chapter 4, we investigated the existence of different modes of learning a

reversal shift, in which reinforcement contingencies are reversed. In addition, the

relation between initial learning mode and shift learning mode was examined.

The analysis of the trial-by-trial data of the shift learning phase revealed multi-

ple modes of learning, in particular, a slow and a fast learning mode, and a mode

involving an immediate reversal of the previous rule. The learning parameters

did not differ between age groups. The probability of perseverating in the pre-

viously correct rule did not differ between age groups, either. This absence of

age differences in perseveration is somewhat unexpected given the significant de-

crease of the number of perseverative errors in the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task

(WCST; Heaton et al., 1993) that is typically found in developmental studies

(e.g., Chelune & Baer, 1986). However, the WCST involves an extradimensional

shift instead of a reversal shift, which may explain the diverging results. The mix-

ing proportions of the three modes differed between age groups, and depended

on the initial learning mode: Given slow initial learning, the probability of slow

shift learning decreased with age, i.e., the probability of positive transfer as a

discrete improvement in learning efficiency increased with age. Given fast initial

learning, we found slow shift learning (i.e., negative transfer) in almost all 4- to

6-year-olds, whereas this was found only in a small minority of the 7- to 13-year-

olds, and was completely absent in the 20-year-olds. Besides these age differences

in the use of the learning modes, age differences were also found in the accuracy

with which the reversed rule was applied in the learned state. The accuracies

in the learned state differed significantly between age groups, and were below

criterion accuracy in the 4- to 9-year-olds. This was not the case in the initial

learning phase. A possible explanation of the reduced accuracy is interference

from the previously learned rule, resulting in occasional responses according to

the previous rule. This explanation is consistent with developmental executive

function theories (e.g., Zelazo & Frye, 1998, Diamond, 2006).

The results from chapters 3 and 4 provided additional evidence for the effect

of preferences for a feature or a dimension on discrimination learning in young

children (see also Esposito, 1975). In chapter 3, the mixing proportions of the

learning modes differed between the brightness and the shape condition, in the

younger children. The probability of using the more efficient learning mode was

higher in the brightness condition, in which a rule relating to the brightness di-

mension had to be learned and shape was irrelevant, than in the shape condition,
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in which a rule relating to the shape dimension had to be learned and brightness

was irrelevant. In chapter 4, the vast majority of 4- to 6-year-olds, who sup-

posedly engaged in hypothesis-testing in the initial learning phase, showed slow

shift learning. This may indicate that these children were unable to flexibly test

hypotheses (and merely had a coincidental preference for the correct rule in the

initial phase), or are unable to do so efficiently because of interference from the

initially learned rule.

The possible effect of feature preferences was addressed in the study reported

in chapter 5. In addition, we examined the relation between the learning mode

and the two executive function components working memory and attentional

control. The results replicated the finding of a slow, abrupt learning mode, and

a fast, hypothesis-testing learning mode (chapters 2 and 3). As found before, the

probability of using the fast, more efficient learning mode increased significantly

in the present age range of 4 to 14 years. In addition to these two learning

modes, a non-learning mode was found in the youngest age group, which seemed

mainly attributable to the manipulation of the relevant dimension. Four- to

five-year-olds, who showed a feature preference, and were forced to learn a rule

involving unpreferred dimension appear not to be able to flexibly test hypotheses,

and more than half of these children showed no sign of learning. In contrast,

a small group of the 4- to 5-year-olds, who did not show feature preferences

may have tested hypotheses efficiently. Working memory and attentional control

measures predicted posterior learning mode probabilities, after controlling for

age. This suggested that insufficient working memory capacity and an inability

to resist interference of irrelevant and conflicting information hampers the use of

the efficient hypothesis-testing mode on the DL task in the tested age range.

Ashby et al. (1998) predicted that children’s performance suffers in rule-based

tasks, as the discrimination learning task. However, they did not specify whether

they expected children to engage the implicit system or their immature verbal

learning system. As explained in chapter 3, the finding of abrupt slow learning

rather than incremental learning does not necessarily imply that learning in the

slow mode is not merely based on simple stimulus-response associative learning

(Gallistel et al., 2004; Restle, 1965; Ell & Ashby, 2004; Ashby et al., 1998).

However, the present finding renders this hypothesis less likely. Although shift

learning results have to be interpreted with caution (e.g., Esposito, 1975), the

finding of different shift learning modes in chapter 4, conditional on the initial

learning mode seems in conflict with a pure stimulus-response learning associa-

tive interpretation of the slow learning mode. This holds in particular for the
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relatively large probabilities of fast reversal shift learning given slow initial learn-

ing (probabilities > .3 in all groups). Furthermore, the multimodality of shift

learning conditional on age group and initial learning mode suggested the possi-

bility of heterogeneity in the initial learning modes. We identified one source of

heterogeneity as preferences for a dimension of the stimuli. As mentioned above,

the all-or-none model, which provided the best description to the slow learning

process, may accommodate several strategies. A multitude of these strategies

could be present simultaneously in the group of slow learning children.

Thus, on the basis of the results of chapters 2 to 5, it seems more likely that the

slow and non-learning children engage in inefficient hypothesis-testing strategies,

which are related to insufficient working memory and limitations in attentional

control. As mentioned in chapter 5, van Duijvenvoorde et al. (2008) showed that

the brain areas, which are more active following positive than negative feedback

in 8- to 9-year-old children, are the same brain areas, which are more active

following negative than positive feedback in adults. This finding provides some

support for the interpretation of the slow mode as inefficient hypothesis testing,

maybe involving a stronger focus on the confirmation of hypotheses than on

the falsification. Note, however, that this study involved a different task, which

limits the comparison. Furthermore, as described in chapter 5, in the same age

group of 8- to 9-year-olds approximately half of the children seemed to use a

hypothesis-testing strategy in performing the discrimination learning task. A

possible explanation of the empirical results based on reduced effectiveness of

negative feedback in combination with dimensional bias was implemented in a

neural network simulation by Berkeljon and Raijmakers (2007).

Suppose that both learning modes relied on the same learning system, i.e.,

the verbal system (Ashby et al., 1998). One would then expect a gradual in-

crease in efficiency, as the neurological structures underlying the verbal learning

system mature. This raises the question how distinct modes of learning, as ob-

served in this thesis can arise from gradual maturation. A formal model that

is describes qualitative changes in a dependent variable (e.g., mode of learning)

related to gradual change in independent variables (e.g., brain maturation) is the

cusp model, which was discussed in the developmental psychological context by

van der Maas and Molenaar (1992).
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8.2 Directions for future research

As mentioned in the introductory chapter, Ashby and Ell (2002) proposed a hi-

erarchy of criteria to distinguish between single and multiple systems of learning:

These include criteria in the mathematical, psychological, and neurobiological

domains. The mathematical models that provided the best description of the

different fast mode and the slow mode of learning were not structurally equiva-

lent, as they are two non-nested submodels of a more general model. However,

the differences due to the difference in structure are relatively small compared

to the differences due to the quantitative differences in parameter values. In our

opinion, this result does not fully satisfy the criterion in the first domain, despite

the presence of distinct modes. As the present results do not lend themselves to

a definite conclusion about the underlying nature of the slow learning process,

more research is needed to elucidate this issue. Latent learning modeling of the

performance on learning tasks, which involve blank trials, may help to distin-

guish between these strategies (Phillips & Levine, 1975). However, especially

young children’s performance is expected to suffer in these tasks of necessarily

increased difficulty. Another promising possibility is the extension of the learning

models to include information about the stimulus order (Batchelder, 1971).

Furthermore, as we focused exclusively on behavioral data, we cannot address

the question whether the behaviorally distinct learning modes of slow learning

and hypothesis-testing correspond to neurologically separated learning systems,

as described by Ashby et al. (1998). To address this question, we would require

a combination of neuropsychological measurements and mathematical modeling.

In addition, the existence of categorically distinct behavioral modes within each

age group in the age range of 4-14 years underlines the importance of testing the

assumption of homogeneity not only in behavioral studies, but also in neuropsy-

chological studies (see Noppeney, Penny, Price, Flandin, & Friston, 2006).

In this thesis, we investigated category learning processes exclusively in one

instance of rule-based category-learning tasks, i.e., the discrimination shift learn-

ing task. Due to the design of the task it was not possible to distinguish a

broader range of different hypothesis-testing strategies in the older children and

adults. However, a task involving more dimensions, which would allow to distin-

guish more hypothesis-testing strategies, would probably have been too difficult

for the youngest children in this thesis. That this task is still of relevance to the

literature is evident given that it features as a benchmark for neural network sim-

ulation studies of (the development of) human categorization learning and shift
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learning behavior (e.g., Sirois & Shultz, 1998; Kruschke, 1996; Raijmakers, van

Koten, & Molenaar, 1996; Raijmakers, Coffey, Stevenson, Winkel, & Berkeljon,

2009). A good description of the learning processes and their development in

humans performing a discrimination shift task is a necessary prerequisite for a

reasonable comparison of human and network behavior. In this context, further

research is needed concerning learning paradigms other than reversal shift (e.g.,

extradimensional shifts).

In this thesis, we did not investigate whether the finding of distinct modes

of learning generalizes to other category-learning tasks. However, we speculate

that different strategies of responding might also underlie the performance on

the WCST (Heaton et al., 1993), as used in neuropsychological assessment. As

explained in chapter 3, the use of norms in the form of mean scores and standard

deviations per age group is problematic in the presence of heterogeneity within

age groups. In addition, the finding of below criterion response accuracy in the

two youngest age groups (chapter 4) in the learned state of the reversal shift

phase highlights the importance of distinguishing between different types of er-

rors in the WCST (as suggested by Barceló & Knight, 2002). Failure to reach the

criterion of 10 correct sorts in order to proceed with the next learning phase can

be due to the participant’s failure to identify the correct sorting rule, or due to a

failure to perfectly execute the correctly identified sorting rule. It seems relevant

to distinguish between these causes, as witnessed by the large number of complex

variables calculated from WCST performance (Heaton et al., 1993). Mathemat-

ical modeling may provide a way of distinguishing qualitative and quantitative

differences in the performance of healthy and clinical participants, and to measure

processes at the individual level (see Bishara et al., 2009).

The elaboration and application of the models has helped to pave the way

for an application of related models to several other learning paradigms that in-

volve, for instance, a richer category structure (e.g., Raijmakers, Ryan, Wills,

Lea, & Visser, in preparation; Raijmakers, Schmittmann, & Visser, in revision;

Haring, Visser, & Raijmakers, 2009). We modified the learning models to per-

mit responses in the form of proportions that follow a beta distribution (rather

than discrete responses). This was done in order to study discrimination learn-

ing processes in infants, whose proportion of trial-by-trial fixation to the correct

stimulus were used as an indicator. As yet, elaboration of these models and of

the paradigm is needed to allow successful applications to infant learning experi-

ments. The use of a continuous rather than discrete measurement scale (as in the

models for fixation proportions and the models in chapter 6 may allow a more
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finegrained analysis of the learning processes, and, in particular, a more sensitive

test of incremental learning. This continuous measure may be obtained by requir-

ing the participants to indicate a tendency of choice on a continuous scale rather

than a forced-alternative discrete choice. Another way is by the inclusion of la-

tency data, e.g., response times, as an additional indicator for the latent states, as

we did in a subset of the data in chapter 2. We are currently exploring feedback

inspection times (Schmittmann & Raijmakers, in preparation b). Finally, we are

exploring the use of hierarchical Bayesian modeling to accommodate continuous

individual differences (for instance, in the learning parameters as suggested by

Batchelder, 1975).

Concerning the generalization to domains other than learning and conserva-

tion, the application of latent Markov models allowed us to distinguish distinct

modes of of conditional reasoning, and to gauge the effects of item manipulation

on the reasoning modes (Schmittmann & Raijmakers, in preparation a). Apart

from the applications in this thesis, heterogeneity in the form of categorically dis-

tinct behavioral modes, and transitions between these modes have been detected

in a broad range of domains in cognitive development. These include transitive

reasoning (e.g., Bouwmeester, Sijtsma, & Vermunt, 2004), conditional reasoning

(e.g., Rijmen & De Boeck, 2003), proportional reasoning (e.g., Jansen & van der

Maas, 1997), triad classification (Raijmakers et al., 2004), children’s knowledge of

the physical characteristics of the earth (Straatemeier et al., 2008), and children’s

understanding that still water is horizontal (e.g., Thomas & Hettmansperger,

2001). Given this widespread presence of categorical heterogeneity and discrete

change, we expect to encounter this in many other domains. One task for the

future is to elaborate statistical models that can efficiently accommodate such

phenomena. This requires an approach that integrates progression in the sub-

stantive theory and the development of statistical techniques. One inconvenience

in the application of the statistical models used in this thesis is that large sample

sizes are required. This inconvenience, however, is a consequence of the latent

heterogeneity that is present in the subject of study, rather than of the technique

that accommodates the heterogeneity.

8.3 Conclusion

What can we conclude on the basis of the results reported in this thesis? By

employing the method of latent mixture Markov modeling, we were able to dis-

tinguish categorically distinct behavioral modes in two areas of cognitive develop-
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ment (rule-based category-learning, and conservation of a continuous quantity),

and to investigate the transitions between these modes. In the applications to

discrimination learning, the results supported the existence of categorically dis-

tinct modes of learning, one of which can be interpreted as efficient hypothesis-

testing. The probability of using this efficient mode increases with age. In the

other mode, we found abrupt slow learning instead of the expected incremental

learning. Our interpretation of this slow learning mode is tentative, and we raise

doubts concerning its homogeneity. We consider it likely that this mode is due

to an inefficient use of the immature verbal learning system (Ashby et al., 1998),

which is probably hampered by developmental limitations of working memory

and attentional control. The existence of categorical individual differences in

cognitive behavior within age groups, as we found in two very different cognitive

domains, posits a fundamental problem to the comparison of age groups based on

their averages. Mathematical modeling of the behavioral data provides a more

demanding, but much better basis for studying development in the presence of

such categorical individual differences.
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Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)

Algemeen

Op het gebied van de cognitieve ontwikkeling zijn er veel theorieën, die op ba-

sis van het bestaan van verschillende strategieën kwalitatieve verschillen in het

gedrag voorspellen. Heterogeniteit door kwalitatieve verschillen in het gedrag

vormt een probleem voor gebruikelijk toegepaste analysemethodes die op de aan-

name van homogeniteit gebaseerd zijn. In mixture modellen, die worden gebruikt

in bijvoorbeeld latente klassenanalyse en latente profielanalyse, wordt er rekening

gehouden met kwalitatieve verschillen in de data. Een uitbreiding van mixture

modellen voor herhaalde metingen zijn Markov modellen, waarmee ook de over-

gangen tussen de kwalitatief verschillende toestanden of strategieën onderzocht

kunnen worden.

In dit proefschrift zijn Markov modellen toegepast in twee onderzoeksge-

bieden in de cognitieve ontwikkeling: discriminatie (shift) leren (hoofdstukken

2 t/m 5) en conservatie van een continue hoeveelheid (hoofdstuk 6). Met behulp

van de Markov modellen was het mogelijk om latente groepen op te sporen, om

eigenschappen van de latente groepen te onderzoeken, en om overgangen tussen

strategieën in de ontwikkeling in kaart te brengen. De modellen zijn toegepast

op multivariaat normaal verdeelde data (hoofdstuk 6), en op dichotome data

(hoofdstukken 3 t/m 5). In hoofdstuk 2 is een bivariaat model gebruikt, waarin

dichotome en normaal verdeelde data gëıntegreerd geanalyseerd zijn. De pa-

rameters van de modellen, bijvoorbeeld de proporties van de latente groepen in

verschillende leeftijdsgroepen, zijn in grote steekproeven geschat door middel van

maximum likelihood schatting (software zie: Visser, 2005 en Neale et al., 2003).

Zoals in alle statistische modellen, is het ook in de huidige modellen belangrijk,

dat alle parameters gëıdentificeerd zijn. Dat wil zeggen, dat het mogelijk is om

de parameterwaardes uit de data af te leiden. In hoofdstuk 7 is een methode om

parameter identificatie te onderzoeken toegepast op de brede klasse van multino-

mial processing tree modellen (MPT; Batchelder & Riefer, 1999). Deze methode

is eerder gebruikt door Catchpole and Morgan (1997) in de context van capture-

recapture modellen en door Bekker et al. (1994) in de context van structurele

vergelijkingsmodellen. In hoofdstuk 7 is beschreven hoe deze methode ook bij

MPT modellen toegepast kan worden en nuttige informatie oplevert over param-
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eterrestricties en geneste modellen. Deze methode is echter niet toepasbaar op de

modellen die in dit proefschrift zijn gebruikt, omdat sufficient summary statis-

tics hiervoor nodig zijn. Waar nodig is de parameteridentificatie van de huidige

modellen onderzocht met behulp van minder efficiënte, maar verder geschikte

simulatiemethodes.

Het grootste gedeelte van dit proefschrift heeft de ontwikkeling van het leren

van simpele discriminaties als onderwerp. In een simpele discriminatietaak leren

proefpersonen een classificatie van een aantal stimuli op basis van een regel die

op één bepaalde eigenschap van de stimuli is gebaseerd, bijvoorbeeld op kleur.

Volgens de klassieke theorie van Kendler (1979) vindt er tijdens de ontwikkeling

een overgang plaats van een langzame, incrementele, leervorm naar een snelle,

rationele leervorm, die gebaseerd is op het testen van hypotheses. Ook in de

recentere veelomvattende theorie van Ashby et al. (1998) worden er twee, morfol-

ogisch gescheiden, interacterende leersystemen verondersteld: een impliciet leer-

systeem en een verbaal leersysteem. In de hoofdstukken 2, 3, en 5 is het bestaan

van verschillende vormen van het leren van een simpele discriminatie onderzocht

door middel van mixture Markov analyses van de sequentiële leerdata van grote

steekproeven kinderen en jongvolwassenen in het leeftijdsbereik van 4 tot 20

jaar. Elke component in het mixture Markov model bestond uit een wiskundig

leermodel (gespecificeerd als Markov model). De resultaten in dit proefschrift

steunen sommige, maar niet alle aspecten van Kendler’s theorie. Steun werd

gevonden voor het bestaan van twee vormen van leren, die verschillen in de snel-

heid of efficiëntie van het leerproces, en die allebei leidden tot een bijna perfecte

beheersing van de te leren discriminatie. Zoals voorspeld door beide theorieën

nam de kans om snel te leren toe met de leeftijd, en kon de snelle leervorm

gëınterpreteerd worden als hypothesetoetsend leren. Echter, in tegenspraak met

Kendler’s theorie werd ook in de langzame leervorm een sprongsgewijs leerpro-

ces gedetecteerd, in plaats van de voorspelde incrementele toename in de kans

op een correct antwoord. Op basis van de resultaten lijkt het waarschijnlijk dat

de langzaam lerende kinderen een inefficiënte rationele strategie toepassen, bi-

jvoorbeeld door na negatieve feedback geen nieuwe hypothese te selecteren, door

irrelevante hypotheses op grond van voorkeuren voor stimuluseigenschappen met

een hogere kans te selecteren, of door de verzameling van gehanteerde hypotheses

uit te breiden met niet geschikte, complexe hypotheses (informele interviews, zie

ook Phillips & Levine, 1975; Kemler, 1978).

In hoofdstuk 4 ligt de focus op de ontwikkeling van het leren van een reversal

shift, waarbij de classificatie van de stimuli precies omgekeerd wordt, nadat een
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proefpersoon de initiële simpele discriminatie heeft geleerd. Zoals in de initiële

leerfase (hoofdstukken 2, 3, en 5) zijn er ook in de shift leerfase meerdere leer-

vormen gevonden. Negatieve transfer (langzaam shift leren na snel initiëel leren)

was vooral in de jongere leeftijdsgroepen aanwezig. De kans op positieve trans-

fer (snel de shift leren na langzaam initiëel leren) nam toe met de leeftijd. De

mate van perseveratie in de initiële discriminatie verschilde niet over de leefti-

jdsgroepen. Dit laatste resultaat is onverwacht gegeven de significante afname

van perseveratie fouten in de Wisconsin Card Sorting Task (WCST; Heaton et

al., 1993), die in ontwikkelingsstudies is gevonden (bijvoorbeeld Chelune & Baer,

1986). Een mogelijke verklaring hiervoor is het verschil in het type shift tussen

de twee taken: de WCST vereist extradimensionele shifts in plaats van de in-

tradimensionele reversal shifts. Naast de leeftijdsverschillen in het gebruik van

de leervormen in de twee leerfases zijn er leeftijdsverschillen gevonden in de accu-

ratesse waarmee de geleerde reversal shift werd toegepast. Terwijl de accuratesse

na het leren van de initiële discriminatie niet verschilde over de leeftijdsgroepen,

presteerden de 4- tot 9-jarige kinderen na het leren van de reversal shift gemiddeld

slechter dan de oudere kinderen. In de jongste leeftijdsgroepen worden dus meer

fouten gemaakt in de toepassing van de nieuwe classificatie regel. Een mogelijke

verklaring hiervoor is interferentie van de in de initiële leerfase geleerde discrim-

inatie. Deze verklaring is consistent met recente theorieen over de ontwikkeling

van executieve functies (zie bijvoorbeeld Zelazo & Frye, 1998, Diamond, 2006).

Een traditionele manier om het moment van leren vast te stellen is het gebruik

van een leercriterium, bijvoorbeeld 9 correcte antwoorden binnen 10 opeenvol-

gende trials. Echter, het percentage fouten dat er door de kinderen in de jongste

leeftijdsgroepen wordt gemaakt in de toepassing van de nieuwe classificatieregel

is zodanig, dat er met een gebruikelijk leercriterium het leermoment van een kind

te laat zou worden vastgesteld.

In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een empirische studie beschreven waarin de samenhang

is onderzocht tussen de leervorm en twee executieve functies werkgeheugen en

aandachtscontrole. Daarnaast is het effect van voorkeuren voor een stimulu-

seigenschap of dimensie op het leerproces onderzocht. De 4- tot 5-jarige kinderen

zonder een voorkeur presteerden significant beter dan de 4- tot 5-jarigen, die een

discriminatie op basis van een niet-voorkeurs dimensie moesten leren. De betere

prestatie kwam tot uiting in een kleinere percentage van kinderen dat de dis-

criminatie helemaal niet leerden, en in het feit dat een subgroep van de kinderen

zonder voorkeur snel leerde via een efficiënte vorm van hypothesetoetsen. Maten

voor de werkgeheugencapaciteit en de aandachtscontrole voorspelden de a pos-
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teriori berekende leervormkansen, na het corrigeren voor leeftijd. Dit resultaat

suggereert dat een onvoldoende werkgeheugencapaciteit en een onvermogen om

interferenrende irrelevante informatie te weerstaan hinderlijk zijn voor de toepass-

ing van een efficiënte hypothesetoetsende strategie in de discriminatieleertaak.

Ashby et al. (1998) voorspelden een slechtere prestatie van kinderen ten

opzichte van volwassenen op regel-gebaseerde taken, zoals de discriminatieleer-

taak. Er werd geen uitspraak gedaan over het verwachtte leersysteem: impliciet of

verbaal. De observatie van sprongsgewijs langzaam leren impliceert niet noodza-

kelijkerwijs dat de langzame leervorm niet alleen op eenvoudige stimulus-response

associaties is gebaseert (Gallistel et al., 2004; Restle, 1965; Ell & Ashby, 2004;

Ashby et al., 1998). Maar het lijkt wel minder waarschijnlijk dat de langzame

leervorm gebaseerd is op alleen stimulus-response associaties. Op basis van de

resultaten in hoofdstukken 2 t/m 5 lijkt het waarschijnlijker dat de langzaam

lerende en de niet-lerende kinderen inefficiënte hypothesetoetsende strategieën

gebruiken.

Conclusie

De in dit proefschrift gebruikte varianten van Markov modellen waren geschikt om

categorisch verschillende vormen van gedrag in twee deelgebieden op het gebied

van de cognitieve ontwikkeling op te sporen, en om overgangen tussen de verschil-

lende vormen van gedrag in de ontwikkeling te onderzoeken. De resultaten op

het gebied van het discriminatieleren steunen het bestaan van twee vormen van

leren, waarvan er één als een efficiënte vorm van hypothese toetsen kan worden

gëınterpreteerd. De kans om deze efficiënte leervorm te gebruiken neemt toe met

de leeftijd. In de langzame leervorm vonden wij aanwijzingen voor een sprongs-

gewijs leerproces in plaats van een incrementeel leerproces. De interpretatie van

deze leervorm blijft onzeker, en op basis van de resultaten wordt er getwijfeld

aan de homogeniteit van deze leervorm. Het lijkt waarschijnlijk, dat de langzame

leervorm gebaseerd is op een inefficiënt gebruik van het onrijpe verbale leersys-

teem (Ashby et al., 1998), waarschijnlijk gelimiteerd door werkgeheugencapaciteit

en aandachtscontrole. Het bestaan van discrete verschillen in cognitief gedrag

binnen leeftijdsgroepen, dat wij in twee zeer uiteenlopende onderzoeksgebieden

hebben gevonden, representeert een fundamenteel probleem voor een vergelijking

van gemiddelde prestaties van verschillende leeftijdsgroepen. Het gebruik van

mixture modellen vormt een uitkomst om ontwikkeling te onderzoeken.
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